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INTRODUCTION 

In 1973, Alex MacLeod observed that the debate over the relation-

ship between blass and nationalism had raised issues so critical as to 

create an "unresolved dilemma of the Quebec leftTl (A. MacLeod, 1973: p.3). 

Despite apparent unity of the left provided by the Parti Quebecois, 

MacLeod detailed various poin-ts of contention between neo~}1arxis-ts and 

proponents of an ethnic consciousness view of na-tionalism. Whatever the 

analytic persuasion, however I he main-tained that 

Nationalism i.s bec0.c"".1.:Lng 2l. great:.er and greater inst.rument 
of poli-tical mobilizat:ioE and no one can afford to ignore 
it. 

(A. MacLeod, 1973: p. 3) 

In outlining the debate on 1:he Quebec lE-,f'c, MacLeod pinpoi.nt.ed 

a split over su.bjective and objective definitions of 'nation t. ~'7hen 

nation is defined subjectively, the t:endency has been to perceive the 

problem of nationalism in ethnic terms (see Chapte:r: 1 for a thorough 

discussion). v1hen I on the other hand, na-tion is defined obj ectively as 

a reflection of a particular mode of economic production, and organiza~ 

'cion, nationc.lism is reduc·ed to a bourgeois phenomenon. 

Ma_cLeod criJcical1y examine:l booth positions and found thGlYl 

laC}d.ng f but offered no concrete resolutions to the problems he has iden-

t_ified. He concludeJ that: 

'l'he solutionS!; are not readily at hand, and will not be 
found l..mtil a. more adequate analysis of ·the Quebec 
situation becomes a.vailable or until one force of tJ:H~ 

left overvll181mingly domina-ees the other. For the 
moment -tJ18 debate goes on. 

(1\. JI'iacLeod, 1973: p. 14) 

1. 
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It is apparent from most recent accounts of nationalism that 

particular approaches to the problem recur and that particular analytic 

trends can be identified. Using curren-t treatments as a guide, the 

problem of the relationship of class to nationalism emerges as a central 

point of contention among various authors and perspectives. This point 

of conflic'c is in fact based on fundamental differences found bebreen 

'subjective ' and 'objective' definitions of nation. vrrlen moving beyond 

-theory into analyses of concrete instances of nationalism, these fundalllen--

tal differences result in both theoretical and pragmatic confusion. 

'rhis holds as true for nationalism in Quebec as for any other e.xample. 

As llia~Leod noted, tl'e debate over class in rela'cion to nationalism 

is sU_l1 ongoing" In 1975, ,Jean-Harc piot'ce, a IOl_--mer vlJ~iter for~i 

Pris wl)o once advocated an ethnic consciousness approach to nationalislU, 

endorsed a more rigid Jl.1arxist approach, declaring t_hat "there will not 

be a specifically Quebecois socialism" (J.M. Pio-tte, 1975: p. 34). The 

left in Quebec con-tinues a confusing ideoJog-ical debate as one side 

at-tempts to dominate t_he other, much as HacLeod predicted. \vi t_ll a sing~ 

ular exception (see Leon Dion, 1975) -there have been no atterapt:s on the 

left to creat_e a neVl Tlmore adequate analysis of the Quebec situati_on" 

(A.. 1'1a.cLeo0., 1973; p. 14). 

This -ches:Ls is an attempt to respond to J:.1acLeod I s plea £or aJ.l.alyses 

vlhich reflect: the specifj ci ty of Quebec exper ience. As he points ou-t~, 

-tIle- utility of C1.u:Y'ent approaches is problematic, most importantly because 

the models of nationalism which t.hey const:r:uct deal inadequately ,\lIi th 

specific realities. Consequently, in order to avoid this same problem 

it is imperative to deal 'with class in relation to nationalism, at least 
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for the time being, in an open-ended way, fitting the theory to the facts: 

The central focus of this thesis will be an exploration of the 

nature of the relationship between nationalism and class in Quebec over 

the yea:r:s 1960 to 1975. In an attempt to clearly delineate this relation-

. ship, the thesis emphasizes a variable of particular importance in the 

case of Quebec: language. The isolated existence of French language on 

the North American continent provides a focus for the discussion of 

nationalism (although .not at the expense of other factors, should they 

prove relevant). Language, then, will serve as both a theoretical and 

practical means of identifying, dE:~scribii.1.g and anal¥zing the relation

ship of class to nationalism in Quebec. 

Current approaches to Quebec nationalism D.-ave theoretical 

anteceden·ts stl':etching as far back as 1700. The first Chapter of the 

thesis e...xplo:r.es bot:h ongoing treD.ds of thought and their theoretical roots 

in order to arrive a·t a sound understanding of dominant positions 

regarding ·the rela-tionship of class to nationalism. Language is theE 

discussed in order to demons·trate the necessity of employing the concept 

ination' in a manner that: recognizes both internal coh.esi.on (nation) and 

internal. d.iffeJ~ent:iation (social class). I will argue t.hat current 

approaches fail to taJ(e this into account:. Hence, ·the °chesi.s is djxect.ed 

towards an investigat.iol1 which recognizes and employs thi_s duality .. 

Cb.apter 'l'wo deve}.ops more concretely this i.dea of duality -

cohesion and differentia·tioli. As dual fonus of consciousness (national 

and class) a]~e out:lined, t.he role of language in the development. of the.38 

consciousnesses is also explored. Na·!:ional consciousness is treated as 

a necessary condi t.ion Eor nationalisTl r but r 'chrough a discussion of 
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particular e)camples, will be defined as qualitatively distinct from 

nationalism. This is an a}:,solutely eri tical distinction running through

out the thesis. Finally, the problem (which permeates ongoing discussion) 

of the relation of class to nationalism will be restated as a problem 

which involves not two but five variables: class, class consciousness, 

nation, national consciousness, and nationalism. Consequently, na-

tionalism is defined in such a way as to leave the nature of the relation

ship between these variables open to invest_igg.tion. Tha-t is, it is this 

relationship which beco~es the problmG. 

Chapter Three descriptively deta.ils -the development o£ nationalism 

in Quebec over the period 1960 -to 1975 and establishes sound ,'lorking 

knowledge of the sc:cial and economic fabric of the °cime. Particular 

attention \lIill again be paid to language because of j.ts relation to 

class consciousness and. national consciousness, its role as a £oous 

of conflic-t over this period, and its accessibility as a variable 

when considering Quebec. 

The last Chapter will address and present a solution to the 

problem, defined in Chapter 2 now with the advantage of the weight of 

evidence. Relating the proble.m of the relationship of class, nation 

and nationalism to the realities of the Quebec experience, the full 

nature of this rela·tionship can be detailed and defined. Once this has 

been accomplished, issues directly related to this ne'ivly determined 

relationship (in essence, a completed definition) may be explored. 

Again, beciluse of the tangible nature of language, these considerations 

'ivill largely, although not tctaJ;ly, centre on this variable. 
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The virtue of the approach which has been outlined is that it 

does not theoretically constrain the investigation to the point of 

dictating the admissibility of evidence: this open-ended approach 

permits a better grounding of theory in reality. Reality, shapes more 

"of "the parameters of the discussion than does theory. And it is this, 

rather than the reverse, which satisfies the first of MacLeod's options: 

. 
the discovery of "a more adequate analysis of the Quebec situation". 



CHAPTER ONE 

Nations: 'rhe Weaknesses -of Currer it Analyses -of NationCi.lism 

Any at-tempt at arriving at a sensible imderstanding of the 

phenomenon nat.ionalism must first est.ablish a. reasonable set OI 

definitional parww:::terso Confused academic rhetoric, interdisciplinary 

in·terest in the phenornenon, and tb~ popular use of relevant te1.Tninology 

have all 2on:tribu:ted t.o a. la.ck of sustained consensus regarding the 

meaning of ",0:r:0.8 such as 'nat:Lon! and 'st.at(~ I • HO\vever, this is not a 

problem c.onfined to today. Historicall.y, cmalysts concerned about 

nationalis:m. have contribu'ced ·to ·this confusion throuOJ,'h bot:h inconsistency 

1 
in application of t:he terms as "Tell as disagree111ents a.s to their .n1eanil1gs. 

Indeed I th<-'j r:IOst il11port:ant differences in ·the vlC1Y analys'cs relate claBs 

to nat:ionalisrn s·tera from these confusions. Hav~ng inherited this 

problell1 1 it is necessary ·to trace b2,ck t.he Deeming of 81wh words and 

situai~e the inconsistencies in lneaning in their px-oper context.ual root.s" 

N'atiol1<llisrn is generally conceded t.o he a modern phenomt~nonl 

dating from the French Revolution and Rouseau I s tract on the na.ture 

of sovE;reig·ni.;y. 

Whe~1 Rousseau idenb..:fied l for -the first t:bne t the "nai::Lcm (( 
with the "reople", na·t-i~nalis:m beca1[,e tEl. ideol.ogy o£ the 
"people" f that is 1 of the Jlliddle clccsses. 

(Sy-mmons'-Symonolewic:z f 1970: p. 3) 

6 
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The extension of wha'c Bendix (1974) would refer to as citizenship rights 

to previously non-politically-involved segments of nation-state populations 

fir~mly implanted in the corpus of western political philosophy the 

identification of political organization with the national collectivity. 

'The credo of national will ~s the apex of individual will was transformed 

into the polit:ical configuration of nation-state. While one can question 

whether all thinkers tended to run the 'state' and 'nation' t.ogeti1.er, 

the dominance of concern over European 8.-xperience generally led to an 

emphasis 011 "great" nations such as France and later GeTIl\any (see A. Smith, 

1973: p. 29, for a critique of Europocentrism). The fomulation and 

popularity of this philosophy are both indicated by the strength and 

frequency of intellec't1..1al debates regexding the natu.re of the 'nation I 

"'Thieh ch3.:L'act.e:cized. eighteenth and nineteent.h century intellectual life. 

This debate can be si'llplistie3.11y red:clced to t:\,[O dominant strains 

of thought. On the one hand, err~erging from and Flodifying the Hegelian tracli-

tion I and charact.erized most strongly by Marx and Engels r is an inconsis-

'tent and confused political recognition of 1'.he 'nation' and ct v-aci.llation 

J~egardin'J its rights. On the ot:her hand is a more rigid defiYlition of 

·the 'nation' and increasing defence of i·ts rights. 2 

Hegelian philosophy stresses the necessity of the fOl,"Y'1at:i..on of 

a st.ate In orueL: that na:tions might fulfill tlleir obligat:Lons to history" 

'1'hat is,. 



... a people may exist merely as a nation but in that 
condition, it is incapable of contributing to the 
development of 'ilOrld history. -

(H. Davis, 1967: p. 1) 

Hegel employed an evolutionary perspective which saw dialectic move-

ment over history to ever 'higher' social forms. Thus, it demanded 

positive national input into world historical development. This 

contribution is conceived as possible only in a situation where a 

state apparatus can intervene to create harmony among the conflicting 

elements in a society3. Thus: 

••. part of Hegel's idea Has that peoples which have 
proved themselves unable over a period of-time to build 
a state '''ill never be able to huild one. 

(H. Davis, 1967 p: 2} 

8 

Na"tiol1s _must form states I or cease to be nations. '1'his was 1 in essence r 

the for:mulation of the concept "historyless peoples" - conrrnunities of 

people what because they could never create a state could never" contrib

ute to an evolutionary histori~al dialectic
4

. Stateless nations, then, 

by implication, did not necessarily have to be considered as viable 

entities nor were their rights perceived as inviolable. 

The principal problem with the Hegelian position is the nature 

of \~lat constitutes a 'nation'. Insistence on a positive historical 

coni:ribution means that I essentially, only na"tions which- can be ""world-

historical" (H. Davis, 1967 p: 2) are nations proper. Almost any other 

community of peoples TImst be prefixed 'savage' or 'uninlportant I. The 

Hegelian perspective r then 1 is dependent to a larg-e degree on -previous 

historical conditions shaping poli"tical realities, and, for" all in~,:ents 

and purposes, the ow-ora Ina"tion I 'can easily be considered co-terminous 

with "l:he concept I na tion - sta te I ". And I as later Hegelians would 
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demonstrate in support of various nationalist movements (such as German 

unification), it is as easily applied to large populations striving to 

establish or extend a state apparatus. Lacking a clear, non-historically 

dependent understanding of 'nation', the Hegelian school tended to 

-vacillate over questions of particular minority r_ights in their insistence 

on an evolutionary development of history. 

ii)Mar..x and-Engels 

The revolutionary socialist doctrine of Marx oJ1d Engels was 

influenced by Hegelian philosophy! although 1-1arx, in 1848, £onnally 

broke from the Hegelian school. Perhaps due to an awareness of the 

comple.,-xi-ty of the problem 1 neither Narx nor Engels was to delineate a 

cle<.~r theory on -the 'nation I. Tom Nairn (1975) argues that .Marx and 

Engels ,:Jere constrained by history. 

If they could not put together a >colerable theory 
oJJout nationalism, nobody could, or did. Historical 
development had not at that -time produced certaL.'1 
things necessary for such a theory. 

(T. Nairn 1 1975: p. 2) 

Neverthel.ess, in speaking around the issue, certain consistenci.es emerge 

in their work. 

La-tter day Harxists are fond of quoting Harx and Engel t s 

assertion that the workers have no country - (~he -CommUriist1"liixiifestol , 

although there may be recog-nition of the fact that proletarian struggles 

may aSSUlUe a tempOJ~oxy national character by virtue o£ -the struggle 

being conducted -against a national bourgeoisie (see G. Bourque and 

N. Laurin-Frenette, 1973, p. 190, and '1" Nairn's critique, 1975, p. 21). 
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Popularized and vulgarized, this is commonly assumed to deny the 

validity of 'nation' as a concept. In actuality, Marx and Engels 

responded to environmen·tal conditions which sa", the expansion of 

bourgeois-controlled capitalism occur with little reference to nation-

state boundaries. Inasmuch as capita.lism had become interna·tionalized, 

Marx and Engels assumed that class conflict and the poJcential for the 

growth of a revolutionary proletariat had become internationalized as 

"lell .. 

Early l'-1arx' s thought demonstrates the need he saw for the 

evolutionary development of capitalism within nation-states so Jchat 

truly revolutionary conflict bei.:ween the bourgeoisie, their instr1.TIuent 

r.: 
the s·tate (see c. HLLght Mills 1 1970: p. 92)::> and the proletariat might 

e..merge. Situating revolutionary potential in the capitalist syste.m 

itself, Marx and Engels contend that 

Though not in substance l yet in form, the struggle of the 
proletariat ~vith the bourgeoisie is at first B. national 
struggle. The proletariat of each country must, of course, 
first of all settle matters "lith its own Bourgeoisie. 

(Marx and Engeis l 1970: p. 43) 

The evolution towards revolutionary action on the part of the prole·tariat 

waSt then, initially situated within the nation-state. In fact, early 

in Marx IS vlri ting I the revolution i.s seen as inevitably to begin among 

the most advanced capi·talist nation~states in Europe. The unusually 

sharp distinction of nation and state inherited from the Hegelian school 

provided Harx and Engels \vith a clear analytic perspective on the' 

relation between the bourgeois state and 'nation' in a larger sense. 

The nation, under capitali~a, was characterized by bOLITgeois control 

and incipient class conflict, and was the result of a long history of 



economic relationships cUlminating in bourgeois domination. 

Marx argued that the nation-state was a necessary 
condition of this capitalist stage of technological 
and economic activity. The vast productivity of 
capitalism could only be organized if large territories 
were politically united and centralised with an efficient 
network. of communications. Nationalism therefore served 
the economic interests of the capitalists, but for that 
reason ,the nation~s-tate could only help to intensify the 
oppression of the proletariat. 

lA. Smith, 1973: p. 55) 

'1'he state, in this system I became the centre of class domination and 

11 

exploitation. Given the eventual demise of the state with revolutionary 

proletarian action, t_he nation, theoretically 1 would no longer exhibit 

these c1"laracteris"tics. It would be classless and therefore stateless 

as class dis"tinctions and need for coercion disappeared. 

The internationalism envisaged by ttlaL",{ and Engels is 1 in essence 1 

based on in'cercourse among nations without the exploitive aspects of 

the state (see H. Davis, 1967: Chapter 1) In 'chis particular sense r 

then, Mar~ and Engels retained throughout their theoretical analyses 

a strong sense of I nation I. However r their vie", of the- I nation twas 

coloured by the Hegelian school i and therefore "there is a continued 

confusion over just ",M.t consti·tu-tes a t nation I • 

}1ar~ particularly held to the view of an histor:l._c evobition 

of the nation-sta-te based on a series of e.xploitive econo.luic rr::lat:l.on-

ships. The Hegelian influence \'las particula.rly strong with reference 

to an evolutionary dialectic, and Engels himself was a strong proponent 

of the view of 'historyless peoples I (he fonnulated some particularly 

pithy diatribes against the pan-Slav movemen-t). An evolutionaxy 

perspective made imperative an impatience with reactionary eJements 
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retarding positivistic capitalist growth. It is most probably this 

reason which sustained, first, an analytic fascina-tion and insistence 

on the spread and introduction of capitalism to all nation-states in 

order to bring about the eventual downfall of capitalism, and, second, 

'an equation of the word 'nation' with nation-state. Current political 

entities were nations, and only in exceptional cases were politically 

unconstituted aggregates considered nations (such as Poland). 

Like Hegel, Marx and Engels were both influenced by the current 

i state of affo.irs I ~ given nation-state arrangements appear to have 

shaped their perceptions of vlhat constituted a I nation t • In their 

analysis, says Rosdolsky (1965: pp. 330-337), the term 'nation' refers 

to t.he people of a sovereign state 1 'llhile 'nationality I is used in 

pe:r:jora-tively categorizing Hegel's 'historyless peop1es i • i Nationali'cy' I 

then ( is used by Har..x and Engels to refer i:o ,aggregates ",ith sllllilar 

language and cultural backgrounds r but who do not form political 

cOIlllnunities. Moreover, notes Davis <-1967: p. 24) 

Mar..x and Engels approved of the "national ll struggle 
of the workers in a certain sense, but disapproved' 
of the "na,tionality n ••• 

seeing nationalities as "numerous local struggles" 'which "vouid deflect 

the class nature of tl1e revolution . 

. • • he (Mar..x) tended to agree with Engels in thinking' of 
the many struggling nationalities of Eastern Europe as 
so .many 'ethnographic monuments I doomed to glow 
extinction. It followed then that only the nation~ 
states of Western Europe •.. 'ivere vlOrthy of consideration ..• 
the issue of nationali-ty could only serve to d.ivert 
atten-tion from the real problems of humanity. 

CA. Smith, 1973: p. 55) 
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As capitalist expansion continued, however, Marx and Engels 

ca.."Ue to approve of national liberation struggles. Inlperialism, did not 

result in the export of revolution but rather in the extension of 

capitalist exploitation (and of nationalism, argues Nairn (1975)), a 

situation which Marx, Engels and later Marxists came to condemn morally. 

Moral condemnation of exploitation (and J:.1arx was 'not an idealist) had 

'co playa secondary role to that of capitalist expansion. Despite any 

iramorality, capitalism, Mar.x argued, had to expand so as to spread the' 

contradictions into as many areas as possible, facilitating class 

polarization and eventual revolution. Insistence on this evolutionary 

model made it difficult for Marx and Engels to do anything but vacillate 

with regards i:o "nationali,ty" struggles - occassionally feeling 

sympathet,ic I but more apt to denounce them as I analytic vrrenches in the 

works'. Thus, they could support: a multi-D,at,icnality Poland (seen as 

progressive) and, at the same time react negatively ,to the pan-Slav 

movemen'c (seen as a stre,ngthening of reac,tionary Russia). At all times, 

the principle of self-determination ,vas to remain secondary in importance 

(despite the democratic hurnanitarianism of peers). All new: po1i-tical 

developments were judged by I"larx and Engels 

... to be in 'the light of the contribution they made ,to 
the dialectic development of society towards its goal, 
which for the..m Has communim1\. 

(H. Davis, 1967: p. 40) 

Where nationality was problematic, it could be ignored, and stress 'on 

'nation' v-las always equated ''lith class struggle. Internationalism was, 

in .fact, based on I nation', but nation transformed in 11'leaning and 

content wj_th the end of class and state domination. 
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Although theories of nation emanating from Hegel, Marx and 

Engels are confusing and socio-historically dependent (if not at times 

snatched out of the thin air by latter day commentators), they have 

been interpreted a:r:d re-interpreted throughout the last century by 

Marxist analyst,s attempting to come to grips with the forces of 

nationalism in the twentieth century. Because Marx and Engels never 

did develop a full theory of the nation, Marxist approaches to the 

ideology of nationalism are based on interpretations of less than 

adequate theory. The problems endamic to such analysis are in faithfully 

representing this theory and in advancing the analysis to correspond to 

new socio~historical conditions. Some of the difficulties will be 

discussed below' ,v11.en cu:crent Marxist analyses are discussed with 

reference to nationalism. 

iii} Cultural Perspectives on'the NatiDn 

In contrast to }Iegel, Harx and Engels, beginning at the turn of 

the nineteenth century, there emerged the start of a philosophic trend 

which sought, to Clef ine the I nation I in a less historically-contingent 

manner. At times the defence of personal na'tionalist feelings I 

Ina:tion' was to be understood as transcending political boundaries and 

economic relationships. As such, it was to share with the Hegelian and 

Marxist schools a divorce of the concepts "na'tion" and "state", but 

certainly not for the same reasons. lihereas Marx perceived the state 

as a coercive element, this school was to see the state not necessarily 

as a tool of oppression, but also as an instrmnent for'sustaining cohesion. 
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a) Johann Gottfried von Herder 

Kenneth Minoque notes (1967: p. 57) that Herder "supplied 

nationalism with its theory of the nation". Writing out of the 

philosophic tradition emerging following the French Revolution with 

its emphasis on conununity and general will, Herder strove to define the 

nation within the parameters of community, and developed the conception 

of VOLK. 

The VOLK is not simply the people of a country, but a 
me'taphysical entity defined as THAT wlUCH produces a 
particular language, art, culture, set of great men, 
religion and collection of customs. 

(1<. Minogue, 1967: p. 57) 

The concept VOJX was to move philosophical discussion of natiol1Cil variations 

out of tl1.e realm of local aberrations assumed by earlier rationalists, 

and into the scope of man influenced, not only by universals, but by 

par'ticulars. In so doing I Herder made an excellen't case his historical 

relativism. 

At the core of Herder's analysis was a high regard for national 

characteristics such as language and culture. Stressing unique culture 

as a pa.rt,icular response to historical relationshipsbeu'leen a people and 

its social environment, he espoused the belief that the national purity 

of language and culture should be retained as a buffer to the destruc,tion 

of national creativity. 

The indispensability of main'taining purity follows from 
Herdel= 's belief that a VOLK that abandons its language 
destroys its 'self', that is to say, its people lose 
their main con'tact with reality, and become mere 
huitations of foreign ~models, lost to all vitality, 
sponaneity and iden'tity. 

(X .. 1'1in.ogue, 1967: p.' 61) 
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Herder constantly stressed this importance of language, positing it as 

I ••• the organ of social activity and cO"'operation, 
as the bond of social classes and a means for their 
integration •.. ' 

(J. Herder, quoted in K. Minogue, 1967: p. 60) 

The implications of such an assertion are inlportant in that it posits an 

awareness of J.anguage as a variable at play in the relationship between 

nations, and, furthermore, in the relationship between national social 

cla.sses. 

Herder, particularly due to this aspect, was to strongly 

influence an en'tire generation of German nationalists, setting up the 

framework for an 'organic' concept of nation. (A. Smith, 1973: p. l2) 

While he himself did not ·tender a deep political analysis, the concept 

VOLK and the pre'-erainent: role of language were seized as rat.ionalizations 

for German unification and tlte idolatry of German culture. 

Herder did make clear, however, his view with regards to the 

distinction betvleen nation and state, saying 

'I'he most important State is a community ,,"ith its 
own national character. 

(,1. Herder, quoted in K. Hinogue, 1967: p .. 62) 

.Multi-nationa.l states were perceived as artificial constructs, LTD.posing 

the destruction of national lives on the nations involved. In essence, 

ti-ten, Herder's cultural definition of the nation and denand for its 

recognition and integrity was of great significance in arguing for the 

nation and state being coterminus - the control and influence.o£ the 

state extending only tOl'lational boundaries, allowing political 

configura.'cions expressive o£ the VOLK. 
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b} Max Weber 

TOVlards the end of the nineteenth century, the intellectual 

environment of Germany was characterized by conflict between a conservative 

tradition in the social sciences, liberals and socialists. Weber, 

writing out of this background, and himself a cautious nationalist, 

attempted the critical integration of these various schools into a new 

sociology, variously being influenced by each one of them in turn. In 

so doing 1 he arrived at a scheme "'hich attempted to take into account 

the interplay of causal factors in whatever phenomenon he examined, 

always vliUl an emphasis on the ever-increasing rationalization of life 

over time. 

He construes social dynamics in terms of pluralistic 
analysis of factors, which may be isolaJced and guaged in 
terms of their respective causal weights. 

(H. Gerth and C.W. ~ills, 1965: p. 651 

It was natural, given the force of nationalism as a dynamic 

idee logy in the nineteenth cen-cury, that Weber should corne to grips 

with 'the question of 'Lhe nature of 'nation' and 'state'. But, like all 

social commentators, he could not avoid the influence of drifts of 

current ·thoug'ht, in this case, with the inherited perspective on 'nation' 

passed dmvl1 through German nationalists. Furthermore, finding in 

Marxist analysis what he considered to be a too rigid defence of a 

monolithic causal fac'tor, his own inclination was to define 'nation' in 

terms of a complexity of factors. 

Weber categorically delineated the terms 'nation' and 'state l 

\...,hen he CCLT([nented tha't 



... 'nation' is, first of all, not identified with the 
'people of a state', that is, with the membership of 
a given poli-ty. 

(M. Weber, 1965: p. 122) 

Further, he suggested tll.at 'nation I cannot be defined in terms of 
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empirical factors. Rather, he argues that "the concept belongs in the 

sphere of values" (1''[. Weber, 1965: p. 172) because it demands a specific 

"sentiment of solidarity". 

He constructs a typology of variables \vhj_ch, in various combina-tions f 

:may lead to 'nation' - language, religion, etbnicity, common political 

desJciny f and common blood. He posi-ts much of the reason for the 

existence of national sentiment in the cultiva-tion of prest_ige and 

sta-tus, and l in t:he end, resolves the dile..mma of st-ate in relation to 

nation in this manner: 

One nlight vlell aefine the concept of nation - in the 
follovling \Yay: ct 'natj_on I is a cOItl'.lIunity of -senLlmelyt 
which vlOuld adequately manifest itself in a sta-tE: of 
its own; hence, a nation is a community which ter.ds to 
produce a state of its o\¥n. 

(M. Weber, 1965: p. 176) 

Here, the demarca-tion between 'nation' and 'state' is clear! thr~- 'n<:ttion' 

exist.s independent of the s-ta-te , alt.hough it may create a state. 'I'he 

stress is on 'a community of sentiment'. This distinct-ion betweell nation 

and state is dE'.monstrated by Heber I s assertion that t:he state is an 

instrument vkdch ac-ts on the behalf of the nation. 

'1'he state is valued as the agency ,,'hich guarantees security; 
and this is above all the case in -tines of external dangar I 
when sentiments of national solidarity flare up, at least
int_ermi ttently. 

(M. Heber, 1965: p. 177) 

In- other words f the sta-te is a Iileans for protect~ng the integrity of 

the na-tion ~ Furthermore 1 -unlike Hegel or lYiarx, Weber - does- not insist 
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on the existence of 'state' while defining 'nation'. The causal factors 

listed above are all cited as contributing factors, but Weber clearly 

states he does not consider 'nation' to be a cultural community, although 

he is using" culture here in a limited sense, referring to art and 

literature. When, however, language, religion and mores (implied in 

Weber's use of the word eUmicity) are combined, he can be interpreted 

as clearly advocating a sense of nation based, to a large extent, on 

corrnnon cultural bonds (culture used in a more contemporary sociological 

"way). In this sense, although much more complex in his recognition of 

-the play of factors I Weber elllerges as the intellectual heir-apparent, 

although uith considerable modification, to Herder. 

Unlike Herder, though, Weber took a much deeper look into the 

nature of the state . 

. • . we have 'co say that a state is a human co:mmunity that 
successfully claims the monopoly of the legitimate use of 
physical force within a given territory. 

(£1. Weber, 1965: pp. 77-78) 

He vms a\vare of coercive au"thority, and cognizant of "the rationalizing 

capabilities of ideologies. He maintained that the state could, 

althoug"h not necessarily, advocate the interests of particular segments 

of the population (see M. Weber r 1965: p. 212), al"though he was more 

prone to see the state apparatus as a means of control and co-ordination. 

Weber represents one of the first attempts to logically and 

coherently work out the problem of nation as a non-geopolitical formulation. 

vJhile he did not advance this analysis to consider nationalism, as a 

dominant thinker in. the early social sciences, his cultural perspective 

on the nation and it:s separation from the state (although the tHO can 
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co-exist in nation-states) was ~o have considerable impact. 

c) Weber Re-Visited 

Weber's cultural perspective on the nation has been popularly 

received among' a large proportion of present·-day commentators; although 

the acceptance seems to have occurred with individual modilications .. 

H. Deutsch lists the followip.g people as, at one time or' 

. another I h.old~g to this value~derived perspective,' noting. that 

••• we haiTe~ ~ .found a good deal of structural correspondence 
betweeil these isolated pieces o£ knov]ledge or insight. 
Qualitative rather than quantitative, -unsuited tlrns far to 
measurement 1 they seem yet to .add up to a pattern. 

(K~ De-utsch l 1966: p. 27) 

He ci.tes Jolm Stuart: Hil11 Otto Bauer, Professor K. C. I,fueare,' Edmund 

Burke, Benjarllin Disraeli l Si.r Ernest Barker~ and J.V. Stalin, to name 

but a few. 1iJh.ile certainly not all these indi..viduals have directly 

_followed from Weber t lUany have been i.nfluenced by this concept_ion of 

the na·tion which Weber helped to popularize. 

Kenneth Ninogue, finding the complexi.ty of' the issue to.beti.ed 

too tightly to nationalist advocacy, merely states: 

I shall not now nor later attempt anything as exact as 
a definition of 'nation I. But vzhat one can say \\[i"i.:h 
confidence i.s that lUost nationalists have deTuanded that 
the nation should have so..me ki.nd of pre-politi.cal unity. 

(Ke I'-1in.ogue, 1967: p. 11J 

The cultural posi-tion, despi.te l1inogueI s ll.l1cf'>rtainty, i.s .best· 

i,n:mlIned up in A. Smith's work (.1973: pp~ 16-191. He"' araues aqainst a • .-J • __ 

STATIST de£in.:Ltion of' nation' because I' for' nationalists 



The state may provide a protective shell for the nation, 
it may be a sine qua non for realising the destiny of 
the nation, but in their eyes it is not to be confused 
with the nation. What interests a nationalist ... is the 
regeneration of a community •.. 
. (A. Smith, 1973: p. 18) 
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Smith suggests the adoption of an ETHNICIST position which defines the 

nation as 

•.• a special type of ethnic group, one in which the 
population is economically and politically homogeneous 
and territorially fixed. 

CA. Smith. 1973: p. 18) 

Implicit in this definition j_s the notion of a community of values 

generated culturally. It is here that the differences between approaches 

to I nation I are lllost evident. From .Marx and his later interpreters 

COlUe definitions of 'nation' as one consequence of the objective 

economic relations of cC'.pitalist production. From the Neberi.an school 

eme.r:-ge approaches v7hich emphasize a subjective sharing of culture which 

leads to a community of values ~ Moreover I there is a clear reject:ion of 

then0tion of nation as being rooted in the economic relations of 

production. Weber states 'chat the "emotional fel~vourll surrounding 

national sentiment IIdoes not, in the main, have an economic origin" 

(M. Weber, 1965: p. 171) 

The intellectual split in the nineteenth century beb7een 

socialists and liberals continues to dominate thinking on the nature 

of I nation , to this day_ The only point of agreement seems to be a 

recognition of a division behveen nation and state 1 although arguments 

continue as to the na-ture of t-he concepts individually. 

Essen·tial1y, the disagree..ment centres on whether t-:he nation can 

properly be considered a structural phenomenon dependent on economic 
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and political configuration (the Marxist school) or whether, indeed, it 

stems from the realm of culture (the Weberian school). Moreover, because 

each position contains important implications regarding the relation of 

class to nation, there are important consequences for the treatment of 

·nationalis-m. What are the relations between nationalist ideology, 

national. integration and national cohesion, and national class structures 

which follow from each view of nation? 

These questions can be more readily explored through an examination 

of the theories of nationalism \\lhich are derived from the n.,zo dominant 

approaches to nation. Modern approaches can, there£ore f be-t~aced back 

to their i3.ntecedents so that problems arising au-t of definitional 

disagreements (-'\ihich \\lere found to be so confusing initially) might be 

resolved. 

2) Theories of Nationalism 

'rhe cultural view of nation operates on the premise that the 

national populat_ion shares particular values and culture leading to a 

consensus regarding the exist:ence and :ma.intenance of the 1 nation I 

(hereafter referred to as national integrity). Implicit in thi..s vie-w 

is the cons_ideration that national values supercede mOIe specific values 

shared l'Jerely by segments of the population; s'Uch as class consciousness! 

sexua.lly-b2,-sed values i . et cetera. National values :may be interpre-ted 

as a particular configuration' of vad_ous o-ther values, that is r a 



national 'way of doing things' (for example, family patterns, education 

or political configuration) or as values pertaining more clearly to the 

nation alone (for example J language loyalty). The existence of pre-

emLnently important national values implies a solidarity of sentiment 

and a recognition of the nation as a collectivity. 

Kenneth l'iinogue recognizes this fact when he notes that 

'l'he nationalist grievance must be collective. And the 
collectivity must be the nation. Irish peasants and gentry 
fel t all manner of grievances agains·t English rule for 
centuries, but they felt these grievances as an oppressed 
class, or religious cOlumunity, or locality. 

(K. Mi~ogue, 1967: p. 25) 

Qualifications are added which indicate that nations Jnay.be internally 

differentiated. 

NatiDnali&Tu is a set of ideas ... a fonn of self~-expression 
by \'lhich a certain kind of political excitement can be 
communicated from an elite t:o the masses. 

CX. Minogue, 1967: pp. 153--154) 

But this qualification does not contradict his view of nationalism as 
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embracing all units of a nation: Minogue lnerely sees· the impetus coming 

from ideas transmitted to intellectuals who pass them on·to the· rest of· 

socl.e·ty 81"1 conmnme. 

Symmons-Symonolewicz adds to this by suggest.ing that 

It is paradoxical, hmqever f ·to argue that a nationalism 
represented largely by the middle classes· and not.yet 
embraced by t.he peasantry is not a genuine one. All 
nationalisms I like all other ideological mOV8.Lllents ,. are 
led by economic elites. 

(K. Symrnons-Symonole\vicz 1 1970: p. 31 

He suggest.s, here, that given timer nationalj_sm is likely to £flter down 

and embrace all social c1ass.es D1 a society. This is emphasized by 

his I social Jnovements' approach to nationalism wmch stresses the ac·tual 

. extension of nationalist. ideology and grievances t.O all segrl1ents of a 
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society. 

. d . 6 . Mlnogue an Symmons-Symonole,"llcz are representatlve of a large 

school of writers who view nationalism as a collective phenomenon·-- as 

an ideology '\Thich transcends internal national differentiations. (That 

is, national sentiment can be mobilized so that nationalism becomes a 

shared mass ideology. The problem of this position will be discussed 

below.) Therefore, since internal divisions are not viewed as problematic, 

a prime focus of their discussion is the external relationships the 

nation mus·t negotiate and respond to as nationalism takes hold. 

This view necessitates an analysis of nationalism as a reaction 

to these external conditions. 

Nationali@u, they argue, may be 

... justly considered a "positive and creative response" 
to ·the shattering impac·t of culture contact and conflict, 
to the threat of cultural annih.ila·tion. 

(K. Symn.1Ons-Syrnonolewicz 1 1970: p.. 18) 

... it is a political movement depending on a feeling of' 
collective grievance against foreigners. 

(K. Minogue I 1967:' p. 25) 

The jump from national values and culture to the defence and/or 

promotion of culture and values implicit in such a perspective is 

situated in \'Jeber i s work on the prestige value of national sentiment. 

In the face of some sort of external interference, there is a response. 

charac·terized by collec·tive mobilization of a belief in national worth ~ 

the nation, because it is both subjec·tively real and valued, must be 

defended. Nationalism, then, is most often perceived as a reaction or 

response to external relations by this school of writ.ers. 

Nany typological varian·ts have emerged fr;Q'f(l this school, but they 
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almost all J.,.llpu·te to nationalism this reactive charac~ceristic based on 

the defence of national integrity. 

A further broad similarity can be seen when these particular 

theorists point to varieties of nationalism ranging from the American 

revolution to fascist Germany. There is an awareness that nationalism, 

as a re~ponse, may be conditioned by local events and socio-historical 

realities into experentially different phenomena, wlLich, nevertheless t 

all fall into the category nationalism. Nationalism, then, is conceived 

of. as being shaped by other ideologies. Syrrunons-Symonolewicz pu·ts it 

quiJce succinctly. Nationalism, he says, 

..• consists only of some constitutive ideas and 
beliefs centring around th8 idea of the nation 
and its rights in relation to other nations. 

(Y... Symmons--Symonolewicz, 1970: p. 40) 

Essentially, ·then, it can combine into a potentially unlimited nUJ.nber o£ 

ideological combinations, each of which can be termed nationa.li.sm.
7 

These, then 1 have 1 in very general ·terms t been the outcome of 

treatments of nationalism stemming from the value-·derived definition' of 

the nation. First, that nationalism is a collective response, second, 

that it is a reac·tion to external conditions and, tpird, that it ~rnay 

vary in expression given particular socia-historical conditions. 

There is an L~portant weakness to be noted (briefly at this 

point, but later in greater detail) with regards to tais perspecti.ve. 

The ligh·t t;reatment of i.nternal differenti.ation (class) of nations by 

t.his sort of analYGis £orces a consistently monolithic vi.ew of the 

nationali.st. Iilove.ment concerned wlLich often is at. odds '\'litareali.ty Cas 

the Quebec G../Iperience pTovesj.. Consequently t elements in tIllS analysis 
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must be employed with caution, particularly the transce:1ding quality 

of national sentiment (cultural values) or the insignificance of internal 

differentiation. 

A particularly s.ignificant analysis of Quebec nationalism recently 

addressed itself t.O these questions. The work of Jacques Dofny, Marcel 

Rioux and Fernand Dtunont has initiated in Quebec an intellectual debate 

on the nature of t.he relation of class to nation. 

'unlike many cultural approaches, the Rioux/Dofny school admits 

the exis·tence of a strong internal oj.fferentiation. They argue that 

class and na~cion may respec'cively serve as Ute source for the growth 

of class and national consciousness. However, they see in Quebec a'lack 

of class consciousness. This becomes the problematic in their analysis: 

why has there been little, if any, development. of class consciousness? 

Their answer is that there has been a continual transcending 

(and, consequently, inhibiting) of class consciousness-by national 

consciousness in Quebec1s history. This, they further argue, is due to 

-the tendency of "les Quebecois" to perceive themselves as collectively 

disadvantaged vis-~-vi~. English Canadians Co. fact which is more than 

adequately documented - see Chapter Three). This collective disadvantage 

is tenned "ethnic class" and is ·the source of a nationa.l (ethnic) 

consciousness which supercedes internal, class-based consciousness.
8 

Rioux and Dofny explain it this way. 

On the one hand this socio-cultural entj.ty considers 
itself and is considered to be a ·total society or a 
nation, and in this sense the problem of social classes 
ressembles that in any other socie-ty in -the process of 
irlc.lustl:ializC3:tior! an.a. 11J:banizatio.ll i on tlle otr.L-cr l1ai1d 1 

French Canadians also regard themselves and are 
considered to be a recognizable ethnic minority 'which 



plays the same role within Canada ••. as a social class 
plays within a total society. 

(M. Rioux and J. Dofny, 1964: p.309) 

On peu·t dire que c I est 11 interaction entre ces deux 
situations de fait et la prEfdominance de l'une ou 
l'autre conscience ~ un moment do~n~ qui explique la 
physionomie de chaque ~poque, les alliances et les 
luttes id~ologiques qui apparaissent au Qu~bec. En 
somme, Dofny et moi avions tendance ~ dire que la 
conscience ethnique avait pr~valu au cours de 
l'histoire, emp~chant la conscience de classe de 
se former et 10. masquant quand elle avait tendance 
" ~ a appara1.tre. 

(HI. Rioux, 1965: p. 101) 

The "ethnic class" explanation rests on the assumption that 

nation is a culturally determined cons'cruct. That is, 'nation l is the 
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result of shared, subjectively apprehended cultural values and a community 

of senUJo.ent, \vhich may embody, but is not determined, by objectilm 

relationships. 

'fhe Rioux/Do£ny position treats class consciousness and 

national consciousness as functionally distinc·t phenomena. W.h.en one is 

strong 1 the other is weak. It is at. this point that problems ,.n.tlL Uus 

approa.ch can be seen. Rioux's argumen'cs are inadvertently weakened by 

his own research. While attempting to demonstrate the importance of 

na·tiona1 consciousness I he suggests the emergence of a conscj_ousness 

with a class-specific base. 

.. .. t . tf' t' d' . P.pres aV01.r 1.n erVl.ewe une cen .al.lle e ces Jeunes, 
je constate que 10. conscience nationale est beaucoup 
plus vive que 10.. conscience de classe ... qu'e11e est 
beaucoup plus un ph~nam~ne de classe moyenne que de classe 

~, .. 
ouvr1.ere au paysanne •.. 

eM. Rious, 1965: p. 107) 

Certainly a national consciousness transcending class consciousness 

would not be Hun ph~ilOlll~ne de classe :ro.oyEmile" 1 TlUs cont.radiction is 
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reinforced by recent events in Quebec which s~ggest the existence of 

bo·th national arla class consciousness together (see Chapter 3 I and 

Chapter 4 foy a possible explanation) . In fact, class consciousness V.na 

national consciousness Tilay_ coexist. Rioux and Dofny's contention that 

one Sl.lperCeaes 1:he other can, at least, be brought into serious question. 

A.s HacLeod points out (1973: p. 4) ·the Rioux!Dofny approach is 

interpretive only, for they "deplore" the situation they have identified 

which inhibi-ts the growth of class consciousness. There is a tactical 

commitment ste.-'uming from the Rioux/Dofny position - support for 

resolu·tion of na-tional issues so that national consciousness ,vi1l no 

longer impede the development of class consciousness. 

'rhjj:; an.alysis, and its political stra-cegy helped to initia·te 

the On'10L~19 debat.e on 'che Queb r2c left. Trw analysis pro'lides' a UYJiql.lG 

rGwOJ::king of R cL'ltural app:coach ·to th.e nation. Tb.i.s rewu:::Jr.ing 1 cla.:L:..n 

}>lar:.xir;t.s 1 ·tends to obscure the real issues. t an(l mUGh of' what l·~ar.:xiGts 

are wrii:ing about na:t:Lonali~n and class in Quebec 2-E.~ :Ln response t:o 

·t..L l"8. n-' Ot)-"/D-'"'""1'" 5(,11('''1 9 ,J,...' ~ .r'.J... I 1... .t l .... L!.'t ........ J .• lv _ C> 

The J:oot Cl.f l~a:r..xist: approach(:'.s t.o rJa:t_ionalism is the reccs·xli.t.ion 

that. the ide.ology, as his·tor:i.cally manife;3t:ec1, is int~rinsically t.ied '::0 



The natianal territary, the natianal state, the natianal 
language, the natianal heritage can be natianal 'in the 
bourgeais sense .of the term', serving the interests .of the 
dam ina ted classes .only if baurgeais daminatian has been 
abalished. 
We are naw in a pasitian ta state that a 'nan-baurgeais' 
na'tianalism. ; . can exist. 

(G. Bourque and N. Laurin-Frenette, 1972: p. 190) 
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This assertian must be seen in the light .of the histarical development .0£ 

Marxist thaught an na'tianalisffi. 

In 1,'1al.'-x's early writings CR. Davi-s, 1967: pp. 8-9} there is an 

underlying assuraptian that free trade wauld cant.inue, - tlms creating the 

maXimum pat:ential £ar th.e :i:rnpoverlshIoent .of - the praletariat ana, 

cansequently, far conflict as the degree af-explaitiveness in the 

productive relationship increased. As ,an assumptian r it is key ta 

appreciating Marx's contention that capitalism vIou1a flourish, - expanding 

vli,th such speed as ta Iuak.e canflict between -the bourgealsie ana. tIle 

praletariat L"1evitable an a \'Iarld wide basis. Hi,stary 1 hm,,--ever-, 

indicates that pratectioEism wan out, and wages did no·t -deteriorate as 

.Marx had predicted. Ins·tead, nea--mercantilisI1l, .or economic natlanalism 

as Davis calls it, beCalTIe the doctrine .of the late il.ine'teenth a.nd ea~cly 

twentieth century. Wages impraved and canflict r while still a factor-

in class relatians, never reached the revalutionary prapor'cians j;lar...x 

had indicated. 

Far Jllar.xist analysts, this turn of events became a crucia.l 

variable in caping bath intellec'tually and tactically Ni.th. quest, Lom; 

.of nationalism. Capi.ta,list expansion int:o nnder':""c1eveloped countries 

vTaS no -longer 1 as.Marx had often charact,e:rized it, the _best v ehi i::: Ie £ox 

economic developUlent. (Tom -Nairn [g work on -this poillt is ins"cructi:ve. 
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See 1975: pp. 6-9). Modern analysts have moved even further in their 

defence of national lil)eration movements than Marx Eight have ever done 

himself (Marx, for example, had fully supported the American anna"Xation 

f 1 . f . d ub t . . .. 10) o Ca l ornla an s sequen aggresslon .agalllst MeXlCO . 

Dominant Harxist thought on nationalism, however, must be seen 

in light of th.e contributions Eade by Lenin wh.o,· with the advantages' of 

hinds.ighY, tendered a set of considerations whlch integrated, for' the 

first ti1ne, the principle of self-,.deterraination into Marxist. thought 

(fl. Davis, 1967 (a): p. 164). 

Lenin, in the debate prior to the Russian Revolution over the 

necessity of development towctrds socialism via i stages of' capitalism' f 

sugges·i:.ed, first, that anoti·-i.mperialist battles would not retard 

capiotalist development. In fact, they would compel "capitalism to use 

more civilized and technically developed TClethods II (fl. Davis, 1967 (a).: 

p. 166). At the same time "he deplored i ts rna tiona15.Sill t ~ growth in 

the . European proletariat as distracting the workers from· the' internationa.l 

str.uggle" (H. Davis I 196] Ca); p. 167). He developed a [progression t 

approach to natoionalist developillent, expanding Marx 1 s approach to' capitali.st 

development. The fi.rsot epoch was cha.racterized by Lenin as the 

ascendancy of °the bourgeoisie and subsequent breakdown of· feudal society 

(nationalism proving a. p:r:ogressive force); the second epoc11.~ by' boUrgeois 

domination' and its transformation' into a reactionary element and th.e 

COlllcident expansion of imperialism (nationali.sm as a negative forcet 

(II. DavLs l 1967 Cal ~ pp. lJl~n21. 

The formationofnationaJ, states under' an emerging bourgeoi.sie, 

Lenin contended.·r \'laS progress-i-ve ~- lito acTri.eve complete vlctory fa::::' . 
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commodity production the bourgeoisie must capture the home market" 

(R. Davis, 1967 (a): p. 173} 11. As the bourgeoisie became consolidated, 

hOvJever I "the bourgeois national framework of states had become a 

hindrance to the free development of the productive forces" (R. Davis, 

1967 (a): p. 174). xmperialism, then, while progressive, became not 

only the highest, but the last stage of capitalism. 

Lenin supported self-detenaination when, and \~ere, it was 

progressive (that iss aiding the' posi.ti.ve developIaentof nati.onsL Tills, 

an anti-imper ialist :movement which would lead to the' victory' of' a local 

bourgeoisie over collaboratll1g feudal forces was characterized as a 

~novement which should be supported by the proletariat in both the' 

imperialist and impe:cialized na·tions. 

Lenin stated flatly, and repeated many times, that the. 
Social D~llocrats of the large countries have a bounden' 
duty to right every £orm of national oppression, and to 
support. the right of every nationality to self--determination. 
Mar.x and Engels had not gone this far. 

(R. Davis, 1967 ( ): p. 177) 

Thus, all nationalist movements, for Lenin, had to bejudg-ed in terms of 

the individual circumstances. 

Finally, Lenin subscribed to l''[arx I s nation~based socialist 

internationalism. 

'rhe overthrow of the bourgeoJ-sie will tremendously accelerate 
the collapse of' every kind of national partition without 
decreasing f but on the' contrary, increasI-;;g-;:nTiliDl1s of' 
til:'nes, the udi.fferentiation" of hUTIlanity, if we are to :Under
stand by ·this the w'ealth and variety of spb.:-i.tual li.fe,· trends 
of idea.s-,. ·tendenci.es 1 shading. 

(Lenin 1 quoted in H. Davis, 1967 (a): p. 1841 

Lenll1 t s work is reminiscent of l''[arx part.i.cularly in his 

confusion over the t.enu 1 nati.on I. Thls quo·tati.on above seeins to impute 
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a cultural, or value.,.·derived, definition of nation, and Lenin did 

12 
sliliscribe to Stalin's strongly cultural charcterization of the term. 

A na1::.ion ... is a hist.orically evolved, stable community 
of language, territory, economic life, and psychological 
makeup. 1Tlanifested in a cOIth'11unity of culture. 

(Stalin, quoted in H. Davis, 1967 (a): p. 169} 

Davis sugg'es-ts this be read nationality to correspond to Hegel's 

'hi_s·toryless F:!oples·1
• But, then again, at other times, Lenin seems 

to be unsure of trus definition, and returns to a perception of nation 

as a polit.::i.cal configuration. He cannot see why', for' e~aJ.uple t "under 

sociali.slll I nations would want to be separate entities. Thus, right 

-throughout all variet_ies of Marxist analysis, there is a defini·tional 

pa.ralysis. At least a fe-w have -tried to come to grips- with the' 

p:rob1.em. 

An excellent: example of an updated 1-1arxist approach is G. Bourque 

and N. Laurin-Frenette I s wo:t:k i1''J.· Social Classes' ;irtd Nationalist 

and J. DofnYf they use a. classic analysis to arrive at the point where 

they suggest the very real possibility of a true 'prole-tarian nationalism' . 

'1'he key to Bourque and Laurin-Frenette' s work is their vie;;'1 of 

the I nation' as a consequence of capita.list rela'cions of proQuc·tion. 

IInplicit in this view is a class si:ruGture characterized by e:xploitation. 

Hence, ideology is seen as serving the prOlllotion of particnl,n: class 

interests. Nationalism is no exception. 

J;'or BaurqLl.e and Laurin-·:Prene-tte I national cOl1.sciousness has 

alVT~Ys_ been class consciou.snf-$s (J_973: p. 188). In £act, the Id_oux/ 

Dofny posiJc5.cn itself is desc:r:ibed as" class~based by these al~tIrOrS_ 
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The concept of ethnic class ... merely serves as 
ideological coating for the independent struggle led 
by a new faction of the petite bourgeoisie .. 

(1973: p. 1921 

Bourque and Laurin-Frenette detail these three forms of class-based 

nationalisms: a. conservative form, a dynamic/independentis·te type, and 

a socialist ori.ented nationalism based on the principle of national 

liberation (1973: p. 193). The conservative (elitel and dynamic 

O)ourgeois) options are outlined a:nd justified as theoretical :raodels 

with regards to Quebec history. The t.hi.rd option, th.-at of a socialis"t 

nationalism, is linked theoretically to the working class 1 . nu.t Bm.IT-que 

and Laurin-Frenette argue that it has not yet" emerged in Quebec. 

That a so--ca.lled 'working class nationalism has not developed is 

due, the authors sugges"t: to the fact that Quebec I s worki..ng class has, 

genera.l1y, no ideology of its O'i.ffi, and, specifically, no sense o£ 

developed national consciousness (1973: p. 203). By natlonal conscious--

ness I Bourque and Laurin-Frene"tte Jflean a specifically PJ.:'oletarian sense 

of nation (although they never state what this is beyond being non-

bourgeois) . 

We can only state the possibility tha"t an ideology 
specific to the dominated classes in Quebec may come to 
exist, and that it "lould contain non~bourgeois nationalist 
elements, linked to the economic, political, anGcnl t:ural 
interests of the dominated classes. (1973;· pp. 203-204) 

Marxists have to come to grips, ho~yever, 'with certain reali.ties, 

such. ~lS working class support for the "Parti Quebecois type" of' nati.onalislli 

which corresponds fundamentally and directly to the interes"ts of the 

tec1mocratic faction of the French-canadian petite bourgeoisie 11 

(Bourque and IJaurin-:Frenette,' 19.73; p. 205). They do 80 in the. followi?g 



manner. 

As we have pointed out, since the· dominated classes in 
Quebec· do not n~ve their own ideology or political 
formation, they· can express their discontent and 
frustration only by throwing their weight at random into 
the· electoral balance of bmrrgeois democracy-. This is a. 
game of desparation, if ever there \~.S one ... 

(1973: p. 205~ 

This is the essential weakness in tlleir argument. 

The weakness of· a . purely ~ar.xist analysis of· the. 
situationLs that its protagonists tend to £orce 
reality into their ovm pa~ticular rigid framework. 
The eLhriic dimension of Quebec consciousnesg cannot 

.ne explained a,'laY as easlly as they woula have -Us 
believe. 

CA. NacLeoa, 1973-:· p. 9) 
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There are, in fact, in Quebec fonus of· national consciousness- amopg the 

workii1g classes (see Chapter 3)'. The doctrinaire ins'"i:stence on· an 

objective, economically derived definition of the natlonby BOl.rrque and 

Lauxin-F·cenett.e leaas to inadequate explanations of working class polit.:i..ca.l 

and economic activity which contain national dimenslon,s.. 

The· Rioux/Dofny approach, I have argued, is vreakened T.)¥ theli 

vie\y of class consciousness and national consciousness as functlonally 

opposed to each other ... that is, one existing a-t the expense· of· the 

other. L'1 contrast, .1Ilarxis·ts see the byo phenomena as one and the same 

thii1g: national consciousness is class consciousness~ . ·But, their view 

of nation does not allow -them to grapple with particular reali:ties~ 

EconCullism neglects working class· naJcional consciousness. Consequently I 

Bourque and LauIin-:Frenette excllse away ·woddng class behaviour rather 

Ulan seeing it as e:xpressi:s7e of national conscim..1sness-. They resPond 

with dogma rather than Jata. 
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With these critical evaluations in mind, it becomes imperative 

to develop a workable conception of the nation. utilizing an important 

variable borrowed from the cultural approach to Lhe nation Qanguage) 1 

both this and the Marxist approach can be judged with regard to new 

evidence. I will argue that while both approaches have particular 

merits, tr~re are also shortconings which necessitate, in the end, a 

broader definLtion of nation which pays attention to Doth cohesion 

and differentiation. 

Value-dex.i::ved (.consenSus1- perspectives on' ·the 'nation ~ stress 

'solidarity of sentiTaent l and culture. To :more adeqimtely explore the 

possiole . nature of ~nation t f therefore,' an exarnination of' language 

(as- a cultural cOluponent and t.rans"'Initter) wi.l1 pexmit a Detter' evalua·tion 

of ·this perspective. 

'1'0 definitively characterize culture is to attE'.:mpt the irnpc>ssible. 

Not only does one encounter radically opposed ana1yses of . what cl.11hlre 

iS
13

, but one finds gualita.ti:vely differing definitions withii1 schools of 

th01.1gh_t. To a.void confusion!" however, I ID_ll define Culture as the oo!ly 

of socially~si·tuat.ed kno'iTle.dge developed and trqnsrni.tted £rmu generation 

to generation as the hl.riuan race 1;45 reacted to and Tllanipula.·ted it.s 

. 14 
Gnvlronment. "Within cuJ:I::ure I then r can De located" h-umcul Jl1eai15 of 
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communication (that is, language, and its derivatives, speech- and 

writing) . Language I then f is above all else., one. componEmt in a. complex 

of variables composing culture, but, at the same time, qualitatively 

differentiated from these other variables in that la,nguage is. the primary 

node of cultural transmission. 

Culture is common to all humanity, butno 'one culture is global 

in scope. The problems cited by people adjusting to Ifor~i-9nt societies 

bear .mute witness to thls. Customs 1 norms and values' -vary from area' to 

area, as do Eodes of social 0.rgan:tzation~ Inasmuch as hlStori.cal e.-Xperience 

and developraent varies from' one group of· people to another, so,' too ~ . do 

resulting cult~ures. TIllS oxgument in no ,:ray suggests tlieineans by whi.ch 

such di£ferences :Inay, or:raay not, be sustained over' time. ' 

Interest in cultu"Cal variation Vias ~lirrored in the de:velopment of 

struct1..rral lingui.sti.cs, whi.clL s~ught' to·. iaentify-unaerly~g structural 

regularit,ies of language. As a dominant· sdlool' of' tI1DTIght ,hi lTIOaern 

linguistics; the influence bf structuralism has been great., On the one 

hand 1 there bas been a grovring attempt to find universals of' language 

structur.e. On 'the other, the identilication ana research. techniques' 

employed by structuralists have been used for ends as diver~e as the 

identification and explanation of cognitive variation; Th.e vrork 'of 

B. v.1hoi:£ is particularly instructive h.ere.· 

.l'lI1orf argues that 

It was fOUTld tliat the backgi-onnd linguisti.c S"Iste:rn (ill 
othe::r: words r the granrrnarf of each language is not.::merelY 
a reprodUcing .i..ns-w-ument for voicing i.deas hut rather is
itb~lf thB sliaperof ideas; the program-and g-uide for the 
indi'vi:'inalts-J.nental ac·tivitYi £or'Dls analysis of 
impres-Slons-, for his syntI1.eSis' of· hl_s- ::mental s-tock. in 
trade.· Formula'tion· o£ iaeas is not an inaepenaent proce.ss; 
s-tri.ctly rational in -the bla. sense, lJUt is part of a 



particular grammar, and differs, from slightly to 
greatly,betweendif£erent gr~mars. We dissect 
nature along-lines laid down by our native l~ng~ages. 

(B. Whorj:, 19'13:- pp. 2l'2-2l3) 
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In essence, Whorf argues that language structure actually shapes cognitive 

development. This has since been tagged linguistic relativity theory, 

and has become a contentious language issue. There is little corroborative 

research on the question, and it yet remains a challenge to linguists. 

Nevertheless, Whor£ does' attempt to point the way to an undersrtanding 

of the relationship betweeil lan9D:age and its unique culture.-

The' greatest part of -current lj~nguistic debate - centres.' on -

15 
langu,age structure . Noam Chomsky has moved' in revolutionary directions.; 

pointing to possible -:uni-versals as opposed to Whor.:tian sPecifics. 

C1iOinsKy nas- argued, in 11.5 s- -mo st recen t publ ica tions: 1 that 
the general principles wlrich deterro_ine the form of' gra.T!lffiati.cal 
rules in particular languages r such as Engli.sh, - TurkiSh' Or
Chinese, aTe to SOTlle considerable degree, c6mri:lon -to all huinan 
languages. ~"'urthermore, he has clar,[,led tliat the principles-
underlying the structu:r:e of - language are so s-peci£ic and so
highly artiCUlated -that they -must be regarded as' Dialogically 
de'tennined; tha-t is to say, as constituting part of 'vihat _we' 
call r-iUffian nature. 

(J. Lyons, 1974: p. ll~ 

This type of debate is important to my own investigation' III that 

universals or relativi,ty both have far-reaching implications for -the 

relationship between lan<J~age and othe:r cultural components. It should 

be recognized, however, that the structural focus tends to ignore, - or; at 

least .:min:i:mize{ - the importance and contribution of:meanl?g; that is,' 

the symbolic content of language.' Even giYen Chainskyt s -universal 

structures; both. at tlie gxamrnatLcal and biolog:Lcal leYels, the. develbp-

luent of :meani.ng is- still centred- in tiLe social world~ It £s- Tlere that 

langD:age ana culture inl1stj at -leaSt .initially, be examined. 



J. Lyons s.uggests that 

The' vocabulary of a language will, of' course, reflect 
the characteristic pursuits and interes-cs of the 
society ~michuses it. 

(1.974: p. 211 

The range of meaning, or vocabulary, of a language 1 then, reflects 

. G'1ot to be confused with correlation l cuI tore. The' impetUs for thi~ 
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stance has come, in thenain, from the work of' symbolic interactionists. 

George Rernert Jvlead t s analysi:s- of 'sym]3ols and Sucializati:on' stresi:res, . 

among other tfJ..i.:i1gs, that syJ11l5ols--must be s-fl.a:i'ed· and tIiat; as" 1L. . Gerth.. 

and C. W. 1\'[il1s point out (1964: p. 82), shared symbolS-' are the' resUlt 

of "co-ordinatedactivityl!. 

Language is( at its -:meani?g. level~' a set' of sharedsymful:Lc 

rep.reE~entations. As- a prime -veFl.icle of' ccmrrimnicati:on~ it peTini.ts- t:ne 

give and take of i.nformatiDn only as long as all those. pa:rt:Lcipa.ting 

employ' the' SaIne set of symoo1s-. ThuS-, as a language e.vol-veS"~· i.t. is an 

•.. inventoryof the concerns and interests of tnos-e wenD' 
employ it at any given ·time.· If any portion' of . th.i.S 
inventory reveals features not present in other portions,' . 
this :may be indicative of partj_cular: stresses' or influences. ... 

(J. Fishman j 1972; p. 1041· 

Or t as another commentator puts it, 

It is pos:Lted that the princ~ples of referential classifi.
cation embodi.ed in lexical usage in a gi.ven speech 
connnunity bear some relation >co t.heir· relatLve uti_li_ty in 
communication in that co1llrilunity and ·to t..h.e frequency wI-th .... 
'which the distinctions imp} ied by -c,b .. em a:re of' crucial 
significance. This, in turn, it is posited, ~nay De a 
.function of the -ways. in wh.i.ch a people's social inter.,.... 
actions and their acti..vi_ti-es in relat:Lon' ·to i:heir natural 
and :man-made enviromnents axe bJ.ganized. 

CF. Louns:eury, 1970.:. p. 561 

Lang11age, then; is' culture-speci.f:Lc r as it were re£leGti .. Ve oI' pc:rrti.cnla::c 
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cultural perceptians and priarities. Furthermare, lang~age is; at 

the same time,-culture 1 s.mast easily identified'symbal, transmitting 

(shap~ng ar cancerning) a particular set af cultural percept~ans and 

1 'h '1" . . 17 va,ues ln t e saCla lZatlan pracess 

Language, given these parameters, fulf:i..lls a cahesLveiunctian 

·vi$~a.;..v:i..s any part:i..clllar enl tural graup. Itre:i..nfarces lfwe':"'nessli i 

d:i..fferentiating the group in question' from :i..ts ne:i..gIi5ours.· (Th:i..s, af' 

caurse., "TOuld hald true anly "",here tfme is susta:i..ned nse o£' the language 

inquestian.l 

The appeal of' this v:i..ew af' language to. obs'GLvers- o.f nat:i..onal:i..sm 

who see nation' in a cultural sense, is that l,t demarcates' cult:ural 

groups anct nationa.l grOLl}?S :i..n an emp:i..r:i..cally· SQUIld.maIlner 1 .mal~ng it 

easier to identify 1 real t nations.' History f ho"\'1Bver 1 has slw"m the 

various claillls to. 'natio.n r status in situat:i..o.ns where -Various lapglla.ges 

havecOillpe·ted (for exaTllple, var:i..o.us amerging Afri.can nati.ons)"_. (Although, 

as nati.onalism develops in these insbince,' atb~mi:)"ts to. -unify- Urrough a 

. strict language palicy aimed at establishing marginal J:>.o:iu6gene:i..ty 

typically results.) Lack of lan~age homageneity has not detarred 

claims to. 'l1atian'-hood~ At thE' same t.t:ne l in na't:i..onal:i..st -movements. 

where language hamogeneity has existed (Quel,ec and Flanders ill Belg:LlJlll, 

for' examplel'f language has cansisten·tly E'..Yupted· as a Content~ious :i..ssne. 

So., . we can say ,<lith some degree o£' cert.ainty that lang'uageCis a 

reflection' of' gro.up needs and p.r:i..oriti.esl :i..s; firs;: I a critical elE'Jner..t 

. in i:he creation and .:maintenance o_f di.s.tinct cuI rural gronps- and f . second 1 

an llnpOr1:ant (bu·t '!lot necessa:r.yl- -variable. i.n tIie' i~stab1Lsfi:ment _f: 
U..l, claiu:s 

to nation' sta tUg. 
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Thro.ugh transmission and delineation of culture, language 

provides the necessary, but not sufficient, medium for the expression of 

'solidarity of sentiment' which Cultural vLews of the nation depend on. 

Differi.ng languages do, mdeed, reflect and reinforce distinct cultures. 

Moreover, in the modern era, differing languages-might· even retard the 

'massificatLon ' of society so aptly described by MarcuS-e. 

Lan~age, then, has a holistic function: that of buttressing 

cultural cohesion and distinctLveness - an observation· conSistent with 

cultural conceptions of the 'nation t
, Inasmuch as such perspectLves 

depend on the existence of a solLdarity of· sentiment I language helps 

provide that solidarity. 

til. ·~angu.;:g~ ClndCUlture: Differentiation Functions ofJ,arlguage 

To end the analysLs of language here would be premature in the 

E':xtr81ue. While langu.age leads to cuI brral cohesion ~ it is also a prune 

1Jehicle of differentiatLon ,¥ithiil cultural groups. 

Language, as has been demonstrated, reflects particular cultures. 

These (,"'111 tures are imbedded in and derived· frOlu interaction· - in both 

small groups as ,.-.rell as in the larger society. Bu·t soci.eties are not 

hoinogeneous .- they· are charac·terized by internal differentiation. 

Language, reflective of culture a'c large,· is also reflective and 

supportive of these lines of dif£erent.iat.ion. 

'rhe advent o£· sociolinguistLcs: - the study of ··l<l;ngl1age in .its 

soci.al setting -- has esta.blLshea· a nev.r trend in the. appli.cati.on and 

::modificaLLon . of· lingTtLstic theory·. Tnte.rest· haS- been refocuS-sed· ont.o 
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speech and its relatian to. 'traditianal' sacialagical cancerns such as 

stratificatian. L~guage is first., and faremost, characterized as a 

sacial phenam.enan, and a heavy accunulation o£ evidence naw indicates that 

speech varies greatly in terms 0.£ ather variables such. as . setting I sex t 

sacial class r status; 'et . cetera. In fact, it would na't be a careless 

assertian to. s,uggest that, £ar as m.any sacial variatians ane can cite, 

ane will find shifting speech habits. 

RenenJbering the prevlaus dlscusslan' regardillg 'natian t as a 

class-based phenomenan~ it ls interesting t,a nate that sacialinguists 

areiuare than prepared ·ta acknawledge language dilferentlatlan· alang 

sacial class lines. W. Labav (1970) cites phoneti.c vari.atlansamong 

NewYarkers according to sacial class. 'Lanovis not alane in hi-g 

cantention· that linguistic variation· is related' to sacial strati.fication. 

Perhaps th.e .. most influential (althaugh highJ,y can'troversi.al) warle in tr ..... is 

area has came fram Basil Bernst.ein . His wark in British· schools has 

led hJin to. develap a fairly saphistlcat.ed scheme af lan9L~age differenti,-

atian between social classes. 

There are twa keys to. Berstein IS wark.. The first is hi..S assumptlon 

that class pasi tian detenuines the nature af the language to. -r;~hlch one 

will be expased. These types, ar c00es, are definedbypredictabilit.y. 

They can be defined an a linguisti.c level in tenUs af' tha 
probabillty o£~Ledi.ct~~g for any one spe~~er which 
syntactlc elements \.n.ll be 'Used to org'anize Tllea:lxLng. Tn 
the case af the EL.IiBORti.'I'ED code, the speaker "rill select 
from a relati:vely extensDre range of al'ternativ8s' and 
t.h.erefore the proDCl..blllty- of predlctillg the pattern o£· 
aX'ganlzed elernents is consiilerably reduced. In ,the. case 
o£·t.fJ.C··P~ESTRT':CTED coae tIle n-u: ... l1LDeY o£ thes-e alternrlt_-r\r~~q 

is-- often SB':s7ereJ.y li:mlted anatn..e probaJ)ility af predicting 
the pattern i~greatly i.ncreased~ 

(B', Bernsteiil, 1973: p. 93 f 



The second key to Berstein's work is the extension of codes 

defined by predictability into corresponding types of cognitive 

structures and orientations (determined by class position) .'18 

On a psychological level', the codes JUay be diBtingu.ished 
by the extent to which each facilitates (elaborated code}' 
or inhibits (restricted codel the orientation to symbolize 
intent in a verbally explicit forril. 

(B. Bernstein, 1973: p. 93)' 
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The'process at work goes somewhat as follo'VTS. Role relations, patterns 

of' socialization~et 'cetE~Y'~,,1 are largely (alth~i..lgh never entirelyt 

shaped and dte~nined by' social class. These relationshlps and processes 

'are reinforced by particular language varieties or' codes' wluch-reflect 

these smue relationships and processes. 

Beri1steiil. identifies a restricted code peculiar, to the "10rk~lg 

class t \'lhi1e the :middle and -upper' classes l' 11B."\le access to Doth.'j:'estriC't,ed 

d - J:: d d 19 an eiajOrate co es . For exa.rnple 1 a restricted code '(high predicta~ 

bility) inhibits: 11 individuated responses ll in orde,..r to "reinforce the 

FORH of the social relationship" while an elaborated' code u£ac5_litat_es' 

the' construc'cion and exchange o£ I individuated t symbols" (B. Berrlstein, 

'1973: p. 94). v..1hat this translates into is that lower clasS' people 

cannot as easily individuate verbally20. Consequently, Bernstein would' 

a:r:gue, their cognitive orientation is to'VTards the social group, and not 

the individual experience. (put mO.re simply I the restricted code i.s less 

complex than the e1.a.borated code.). 

Lmpli.cit in this approach. is a hlerarchichal orderingo£ '3,Terl}al 

beha~iour and, by consequence, cognitive orientation. As you move .up 

the social stcatlii.cation syst,em, the broader and =more .finelY di££erentiated 

i.E> thea.vailaEle -Vernal, and cogni.ti:ge / ' repertoire.' ill .fact, trw 

middle class haS: acce.s-s t.o a -:J.nore "cox:'r:.)le.x conceptual li:i::e:rRTcny £0]':' the 



organization of experience" (1971, p. 130). All members of 'a society 

have access to restricted code,but, in Bernstein's opinionr middle 
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class children are more readily exposed to the elaborated code, permitting 

them to view speech as an "object of special perceptual 'activity" 

(1971: p. 130) I and making them less subject to t.he cognitive regulation 

inherent in the syntactical structlrre of the restricted code. Social 

class, tllerefore, is reinforced. 

There are several criticisms that ca.n be levelled at Bernstein IS 

work. Firs·t, his methodology is suspect, particularly with regard to 

inferences he draws regarding cognition. For example, he uses hesitation 

phenomenon (pauses in speech) as an indication of more complex verbal 

planning; rehearses lower class children in a discussion situation so 

that they will not be intimidated, and then concludes that when they 

do not hesitate in the test situation, they are not verbally planning. 

This is in contras,t to middle class children 'who do hesitate, but who 

were not rehearsed. Certainly the rehearsal of the interview beforehand 

may have been an operant factor in reducing lower class hesitation, but 

Berstein ignores this methodological flaw. While this might be one of 

the more blatant of Berstein's methodological pitfalls, it does cast 

aspersions on his findings 1 par"cicularly when they play s1.1ch· a large 

role in supporting his theoretical arguments. 

As a second point, Bernstein's work is full of unsubstantiated, 

st.ereotyped assumptions regarding roles and kinship patterns within 

social classes. The importance of these arrangements for his ,'lork demand 

a burden of proof which Bernstein does not provide. 



Most important, however, Bernstein slips from description of 

codes to cognition withollt effectively demonstrat~g the relationship 

between them. He assumes a relationship much more than he proves it. 

This weakness is inherited by later advocates of this same approach 

(see tJ:>..e discussion on Mueller which follows) • 

The value of Bernstein's work lies in the fact that he does 

detail verbal differentiation which correlates with social class 

{although cognitive differentiation should be approached with caution}. 

This has pa:r'ticular importance in the later discussion of Quebec and 

the, growt_h of joual as a language type particularly reflective of the 

working class. 

Mueller (1973) has -taken Bernstein i s argument further. with 

refeJ:ence to lovler class restricted code, he notes 

••• the language ... spoken by a person reinforces his social 
10cation ..• The categories of his language allow for a grasp' 
of the here and now, but they do not permit an analysis, hence 
a transcendence of his social context. Seen politically I -this 
language reinforces the cohesion of a group which shares a 
specific code, but it can prevent the group from relating 
to society at large and -to its political institutions •.• 
cognitively speaking ..• he lacks the reference points necessary 
to perceive the objective reasons for his condition and 
relate it -to the structure of the society in which he is 
living. 

(C. l~ueller, 1973: p.55) 

Mueller uses this argu.ment to explain the apparent political 

21 
passivity of the 10\"er classes Using the contentious issue of the 
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relationship of code to cognition, he suggests that the lower classes a~e 

incapable of apprehending their relationship to larger groups and social 

events. As I have already suggesJced 1 ~:his is an inadequately founded 

conclusion. 
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Despite this weakness, common to Labov, Bernstein and Mueller 

CLabov, by tiLe_ way, takes issue with Bernstein's cogni.tive _work, see 

1970: p. 305} is the recogni.tion that language at least reflects and 

tends to reinforce social sJcratification ~ in much the- same vlaY as it 

does with culture. It is reasonable, - then, to argue that t senti-ments of 

solidarity' based on internal social differentiation can be just as 

effectively sustained -via language as those of- a wider cultural basis.: 

(Language f then, is a means to class, as well as national, consciousness.) 

Essentially, language serves not only holistic functions, but also 

serves to differentiate. If this is the case, common language, and by 

implication, culture, can no longer be viewed as a source of national 

sentiment without taking into account the fact that, while shared 

language engenders similarities, it plays an equal role in creating 

and sustaining differences wi thin the national socieJcy. 

Because cornmon language is so of -ten cited in cultural definitions 

of the 'nation' as a legitimation for claims to 'nation~hood, I have 

chosen to examine it with reference to the creation and maintenance of 

consensus. This analysis has revealed a failure by such perspectives 

to recognize internal differentiation. This, in turn, calls into 

question an¥.. definition of I nation' which stresses reference 1.:0 consensus 

-without reference to such splits. This vfill cOl1sti-tute the primary 

focus for a redefinition of 'nation' in Chapter 2. 
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iii) The 'Role of 'Lang1.tage 'in Nati6rta1ist'Movements 

To this point, I have stressed l~ng~age as it relates to value 

consensus, both holistically - using unique cultures as the units of 

,analysis - and differentially - using internal differentiations (such as 

social class) as the units of analysis. It was suggested tha.t language 

can lead. to 'solidarity of sentiment I in both cases, but depending on the 

unit of analysis, this either validated or seriously challenged value

der.ived perspectives on the 'nation ' , 

Beyond using language as an operationalization of a particular 

perspec,tive, it becomes a variable in bot..h trends of thought on nationalism 

(bot.h Marxist and cultural), Whe·ther or not language is used by 

nationalists to legitimate their, claims is quite a separate issue from 

the analyst using la~nguage as a variable. However, when, and if, it is 

seized upon as an issue, theoreticians cope with it in ways peculiar to 

'their perspective, 

lYlarxist theories on nationalism stress its class nature and its 

role in deflecting the class struggle. Language, as an issue in 

nationalist movements, receives much the same treatment. Language concerns 

are generally seen as bourgeois, and appeals for language integrity by 

nati.onalists are vimved as dis·torting the I real I interests of the 

proletariat. 

Given the variable application of the term I nation I in Marxist 

tho.ugh, common language i.s. generally conceded to be part o£ the proper 

equipment of a nation-state, and Marxist attitudes to language have t.o be 

in:terpret,ed with this in mind. Language f as a can tentiaus issl.1e I 
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therefore is subject to the provisions of positive nationalism. If the 

nationalist, movement is pr.ogressive, and if language demands are 

progressive in this same manner (seeking the destruction of feudal 

relationships, for example) , Marxist support would be evident. Language, 

as all variables, is treated within a consistent, evolutionary Marxist 

framework. That is, it becomes contentious only if it deflects this 

evolutionary: growth. 

For cultural perspectives on the 'nation', language is somewhat 

more complex an issue. "lliile modern theorists would not go so far as 

equating cornmon language to 'nation', they generally admit that where 

there is a dominated language group (and, by implication, cultural group) I 

nationalism is one of the possible outcomes, with language used as one 

of a milliber of possible jus·tifications. This, of course 1 is based on 

seeing lan.guage as a cowmon denominator yielding cultural cohesion. It 

is at this point that it is necessary to examine language in its 

int.egrative function. Harxist analysis, as \.,ill be shown, would be wise 

to do the sa.me thing. 

a) IntegJ:ative F1lllCt.ions of La.nguage 

It is a truism tha·t for interac·tion to occur t there must be 

communication. Language, particularly speech, is a critical variable 

in this process~ 

For consensus theorists Land histoD-.l. tends to prove this), it 

is only with Urbanization, industrialization, and 'dffinocratization' of 

society that language becomes potentially confli.ctual. 



A pre-industrial, rural, and predominantly illiterate 
society can easily accomodate peacefully any number of 
lapguage g:r:ouJ?s-as long as the members of" its educated" 
elite-share a-lirigua"frc\.nca. 

(W. Sbnon~ 1967: p. 89) 

As urbanization occurs, increased interaction" among members of a society 

creates the potential for language conflict if one language (most often 

the previous lingua franca) receives preferential status with regard to 

political I economic or educational institutions. With access to such 

institutional areas blocked for one group due to language, there is 

pressure exerted on them to either accept non-involvement or to become 

bilipgual. socio-linguists have termed this phenomenon the functional 

creation of lan~:.~e ..9bm.§!.in~ (insti t.utionalized I appropriateness I of a 

particular language in given sit:uat.ions) and have paid little attention 

to the related polit.ical and economic issues until recently. 

R.F. Inglehart and M. Wood"llzard (1967) have suggested recently 

that situations where political solutions to language conflict are sought 

emerge only when language is perceived as the critical variable in the 

determination of economic inequality (p. 375) be-tween cultural groups 

opera-ting within nation-state communities. This vim,,. is now quite 

reacH 1y accepted I particularly because common language is held to be one 

of a nmnber of variables necessary to institutional participation. 

Language becomes, then, a causal factor as well as an issue in the 

emergence of nationalist claims. Such a posi-tion is important in 

determining the bread-th 0_£ actual issues - economic claims are easily 

correlated" to language conflict. }'or such t.heorists 1 the question" is 

never which is 11lOre llupor-tarlt - language or economy for" VClX io.bles 

b .. :md to be viewed as clustering and interdependent. 
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Structurally, language loss is often perceived as the initial 

phase of cultural assimilation. (For example, tile "lack of internal 

nationalist movements in the U.S.A. can be explained thr~ugh successful 

assimilation initiated by the need to speak English, its reinforcement 

in the public school system, lead~ng to eventual language loss.) The 

threat of assimilation will often cause the emergence of language claims 

as a means to forestalling the process. Particularly "with regards to 

its -symbolic value, language is an accessible 'rallying point' for 

nationalist sentiment - at least, many analysts so claim. Minogue 

(1967) 1 for example, s"tresses both the SYlllbolic element as well as the 

need for a distinct language as a barrier to outside influences (see his 

Chapter 5) • 

vrhere language is claimed as a basis for nationalist demands, 

cultural theorists maintain analytically that a language group, 

en mctsse, is discriminated against. Lack of shared language in a 

political and economic community leads to structural inequalities " b etv.ie en 

gr011ps which are, in turn, translated in to nationalist demands. 

This type of analysis, of courser aSSUllles a structural homo

genei"ty among the language group experiencing domina'tion. But it has 

been shown tha't language serves \llithin the realm of values both holistic 

and differentiation functions. It is questionable whether domination and 

frustrated inst"l tut:ional entry is a sitLmtion experienced throughout the 

nation in si.-rnilar ways" (given internal differentiation). Even post

nationalist att,empts at, standard:Lzi.ng languages i.n new nation ..... states 

where language HC3.S" !!~~ an original issue :must cope with this £act in 

dec:Lding which lctnguage ~vill be" standard:Lzea~ 
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Instead, and Marxist analysis should take heed, it \'lould 

reflect reality far better to see the integrative f1inct,ions of language 

reflecting this same duality: internally facilitating or inhibiting 

. institutional entry alo,ng class dimensions. Particular segments of the 

population might feel more dominated given social class aspirations, 

et cetera. This permits a more accurate identification of class interests 

which consensus theorists ,ignore. 

In addition, it is extrmnely important to:keep in mind that! 

within the realm of values and solidarity of sentiment the elements 

common to all language group members predate the development of class 

structures charac'teristic of modern society. (See S. Ryerson, 1972 for 

a discussion of this, p. 224) Given social class differencesJ however, 

this 'solidarity of sentiment' is open to startling and far-reaching 

modification. It does, though, provide a coercive mechanism for the 

mobilization of nationalist sentiment on a large scale. 

This discussion of language has revealed short~comings in both 

.Marxist and value-derived (cultural) approaches to the 'nation' • 

There has now been established a fairly strong duality to be explo)':ed: 

cohesion VB differentiation lo~ more specifically, solidarity or 

communi ty of sentiment and class-based sentiment.} The follov.zing section 

\',ill respond to this factor thro,ugh the elaboration of a definition of 

class, and the outlining of the principle problems to.be p;xplored in the 

definition o£ 'nation' and nationalism in Chapter 2. 
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4) Class ·vs 'NatiortalSolidarity 

La.nguage, it has been' shown, reflects and .reiil£6rces· differences 

between cultures and within cultures. Traditionally; consensus theorists 

have employed the analy·tic benefits of the former~ and Marxists, while 

rarely focussing on language per se,' "Tould Tnore readily agree 'with the 

latter viewpoint. In essence, though, a tlieorY'of'the'nation ' and 

nationalisrn must incorporate this duality. Having already elaborated 

descriptions of cultural and societal 1.'Tholes, it is necessary to :more 

closely examj~e internal differentiation to balance the picture. 

i) Class 

Social class has become a popular variable in sociol.ogical· 

analysis, provides the basis for a large part of the debate in the 

discipline, and yet is too often 'taken for granted' definitionally. 

Before any study which assumes any form of class analysis can be under~ 

taken successfully, a definition must be tendered due to the popularity 

yet confusion over the term. 

L. Coser and B. Rosenberg (1969) note in their in·troduction 

to a series of readings on class that 

••. there is nevertheless a common understanding 
that class pertains to hierarchical position in the 
social order ill1d dif£erential distriblltion of prestige 
based·on that position. 

(p •. 3771 
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This 'tacit ,agreement' isquestionanle: interpretations vary so widely, 

and at some times with such smal~ gradations of ' qualitative difference j ' 

that, unlike the previous discussion, 'schools' of'thought'are iiluch 

more difficult to ascertain. 

Both Marx and Weber cammented extensively on'class~Weber in 

much clearer conceptual terms than 'Marx. Botl'L have in£luenced the 

development of theories' of class, so 'a: quick review' is necessary. 

~1.arx, although he never clearly definecl class l employed it as the 

basis for a large proportion of his work. Above all else, Marx made 

clear the objective reality of class. Classes arose out of economic 

relations and the relationship of people to the modes of production at 

. " t' 22 any, gl.ven pO:Lnt 1n 1me This explanation does not pretend to be 

detailed or complex. What is crucial to our understanding is that 

class res'ts ultimately on "an economic foundation, the mode of production 1 

which itself consists of tb.e forces of product.ion and the relations of 

production" (C. Anderson, 1974: p. 46). Class is essentially a 

complex system of economic relationships which are explicitly antagonistic _. 

antagonistic beCa1..1Se in capH:alist society, this relationship is 

essentially exploitive. (See Charles Anderson, 1974, Chapters 1, 2, and 

d · ". . f' . h ) 23 3 for a goo , snaple CllSCUSS10n 0" bas1c MarXls't t eory. From this 

complmc conception of class, Marx derived furtl'Ler concepts such as class 

consciousness (individual subjective awareness of class membership and 

interest in :t:elation to other classes) and £alse consciousness (faulty 

individual identification, or lack of any ident,ifica'tion a't all) • 

:Marx I S analysis is crucial for several reaSons.' First, class 



is identified objectively and,second, class is.perceived as con£lictual. 

Each of these elements has influenced·, to varying d.egres; current attempts 

to arrive at workable definitions of· class. 

"Max Weber, in.attempting to avoid what he· characterized as 

monoeausal interpretation, also perceived class as economic in derivation, 

but he added dimensions with which Marx did not deal as extensively.· 

In our -terminology, "classes" are not [my emphasis1 
communi.ties; they merely represent possible, and frequent, 
bases for communal action~ We may speak of a ·"class" when 
(1) a number of people have in cornmon a specifi-c causal 
component of their life chances, in so far as :(21- this 
component is represented exclusively by economic interests 
in the possession of goods and opportunities for income T and 
(3) is represented under the conditions of the commodity 
or labour markets. 

(11. Weber F 1967: p. 181) 

To this economic definition Weber added-st3 tus groups: "every typical 

component of the life fate of men that is determined by a specific, 

positive or negative l social estimation of honour" (M. Weber, 1967: 

p. 184). Subsumed under status was lifestyle. (This is an important 

line of distinction from Marx, for it shifts the focus of class furLher 

into the social realm than did Marx's work. See footnote .23.) While 

both Marx and Weber perceived class objectively, Weber was less likely 

to impute inherent conflict. 

There is here in v'leber t s work less of the critical anti~Marx 

stance he is commonly assumed to take. Both were writi_ng in defense of 

objective cri-teria. But dominant approaches today find their roots in 

Weber 1 S status concerns, and certainly his work on status has con-tributed 

hea";vily to nmctionalist theories of -s-trat:Lfication: Functional stress 

on equilibrium and values has influenced a large proportion of current 
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. sociol.ogical work, particularly that empirical research concerned with 

prestige and occupational relationships. Essentially, in the functionalist 

viewpoint 

As a functioning mechanism a society must somehoi-J" 
distribute its members in social positions and ind~ce 
them to perform the duties of these positions. 

(K. Davis and W. Moore, 1969: p. 404) 

This perspective views class as functional and consensual, and posits 

mobility between classes. Systems conflict is not seen as inherent in 

the system, but caused by imbalances which can be accomodated'. 

This position is at odds with conflictual models, which, 

although they vary tremendously, have all, in some respect or another, 

been influenced by MarX£st thought. Indeed, the dominant debate over 

class seems to centre on class as ei t.her consensual or conflictual! 

objective or subjective: proponents vary from classical Marxists to 

rigid functionalists. 

with reference to the previous discussion, Marx clearly outlined 

the conflict inherent in capitalist society. Although the degree of 

impoverishment he predicted has perhaps not been realized, the mobility, 

pluralism and egalitarianism functional theorists impute to social 

stratification do not exist. (A whole school of sociology has garnered 

evidence to this effect: see, for example, W. Clmuent (1975), and 

Lr Johnson (l974).) What becomes clear is tha't gaps in the economic 

positions and privileges of Jllodern society are increasing
24 

due to the 

antagoniSJlls in the Canadian class s'cructure. Only an obj ective 1 conflict 

definition of class can deal adequa>cely with -this phenomenon~ 

Therefore 1 classes are to be understood' as embodying "relationships 
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of property and work, in the' context of a mode of production li (S. Ryerson~ 

1973: p. 224}.whic~ are antagonistic and resUlt in differential access 

to the exercise of power. T~is definition' allowS the relational nature 

. of class structures to be investigated~ It alsopernlits a class typology 

more reflective of particular socio-historical conditioni,'stresge~ 

anatagonism and sU9gests the manipulation of'inst;tuments: suc~ as the 

• .c: 1:.. l' . 'hi' 25 state for the maJ.ntenance oJ.. SUCll.. re atlons ps • 

with this definition in mind, \VB can examine the difficulties of 

applying a conflict concept of class to a phenomenon, which, in part, 

depends on solidarity of sentiment, or consensus: the lnation'. 

ii) Class arid Cultured views of Nation 

Initially, it might appear that a definition of class wl~ch posits 

antagonism cannot be used in conjunction with cultural views of the 

'nation'. This is true if, and only if, a cultural perspective disregards 

internal differentiation such a.s that suggested in the discussion on 

language. 

As we have seen, Marxist analysis tends to do~.play a cultural 

or consensus view of the nation, preferring 'nation' to be coterminous 

"lith political boundaries (and reflective of the growth of national 

markets which serve bourgeois interests). The cultural school, on the 

other hand, suggests t.ha·t national consciousness erases class issues in 

favour of the national question. Each perspective,' in essence J treats 

the' other position's focus as irrelevant, if not' non':"exist.an·t. If I 
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however, "nation" in a consenSus or' cultural. sense (withmodifications) 
• 

and class are treated as. co-existing 1 some of' these" problems can be 

oVercome. Chapter 2 establishes the framework for investigati,ng the 

relationship of class to nationalism in QUebec, and the first step is a 

redefinition of nation which admits the duality of cohesion and differenti-

ation within the nation (which the previous discussion of language indica'ces 

is necessary). 

5)Urir~solv~dIssues 

Section 1 of this Chapter suggested how theories of nationalism 

have developed in reference to definitions of the 'nation' as a cultural 
\ 

or class-specific phenomenon. Section 2 elaborated this distinc'cion 

through a consideration of language in its holistic and differentiation 

value functions, and its integrative role in traditional nationalist 

theory. The conclusion was that, seeing language as a facet of culture, 

it served to both unify and internally differentiate using national 

sociel~ies as the units of analysis. 

In contrast_ 1 Section 3 established a working definition of 

class, and ~geste<! 'chat a conflict view of class can be compatible 

with a modified interpreta'cion of a cultural view of the 'nation f • 

(This will be fully explored in Chapter 2.) 

The essential problem, 'chen, with regard to .1Y1acLeod IS 

"Um=esolved Dilemina of the Quebec Left" is the relationshi.pbetween nation 

and na.tional consciousness Cor' j solidarity of sentiment!) and class 

class COl'lsciousness when nationalism arises. vfuat ~s the nature of this 



relationshi~ given a definition of nation.whichposits both cohesion f 

and differentiation. 
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. NOTES 

1. A classic example here is the case of . Marx and E.ngels. 
See the disc1lssion below~ 

2. It is from this second school of thought that a more properly 
cultural definition of the 'nation' has emerged'which, at·this time., 
can be employed to different ends than its earliest propcnen·ts would 
have suggested. Given the socio-historical conditions of the unification 
of Germany, this original cultural definition of the 'nation' was 
employed to justify the policies' of Bismarck in Gerinany and Nanzini in 
Italy: So¥ as one -might expect, it is at this level that disagree
ments with socialists was most strong, tactical commitment being the 
point in question. 

3. This sharp line of demarcation between' nation and state 
was to influence greatly the theoretical perspectives of Marx and Engels. 

4. Hegel's conception of 'historyless peoples' is still 
echoed today in current attempts to creat typologies of nationalism. 
Unders·tanding I non-historic' nations among Third World count?Cies 
lmdergoing nationalist transformations is the best example "(see 8ymmons-
8ymonolewicz, 1970: Chap-ter 1). 8uch analyses attemj;rt to cope with 
naJcionalism in situations where there is not a long pre-state format.ion, 
history, or community of culture, or even common language. 

5. C. Wright Mills (1970) does not argue that the state is 
always the instrument of the bourgeoisie. Ra·t.her, it is the instru..ment 
of one class - the dominant class. As modes of production shift, so, 
too, does the dominant class. However, under capitalism, this class is 
the bourgeoisie. 

The state is seen as an instrument of one class and, 
in advanced capitalism, of a class that is in economic 
decline. The class of which the state is the coercive 
instrument is no longer economically progressive, no 
longer fLmctionally indispensable r and yet it still 
holds power. It must! therefore, act increasingly by 
coercion. 

(C. \'1right l-lills, 1970: p. 92). 

:[n add:Ltion t it might be noted that, despi.te thi.s role of the state as 
an insi:rument of ·t.he dominant class, in its att.empts to coerce rthe 
state··strives·both to contain and mirdmize conflic·t as well as preserve 
thestatus·qllO. Potential conflict exists between the bourgeoisie and 
the sta'ce when these £unctions constrain bourgeois activity. Despite 



this, state illterestsgenera:qy- are .de£ined by. boU!geois interests. 

6 . See Note'].· 

. 7. sy.rornons-Sy:rnonolewicz here provides the basis £or' the 
analysi.s of 'variants of' nationalism. However', the' insistence on a 

. collective set of mobilizing values blinds him, as· all authors·.o£· thlS 
school, to potential variants of nationalism within the nation~ rather 
than just from nation to nation; 
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8. The collective disadvantage of 'les 9u~b6cciis' Vis-a.-vis English 
Canadians is li1ell documented. What is questionable. about the Rioux/ 
Dofny position is their explanation Lhat this disadvantage leads 
necessarily to collective perceptions which supe:r:cede other forms of' 
consciousness (see this argument exj;landedbelowl. 

9. 'rhe Rioux/Dofny approach is constrained by a time element. 
Their WODe preceded the recent radicalization of Quebec labourl so their 
analysis lacks the benefit of hindsight. 

10. H. Davis characterizes this as a "setback for:Marxisro from 
which it has not yet fully recovered" CR. Davis,' 1967: p. 291. 

11. This characterization of the nation is repeated in M. 
Rodinson's'vork (1968: pp. 131--l49). 

Ce processus est 
veri table march~ 

(p. 144) 

p' 

couronne par la formation d 'u.n 
national. qui. caract~rise la nation ... 

12. It is worth noting' that Stalin's workiLe "inar.1ti.sme eU,...a. 
~tion 'nationale ·et.coloniale is still a 'guidin<3 light' forJ'.1ar.xis1:s 
concerned with the question of nationalism. M. Rodinson (1968: p .. 137) 
notes it is an inferior piece of work. Furthermore t Stalin \vas probably 
to a large degree influenced by his mvn biography. He was part of a 
large, nationally conscious minority of Georgians. 

13. For example, Marxists are likely to view culture as a 
botrrgeois creation with the potential of being proletarianized. In 
contrast, ma.ins·tream analysts a:r:e more likely to view it as a transcendent 
accunlulation of mankllldls achievements. 

14. This definition is probably an accumulation of definit.ions 
garnered throughout my reading and research 1 but which differs from any 
particular definition in its attempts to, for the moment, allow either 
a class, or non-class specific inter];.'Ietation. 

15. Another excellent exarllple of t.he trend tOlilards the 
identification of'universals is fOUlid in Osgood's work on the semantic 
differential. He has identified three connotative dimensions universally 
lmderlyjng language: evallJ.ative (goodjbad) I activity·Cactive/passive) 
and power (weak/strong). Research has 1 to this point, validat.ed his 

observations. 
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16. A good example is lcLnshiptermino16gy which varies widely 
cross~cultura:lly, according to. "the' recogni.trOn'o£'di££erent dimensions 
of d:Lstinct:Lve £eatures" '(F. LOUnSDUry,' 1973:' p. S71'. 

17. This should not be interpreted tonean that a part:Lcular 
culture will have its own-uniquely d:LfferEmtiated.language. D:Lalects r ,. 
for' example I v<lOuld '-tranSIO,i t the same type of cuI tare-laden perceptions. 
(See J. Fishman, 1972: Chapter 4.45 

18. The similarity to Whorf's vrork should be noted here. 

19. See Bernstein (1973) fora fuller' explanationo£'code 
characteristics. 

20. It has been suggested to me that Bernstem' s work .meshes 
nicely with the large Ame'rican literature on' the' culture of poverty' 
a,nd 'language deprivation' (which reached its apex with the Headstart 
Program). But, as W. Labov (1973: pp. 179-215) points out, this 
literature is based on a faulty appreciation of the nature of 'lower 
class' l<mguage. He convincingly demonstrates that, although there 
are quantifiable differences between middle and lower class speech, 
these differences do ~ indicate lower· levels of logic or verbosity. 
On the contrary, it has been the tendency of analysts to measure working 
class speech behavior (although he uses black ghetto dwellers) against 
standard English (that is, middle class speech in most cases) as well as 
the use of interview situations which structure def~nsive verbal responses 
which has led to conclusions regarding lower levels of speech behavior 
among the Im\7er classes or ghetto dwellers. Labov argues convincingly for 
an appreciation of such speech variants as non-standard varieties, not 
as intrinsically inferior modes of speech. 

21. 'l'here runs through Mueller' s work an equation of elaborated 
code to the code one must have in order to participate in modern 
political culture. It is assumed ,to be a 'better' fona. Kmplic:Lt in this 
vievl is the value assumption that abstraction and complexity are not only 
necessary, but desirable. Rather than leading to passivity, consistent 
reinforcement of lower class position via the restricted code might 
lead to an insupportable gap in objective realities a:nd dominant ideology. 
This, at. least r is worthy of consideration. 

22. Much of the difficulty in using a Marxist· conception of class 
lies in advancing the socio-historical analysis. Particularly, for 
mode:r.:n theorists, this involves I among other thi.ngs, solving the riddle 
of tertiary sector \'I7ork-sxs. 

,23. Marx's concept o£ class had political and ideological 
dimensions I but these dimensions should not~ . I-thli1kr be conI-used with 
determinants 1 :Marx was certainly aware o£ these' other social- dimensions 
but I in. contrast to Weber [S Vlork, they were not' nearly as- broacI or deep 
in their scope.' His work di.d,not' stretch a,s far into 1.:he s'ocial realm 
of prestige and status and I consequently, is more tightly rooted to 
economic factors. ' 
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:24., Leo,Joh..'1son's ,w.ork (l974-~', provides use£ul data .. for examining 
this trend., Using average income (1946 to 1971), earned income recei~ed 
by decile {l946 to 19711. and purchasing power ny,decile (l946 to 1971), 
Johnson effectively demonStrates that 

Since 1951 not only has there been a decline in the portion 
of ,nevT :Lncome received by' the~ lower' filty per cent of 
earners, but this decline appears to De'ocCurring~at an 
accelerating rate,' and to be reaching higher and higher in 
the ranks of income earners. ' ' 

(L. Johnson, 1974: p. 51 

25. Like'many others, I have 'had difficulty in finding a good' 
definition, so I have resorted to a roodificationof Ryerson in an 
a'ttempt to answer the needs of my analysis. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Nationalism, ·National ·ConsciouSness and·C1ass·Consciousness:· The CaSe 

1)' :D1ia1it1·ari~ ·the ·Natiori: . ·A Redefinition ·ofNation 

Chapter 1 has indicated the necessity of maintaining in any 

analysis of the 'nation' a duality which recognizes both national 

cohesion and internal differentiation. The perusal of the literature on 

'-
language, culture and class suggested mechanisms by which this duality 

occurred and could be reinforced. 

The dominant approaches on the left to nationalism in Quebec 

fail to do this. Although the Rioux/Dofny analysis sees the validity 

of dealing with Both class and national consciousness, the two phenomena 

are seen to exist in an antagonistic relationship to one another: one 

form dominates historically at the eA~ense of the other. Marxists I in 

contrast, define national consciousness ~ class consciousness which, 

in essence, invalidates national consciousness and reduces national 

questions ·to dogmatic economism. 

Before an adequate analysis· o£ the relationship of class t,o 

nationallirru can.be developed, it is necessary to define t nation 1
J 

retaining and recognizing the i1Ilportance oj: duality. Both nationa:!. 

. cohesion·. le]1l8.r:ging from· cultural views of th.e 1 nation t which stresS-
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solidarity of sentiment) and internal differentiation must be taken into 

account.. The:;1, and only then .;: call. the relation of class· to nationalism 

be explored. 

The definition of 'nation' which I have evolved· draws from· 

both :M.arxist and cultural positions in an attempt to overcome the·weakness 

in each. In order to satisfy the criterion of duali:ty (cohesion and 

differentiation), a cultural definition "Itlust contain an explicit 

appreciation of internal differentiation ~ while B. l-'Ia:or.ist. view .must .he 

broadened to include a sense of the· larger national collectivity. 

Consequently, nation is defined as 

.•. a human collectivity which shares a conunori· cuI t.ure, . or· 
a comraon fund of significant e.xperiences and interests,· 

and conceives of· itself as anation~ .. 
(K. Synunons~Sy~nonolewicz, 1970: p. 1) 

and ""hich has a system of class relationships characteristic of the 

dominant modes of production. 

Nation, by this definition, is both a collectivity transcending 

class divisions and a collectivity with important internal conflicts. 

Neither side of this duality, however t should be seen as more important 

or significant. On the contrary, this duality is dynamic. Both elements 

. (cohesion and differentiation) are under continual mod:i.fication in 

response to socia-historical specificities. 

'l'here are several points which should be noted here, iniJcially 

the s:ubjecti37e nature of cohesion. A nation is a nationbeca1.1Se it:s 

lIlembers concei:lleof themselves in such. a way. Dnd.erstandj-!-1.g thls is 

essential in order to do justice. to historical xeali.ty. Nations exist f 

appear and/or are created. on· the basis of· a self~l.egitiro.ll:i.ng pro:.::ess. 



A nation may exist 

•.• even where" one or other' of the 1 obj ective I ' [territory, 
language, etc:] ,elements,in ,nation~hobd' are weak or' absent. 
On this account, if we can show'that most. of the inembers of' 
the units of Tanzania, Ghana or Palestinepossess'a strong 
and fixed desire to belong to a Tanzanian, Ghanaian or' 
Palestinian nation, then those nations have come into 
existence. 

(A. Smith, 1973:' pp. 21-22) 
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Self-definition is the critical component of nationhood~ L~ng historical 

root,s are' riot' necessary where common' interests exist~ But when such 

roots are available, they becOme (as in the' case of Quebect important 

components for national self-identification: In this process, langL~age 

can become, for national members, a particularly important variable, 

both lending' actual cohesion (on the basis of' conu'non ' language) , asvrell 

as providing justification for defining one's group as a nation~ 

A second point of interest is the fact that nationsdo'rtothave 

,to be defined in terms of what they might' constitute at: some future 

point in time. For example, a group need not strive for politi.cal unity 

before being called a nation. Political dimensions are a quite separate 

issue having to do with mobilized and directed national consciousness 

(this is discussed in greater detail below) . 

The third point to note is that the internal differentiat:io11, of' 

nations vari(?s socio-historically 011 the' basis of the dominant ,:modes 

of economic organization. (Classes'have already been defined in 

Chapter 1 as st~cuctural consequences. of the inode of production' in a 

,society. 1 J~a:nguage, then, ,mile i.t ,feeds nati.onal, soliBari'ty is sU_ll 

'also an important variable in creating andsust:ain.ing intexnal differences. 
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The advantage of this definition of the nation is that it 

identifies both the solidarity:.and differentiation characteristic of 

nations, thus establishi.ng the·· framework ri.ecessary for investigat~ng the 

relation of class to nationalism. What emerges from this approach is a· 

cleai' understanding of the fl.mdamental relationship of class to na-tion. 

Nations are not necessarily separatefromclass~ but, rather; composed 

o£ classes and cha.racterized by the. conflict inherent iri. class relation

ships. At the same time, there is a cohesion and solidarity which, 

minimally~ unites all classes and which operates through a d6TIlIUon national 

consciousness. (In the case of Quebec I this is enhanced by language.) 

Nations and classes} then, co-exist. 

It is one thing to establish this rela_tionshipnehleen class 

and na-t.ion. It is quite another thi.ng to move beyond it to explore the 

relation of national consciouSness to class consciousness,· The next 

section describes these fonus of consciousness and outlines certai.n 

parameters of their relationship to one another. 

2) NatidnaICdnscidUsness·and·Class·Cdnsci6usrtess 

The Rioux/Dofny school has provided an excellent arg1.lxnent for 

considerip.g na>cional. consci.ousness· and class consciousness as variants 

of the same phenomenon: group consciousness. They suggest that both 

go tlrrclUgh. four identifiable st:ages of development: consensus of 

aU-.itudes·, beliefs; ·et-ce~i groT..n?g "we" awareness; o.rganization into. 

(M.. Riallx and J. Do.frlYl 1971: p, 309) 
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I would add that at any point in.this development there ~ight be a 

£ailure, thus retarding, or even ending, th~ growth of consciousness. 

It.should also be recognized that the mechanics of any of these stages 

·would vary from situation to situation. So, while these are functionally 

distll~ct phenomena, they develop in sliailar ways. While the growth of 

consciousness (subjective awareness of shared objective reaLity) in 

class is a concept Marxists would not dispute, the growth of national 

consciousness, because i·t is seen as deflecting working class consciousness, 

is analyzed by Marxists as a promotion of bourgeois class interests 

(and, when embraced by the working class is viewed, at best, as false 

consciousness). The phenomena are not functionally differentiated by 

Marxists. 

I have already s.ugges·ted that the nation conceived of as an 

historical-cul·tural sOlidarity of sentiment (particularly when reinforced 

by distinct langu.age, as in Quebec) implies a set of values and intere3ts 

common to all national mmUbers. Class, on the other hand, differentiates 

the nation internally, and cOlumon class language, reflective of differing 

class realities and daily existence implies a set of values and interests 

cOlumon to all class members. For every person in a national society, 

therefore, t.here are (within the parameters of this discussion) two 

potential forms of consciousness: national and class. Since consciousness 

(as the.subjective apprehension o£ shared objective reality) is enhanced 

by 1a;n9""Uage (altho:Ugh. not· only by langu.age}, in all instances, there 

exists t.he. potential £or· the eme.rgence of class· and national corisciouErness! 

Certain conclusions may be·· drawn about the relation between these 
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two forms of consciousness. I have argued that the Rioux/Dofny position 

inaccurately reflects the situation of Quebec. There is at least 

evidence (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) that class and national consciousness 

• 
are both operating in French Canadian society. Rioux and Dofny's argument 

that the two forms of consciousness are mutually exclusive is highly suspect. 

In the same critical vein, the Marxist argument that national consciousness 

"is class consciousness erases national consciousness as a concern: but it 

does exist! 

I am suggesting here that the two forms of consciousness can and 

do co-exist. This is not an answer to the question of what constitutes 

the relationship be"tween class and nationalism, however. 

Returning to Rioux and Dofny's developmental scherae, there is a 

clear point of distinction to be made between the stages in the growth 

of consciousness which they detail. The stages of (1) consensus of 

atti"tudes and (2) a grovling "we" awareness are quite different than those 

of "(3) organization into mobilized groups and (4) seizure of power. 

Consciousness, I suggest, pertains to the first two stages; mobilization 

of consciousness to achieve pmver (or I perhaps just change) pertains to 

2 
the las-t two stages • 

At the level of consciousness alone, co-existing forms "are "quite 

compatible. But vlhen consciousness is mobilized, the "relationship between 

the JIlobilized forms of consciousness bec.omes problematic. With mobiliza"tion, 

conflicting allegiances are ca:L1ed" into play. 

For" exampleJ alth0.ugh_ the working class and middle class" share 

a national consci.ousness", :mobiLLzati.on" ny i:he J.niddle" class on" th.e" basis 

of "national interest may imply a set of ~economicprograroJIles-qui.te at 
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odds with the class interestsof'the working class. The key to under-

standing this problem is an appreciation of the fact that consciousness 

and mobilized consciousness are two quite separate phenomena. .J.iobilized 

national consciousness is no longer national consciousness: it is 

nationalism. 'l'he problem iS~9.!. the relationship of class consciousness 

to national consciousness: it is tile relationship of class consciousness 

to nationalis'1u. 

/\}:>'\~'" .' 
--~--;.",-

~-:- ".! 

3)" INa~ionalism: C- The'Mobilization'of Consciolisne.ss 

K. Sym:mons-Symonolevlicz (19']0) has provided a framework. for 

defining nationalism. He notes (p. 40) that nationalis1'l 

\..i ••• consists only of some few consti tuti ve ideas and 
i beliefs centring around the idea of nation and its 

rights in relation to other nations. 

While he is inaccurate in calling this na.tionalism (his definition is 

more properly styled national consciousness) he does go on to ~rgue 

tha·t these "few constitutive ideas" must combine with o·ther prograrnmes 

fo:c action ·to crea,te the synthesis necessary for the emergence of' 

nati.onalism. The strength of his position is his recognition' that 

"ideas centring' around the idea of nation" canno·t by themselves be a 

sustaining ideology: they must combine with others. 

To ret,urn to the terms used in this thesis I . national consciousness 

is not~. on it.s O\mj an ideo~ogy. Ideology'Jl1ay be distingllisheCl from' 

consciousness on the basis- of ·.Jllobiliz.ati.on tmvards some end, which 

i:mplies' the incl115:Lon OJ: pxogra:l1nnes for' action (whethe:r' these be·.geared 

to changeor-maintenance of' the' Status- quo): Hence,' national 



'consciousness must combine with other prescriptions for action before 

it becomes nationalism~ 

\;{. Nationalism I therefore I can be defined in the following way. 
}"(F~~ 
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'-\ Nab.ona1ism is national consciousness mobilized with a view to' achieving 

social, or cu1t:ura1). Thlls, for 6:xampl-e, national consciousness can be 

fused with a variety of political doctrines: democracy, fascism, or 

even anarchy. 

The advantage to such a definition is that it posits that variation 

from nationalism to nationalism is situated hot in national consciousness, 

but in ·the ot.h..er components of the ideology. Hence 1 nat.iona1ist ideologies 

as seemingly diverse as fascism and ThLrd World liberation are covered 

by this· one defini'tion with variation explained by the vie,,{ of social 

utopia nationalis·ts have. 

A recent: publication by L60n Dion (1975) supports this view of 

nationalism. Dion sees the ideology as a mix of III'id~ologie sociale ll 

and 1I1'ldg-ologie nationale ll (p. 25). He defines nationalism as 

... 1'ensenLble des representations faites par rtflrence 
, , " ."... f ' , l' , 1"'" a une collectlvlte specl lque partlcu lere, appe ee 
peup1e ou nation, definie par un amalgame de traits ... 
t8'moignant du sens d' une solidaritif'd' appa.rtenance et destin 
souv:ent en face d' autres cOllectivites jugets ~trang'eres 
ou ennemis ainsig::.18 par des projets concernant. l'organisation 
d6 lao vie culturel1e, ~conOrnique et po1itique jug:i convenir 
~ cette coilectivitl. ' 

CL. Dion, 1975: p. 16) 

Wlat.he essentially a:~gues: is that national consciousness Cnati.onal 

,ideology-Ii. does not contain any parti.cular ideasx:egarding tIle' 

organizati.on of soc' .:-ty - only- tIiat it take place Wi.tru:::n the' nati.onal 
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framework. The component of nationalist ideology which does contain 

such ideas is a 'social ideology' emerging from secondary collectivities 

(as opposed to the primary collectivity, the nation). Thus 

Le nationalisme, en tantqu' id6'ologie, vise ~ rasseTObler 
dans une perspec,tive totalisantedivers sche'mas ideologiques 
particuliers - ceux des' classes sociales et des grandes 
collecti vi t6's secondaires... ' 

(L. Dion, 1975: p. 17) 

It is clear that Dion sees national ideology (or national consciousness, 

to use my o\~ terms) as insufficiently broad for providing a central 

frrouework around which to organize nationalist activity. This framework 

emerges only "lhen fused with a I social ideology'. Like Syrmnons-

Symonolewicz, Dion argues that national consciousness must be synthesized 

with. other ideological perspectives before nationalism can be said to 

exist. 

Seeing nationalism as mobilized national consciousness is 

crucial to exploring the relationship between class and nationalism. The 

mobilization of national consciousness is, in essence, its fusion with 

other ideological components. Only as these other elements are brought 

into synthesis with national consciousness does nationalism emerge. 

This notion can be concretized through an eXfu"Uple from Quebec 1 

the fleur-ode-lis. The fleur-de-lis has long been a symbol strongly 

at.tached t.o the identification of Quebec as a nation. It glorliies the' 

French connection and symbolically reflects a long h:Lst.ory of conflict 

between English. and French. on'. the. North. Ame...Tican cont:il1.ent. I.ts 

presence is a constant reinforcement o£' a "we" consciouSness among the 

Qu~De'cois.AS a symbol~ it is pa;rt of' a QuEili~cois na·tional consciousness~ 

any Queb~cois can look at the fleur-de-lis and be a party to ·this consciousness. 
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When, however, this same fleur-de-lis is used in separatist 

parades, it symbolizes far more than Quebec nationhood. It is now 

a.ttached to a particular set of.political and economic programmes 'ltlhich 

. are derived not from national consciousness, but national consciousness 

mobilized with particular ends in view~ The national consciousness 

£ound throughout society is manipulated by the inclusion of the fleur-de-

lis as a syrobol in separatist activity. 

This example clarifies the critically important distinction 

between national consciousness and nationalism. The £usion Cas national 

consciousness is mobilized) with other ideological perspectives to 

create nationalism raises a new set of questions which can now be asked. 

Essentially, what are the sources of these other ideological perspectives 

't'lhich j.oin in the synthesis to create nationalism? 

Students of nationalism have long attempted to categorize 

nationalism as good or bad~ revolutionary or reactionary, or progressive 

or conservative. The source of this variation is situated in the factors 

w~ich affect the mobilization of national consciousness; 'notlll national 

consciousness itself. Dion recognizes this when he states that 

" . ••• a chaque changement dans la perception de 1a situation 
parmi les collectivites secondaires, correspond un rajustement 
du coni.:enu de l'ideologie nationale. 

(L. Dion l 1975: p. 17) 

Cha?ge £ind5 its source in U1e~econdary collectivities I not in national 

consciousness. Furthermore i among ·these· secondary collecl:ivitie:::, Dian' 

ci.tes· class Cpo 1:7). 

I£ nationalism is a -moISilizati.on o£' nati_onal consci.ous-ness· 

: ·vi.a·, fusi.on willL other ideological pEIgpectives',' theil class' now' e.nt.ers 



our analysis as. a potential.source for' these other perspectives. 

The' central problem this thesis explores is therela.tionship 

of class to nationalism Ll1,. Quebec; utilizing language as a variable of 

investigation. The discussion to this point has clarified a n11Illber of 

factors. First, class and nation and 'cheir respective forms of 

consciousness co-exist. (Chapter 3 "/ill provid.e empirical proof for 
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this assertion.) Second~ nationalism' has been defined as national 

consciousness mobilized with particular ends in view via synthesis with 

other perspectives to create the ideology. Whereas the soUrce of'national 

consciousness is already understood to be the' nation~ the sources of 

these other ideological elements have not' been elaborated'. Dion IS 

sugges·tion that secondary collectivities"are the base for I social 

ideology! raises the issue of class as a potential source for these 

ideological perspectives. The problem for' investigation can now be 

succinctly stated: is class and class consciousness a s.ignificant 

variable in the mobilization of nat.ianal consciousness to create the 

synUl.esis I nationalism I • 

On the one hand, if empiri?al investigation indicates class' 

is not a significant factor in this synthesis, then the' problem MacLeod' 

identified on the Quebec left is a rather fruitless wast of time. If, 

on the other hand, class'is involved in this synthesis, it is necessary 

to discover the importance of the' role it plays. Before answers to 

these qnestions can be determined, :however', certain parameters fOT' the 

empirical iJ1vest.igation ::rrust· be established. Most ilnportant among these 

is the' nature of·the class structiireof·Quebec. 
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, 4).' :.Mortopoly- 'Capitalism 'and :Class 

In Chapter 1, class was ,defined in relation to the dmninant 

:modes of production in society.' In onler' to detail the nature of ·the 

class system, it is necessary to establish a working knowle,dge of the 

economic fabric of Quebec. ~rieflYI Quebec can be described as part of 

a larger system of :monopoly, capitalism. But this I' by it.sel.L, tells us 

little about the class sy:?tem., Certain- :fea·tures',-peeu-l-i.al:..,j:o Quebec, 
l-

have created a system of c1:ass'JO'9J.a:t.i.on~hips ~9Qally unicrne. 

attractive climate for ;foreign inves-grrent"LQr .. ,r:ea_~ongva:cyi.ng (in, 
.... -. -'---'--- ----------" -------- .. - --... "._. , .- -- ..... ~--

early yeo.:r:s) from a C.l:l~~J?,}:~~O~E_f()f9~~j_Q_,_1.at~E . .L~ctive, g'overiuuent, 
----

incentives. 

Beginning in tbe 1920 IS, principally because o.f .her 
vlealth 'in non-·ferrous met:als and "Tater resoux:ces, 
Quebec became a :30urce of primary materials for 
American imperialist capi>cal.. Since the last: war, 
American investments have tended '':0 invade :many 
different sectors of production. 

(G. Bourque and N. Laurin~Frenett.e, 1972: p. 191) 

The result. by 1960 vlas,tha't American and Anglo cont.rol of indnst,::~y 

charac'terized the Ql1ebf!c economy, particule.rly in the areas of :cesolirce 

d.s:velopluent and J.nanufacturing. .French. Canadi.a.n oi&nershlp had slowly 

been pushed back int--o centres of -liglLt industry I SllCh. as wood o.nd leat.her', 

(S.H. Jl-lilner and IL ::Milner I 1973: p. 341., and the ,agricultllral and 

_ service sectors o£ 'the econGo.'1lY. ~!:hese .French. Canadian controlled areas 

of the econOmy repre~8n-t sec:to~s- of'l1on':"--monopoly control; butj' as-

will- be' de1nonstrated r they: do not necessar:Uy dictate the :i?a:cam(~ters: o£ 
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cOP~lictin,Quebec_ 

Comparatively, ;in 1961,~renClL' Canadi.an-controllednanufacturi?g 

interests employed' 21.8% of -tM-inanufactirring laboUr force but contributed 

only 15% to the total value added of'thi~ sector~ The corregpondi?g 

figures for Anglo-cj>ntrolled industry were 46.9% of the manufacturing 

" i 
labour force and 42t8% of the value added total, and, for foreign-

controlled industry~ the :Eigures' were 31.3% of the labour force and 

41. 8% of the value c\tdded. Table 1 provides a very, good indLcation of 

~ 

the degree of forei~n investment ],n Quebec in 1961. It was true that 

If 'les Qu~b~cois' predominate in the primary sector (due 
to agricultJ:.e) and in the tertiary sec-tor (due to service 
industries) ,:" one -:must still underline the fact that in the 
secondary se~-tor (indus'trial production), their absence is 
notwJ1e. 'Le~ Qu~b~cois control only 20% of this activity. 

(PQ Publi~ation, 1970: p. 18) 
(my 'cranslation) 

That much of t.his control centred in the manufacturing and finance 

sectors i.s extremely important, as these are key development sectors 

in any economy_ 

By 1969, the situation had not improved. Table 2 indicates that 

the 10 most iJnportant industrial employers (according to the number of 

employees) were, with 1 exception, non-Qu~becois controlled. In the 

same year g 50% of banks, Caisses Popu1aires, and savings baru(s and 80% 

of insurance companies were foreign.-controlled (PQt 1970: p. 19). 

This is an iluportant point because these financial institutions act as 

capit,al ,pools which can and' do ~ to a la,rge extent, help shape investment 

and development. 
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........ TABLE··1······ ... " ........ . 

. Percentage of Labour Force in Selected Industries 
by Employment in Establishments Under French 
Canadian, Other Canadian and Foreign OWnership, 

Quebec, 1961* 

Establishments Controlled 
by Total 

French Other Foreign 
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No. 
.of 

.. ¢~.n~d£ans . ¢arici.Ci~~s .. J.:nfe:(~f?ts . 
% 

. .:g:~taQl:i,.shmentS'" 
--~--- ------

Agriculture 91.3% 8.7% 100 

l-iining 6.5 53.1 40.4 100 

t-lanufacturing 21.8 46,9 31.3 100 

Construction 50.7 35.2 14.1 100 

Transport and 37.5 49.4 13.1 100 
communications 
(Private) 

Wholesale 
Trade 

Retail Trade 

Finance 

Services 

% of Total 

34.1 47.2 18.7 100 

56.7 35.8 7.5 100 

25.8 53.1 21.1 100 

71.4 28.6 100 

47.3 37.6 15.0 100 

*Excludes forestry r £is~'1g, trapping and the 
public s.ector. 

Source.: Go. Rayna-uld, 1973: p. 150 

1,312 

259 

4,683 

1,264 

1,024 

693 

1,787 

622 

3,509 

15,153 



Northern Electric 

Alcan 

Dominion Textile 

Canadian In terna tionEtl 

Domtar 

Consolidated Bathurst 

Ne,randa 

Can adair 

Price 

United Aircraft 

Bonlbardier , Ltee. 

·'l'ABLE 2 

Ten Most Importan't Industrial 
'Emp10yers in Quebec, 

1969 

·~ploye.es 

13,500 

12,200 

10,500 

Paper 9,800 

9,500 

8,000 

8,000 

8 r OOO 

5,800 

5,500 

4,000 

* Canada: English Canada 

·Col'.ltf'ol* 

Canada 

Canada-USA 

Canada 

USA 

Canada 

Canada 

Canada 

USA 

Canada-Great 

USA 

Quebec 

Source: PQ publication l 1970: p. 19 
(my translation) 
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One·important conseqUence of foreign domination is the relatively 

small proportion of "boig" French· capitalists (with,· of 0 course,· important 

exceptions such as Paul Desmarais of Power Corporationl. Those that do 

exist are dependent, to a large extent, on Canadian and American capital. 

As a corollary, most I advancement I for the Quebecois is restricted to tr~e 

lnanagerial ladder in the private sector I or the j:mblic sector. 4 This 

tendency is reflected and enhanced by the chcmging occupational. structure 

of Quebec. (See Table 3)· 

The increase (absolutely and relatively) in white collar occupaotions I 

intellectuals (as Brunelle calls them) and professionals is ch::.1.racteristic 

of a society with an emphasis on service and delivery of goods. While 

industrial prod-uction is still important, there is a shift towards the 

bureaucratic and technocratic organization of non-productive sectors, 

,-lith productive sectors dominated, as demonstrab~d, by non-Qu~b~cois. 

This might be interpreted as the creation of ·00 super-structure which 

facilitates both the penetration of monopoly capital and "I::he growth of 

'consmuer' society. 

Brunelle (1975: pp. 69-70) argues that much of this expansion 

is occu:ring at lower occupational levels t with most white collar work 

non-differentiated from blue collar :jobs in ·the econOluic process: they 

are func-tionally the same form of work, though the content may differ. 

Together I blue and 1&hite colla..r vlOrke:t"s form. the _ working class. Brm1elle 

goes on to distinguish intellectual workers £rom whi.te collar workers 

on· the :basis o.f both_ autonOIllY 
6 

and advanced levels of· renumeration 1 but 

cautions that this is a fine lin~ o£distinction~ Some occupations, such 
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TABLE 3 

occupational Structure 

of the Quebec Labour Force, 1951, 

1961, 1971 (Raw and Percentage Figures) 

1951 1961 1971 

( ,000) (, 000) (,OEJO) 

Manual Workers 1,226 84.8% 1,397 81.5% 1,561 80.1% 

-BJ-ue Collar 836 57.8 856 50.0 791 40.6 

-White Collar 390 27.0 541 31.5 770 39.5 

Intellectuals * 96 6.6 154 9.0 235 12.1 

Administrators, directors 108 7.5 ·138 8.0 103 5.3 

Professionals 16 1.1 26 1.5 48 2.5 

Totals 1,446 100% 1,715 100% 1,947 100% 

Source: D. Brunelle, 1975: p. 745 (my translation) 

*Included in this cat.egory are specialists, technicians, teachers and 

clerics. 
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such as teaching, might, under· certain circumstances~ form part of the 

working class (1975: p. 71) ... The final criteria,he argues, is the 

occupation in relation to its role in the larger capitalist system: does 

it domll1ate labour? 

Brunellels work meshes nicely with aspects of Hubert.Guindon IS 

(1967: pp. 33·~59) analysis of· the new middle class. The ne-.;v middle· 

class, ~rgues Guindon, arises in response to the administrative needs 

of colonial regimes (althoUgh his analysis can be seen in the light of 

economic forms of domination too - not just political forms). Essentially, 

then, it is a class which. organizes and services. 

In the process of developing urban social bureaucracies,· 
the need for functlonal specia~ization and training brought 
the· :hev!" generation in contact with the various specialized 
social, hmnan, biological and economic sciences of industrialized 
society. (p. 45) 

Guindon I S Ile\v middle class parallels, in many ways, Brunelle I S intellectual 

\vorkers and, also, portions of his category "administrators I • It is a 

group specific to bureaucratized society, providing organizational and 

service f~nctions, but at a higher level of autonomy and authority than 

white or blue collar workers. 

Where Guindon and Brunelle part company I hOvlever f . is in the 

relative importance of growth in the new middle class. Guindonls category 

is less exacting than Brunellels and seems to include. a large proportion 

of Brunelle's white collar workers . . SOI while Brunelle and Guindon 

agree· with regards to absolut.e grovMJ" Brunelle disti?guishes white 

collar work £rom intellectual work. The. growth rate ofwhlte. collar work 

from" 1951 to 1971 ;-~ 9J%~ OVer" tTie" game time period~ the." g-ro'\vth rate £or 

intellectuals is 144% (D. Brunelle, 1975: pp. 74-7S}. At ·thesame timet 
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white collar work as a proportion of" the entire labour force has increased 

12%, while intellectual occupations increases its proportion" by about 

5.5% (See Table 3). If, as Brunelle argues, white collar work is not 

all that different than blue collar work, there is an important difference 

in the two approaches to classll! Quebec. While this growth is 

undifferentiated for Guindon, for Brunelle it means similar" growth at 

bro levels in society: the working class and the -middle class. 

Guindon's view of the new middle class is we~c precisely for 

these reasons. It does not do adequate justice to the~ade range of 

differentiation within the expanding sectors of society. Brunelle's 

approach comes closer to capturing this reality. 

From this discussion come the justifications for" the folloy/ing 

analysis of the cl.a.ss structure of Quebec. Quebec's class system is 

characterized, first, by a ,'lorking class composed" of both wage and 

salaried labourers, and white collar workers, specifically those within 

large bureaucratic organizations. Second, there is a grmring middle 

1 hn . d 1 . 1 . 7 c ass, tec ocratlc an ower managerla In character. Third, people 

in higher levels of administration and management (which would include 

individual capitalists) compose a bourgeoisie with a vested interest in 

the status quo. The fourth group, professionals, are more problematic. 

Depending on the sector in which they Ylork, at what level of autonomy 

and authority, and in what relation to the larger society as a "zhole, 

they can be. considered working class I .middle class or bourgeois. For" 

eXample," an assembly plant doctor will beper£orm~ng a role in the" 

proChicti.on"process qui.te di.fferEmt than that of a lawyer"for"alarge 



corporation: In the first·· case," the doctor" is involved in a" (perhaps 

not very lucrative 1 " service," Situating him in the"niddle class, while 

the lawyer may perform adrainistrative£tinctions of" a suffici.Emtly ~igh 

order to place hiw in the bo~rgeoisie. 

The" above is not intended" as an exhaustive description o£ class 

in Quebec. 8 Rather, it attempts" to provide a basic 1 "workable scheme 

for use in the analysi.s of" Chapters Three and Four. It does, however" 

reflect the dominant features of class in Quenec - to do any more is 

beyond the scope of this enquiry. (For example," the bo~geoisie ~ight 

be broken down into elites that" are defined", but the" problems that are 

involved in identifying who is an elite member are too complex to be 

undertaken here.) 

The class system of Quebec has emerged as a stDJctural response 

to the growth of monopoly capitalism~ Classes, moreoVer! do" not exist 

in a vacuum, but are in continual interaction with one another. One of 

the central fea)cures of capitalism is the antagoni.stic nature of these 

relationships. Class consciousness, when mobilized into classaction~ 

brings this ant.ctgonism into focus. Therefore monopoly capitalism, as 
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a system of economic organization, must seek to minimize conflict if the 

"s"tatus quo is to be .maintained. Bourgeois interes"ts are essentially the 

defining interests of monopoly capital. I..n addition," the state generally 

(while not alvmysl acts as an "agent for these j_nterests, in that it, tOOt 

has a vested interest in Tn:i..ni1l1izing comlict. Bom the.:mi.ddle class and 

worIilig clasg are alienated~ to-varyi.ng degrees, from trw exercis-e of" 
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"effective power in society. Their class interests are not necessarily 

best served by the status quo. 

certain hypotheses regardipg mechanisms for minimizing conflict 

can be drawn from these consi.derations." The first is that the bourgeoisie 

will seek to legj_timate its"" claim to" power. Second, where leg itima tion 

fails, co-optation may be attempted. Co-optation refers to lncorporation 

by one class or"another class'sdernands, leadershi.p or" ideology in an 

attempt"to end conflict. And, where co-optation does not Succeed, direct 

Gonfrontation:rnay result. The nature of the response by" those viho 

exercise power depends on the nature of "the" class demand. If i.t is only 

mildly disruptive to the "status "quo, it .may be painlessly co-...opted l but 

if it is highly disruptive, the" chances" for " confrontation will increase. 

In terins of the larger ques"tion of the relation of class to 

nationalism, if class is found to be a source "of the perspectives which 

combine wi"th national consciousness, the relations between those in 

pm-ler and nationalists will, to some extent, reflect the relations between 

classes. Consequently, the same .mecl.anisms for minimizing conflict may 

become operant. 

The final issue to be discussed before beginning the empirical 

lnvestiga"tion" is that o£ language." I have already used language as a 

theoretical jus.tification" £or adopti?g a view of" nationalism as mobilized 

national consciouSness. LCl?guage acts both. holi.stically and dlfferentia.lly 1 

indicating that national consciousnesS and classconsciouS"nGss co-exist. 

Lan91J:age can now be -Used as a£ocUs- £or investi.gat:L'lg nationalism in 

QueDec"~ language demands have been a critical issue III everyinstfu!Ce 
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of nationalism in Quebec. 

'Quebec"Nationalism 

Traditional approaches to language and nationalism fail to 

recognize the fac't that nations are internally differentiated. Apparent 

discrimination against lCJ!lguage group merobers is viewed as affecting all 

members of the population equally_ Based on this faulty assumption l 

arguments tend to run in the followi,ng way. 

Language differentiates nationa.l groups and is a r~.ghlY loaded 

synlbol of national integrity. Beyond b"Lis l however; language, as a 

pri'mary Trode of comnmr'dcation 1 facili:tates or hinders pa:cticipation in 

insti'cutional areas ''1hich discriminate along 'the lines of language. 

\-1h8n inst.i'L-.utional entry is blocked due -Co language, social stratification 

based on larLg'uage culture and ethnicity soon follows. 

If institutional resistance continues, the disadvantaged language 

group r if they "it,ish to participate, must become bilingual or accept 

non-irlVolvemen'c. FeaJ:-s of assimilation may arise, and. ·this 1 coupled 

'With linguistically determined strati.fication, will lead eventually int.o 

either assimilation or a position of resistance \'1hich is cha:r:acterized 

by nat~ionalist deme.nds for lang'uage equality of opportunity. Inhibit.ed 

lO.ohil.ity due to langnage discrimiJ1.ation becomes a leading principle for 

the ila tionalist. ~ 

'rhere is: ,"t l"l,:t:'obieII1 w-:Lth. th.i.s orientation. It: J_gnores the 

possihUjcty t::.h.'.'tt. altJ'lDugh. I aiscrimin2.ti.on t -may appear to' occui: ,along 
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lines of "la,ng'll:age, this may merely" be "symptomatic of" a larger condition, 

such as the bourgeoisie's advan~age in maintaining a split "labour market. 

L~guage discrimination would" effectively" help create labour pools at any 

level where discrimination was practised, helping shape the6ccupational 

structure. Because such approaches stem' from an undifferentiated view 

of tJle nation, any possible class orientation" to institutional blockage 

is avoided in the analysis. 

In opposition~ I would suggest tlLat the institutional arenas 

~onducive to inter':"group interaction would be" subject to the demands of 

monopoly capitalism. That is, institutions in a period of "monopoly 

capitalism, unlike institutions of pre-capitalist societYI require both 

a cadre of ,.,.,hite collar workers as ".Tell as a skilled" middle class 

technocra"cy. It is in these areas that language would become a potentially 

conflictual issue due to occupational competition ~ In oilier sec"tors, 

such as manual labour, donlinant ethnici ties (sUch as the Bnglish in 

Quebec) are less likely to control or even desire entry, ilius minimizing, 

to some extent, interaction, competition, and conflict. Traditional 

arguments regarding blocked ethnic mobility must be re--examined' wi-th regard 

to the question of whether only particular segIilents of the subordinate 

group feels and/or experiences language discrimination~ 

Lang'll:age has been demonstrated to be not only an effective 

cultural demarcation and JUeans for reinforci?g national self.".:Ldentificat-..icn, 

but., due to its-visiliility, it oLean carrie~r a heavy symbolic "loading. 

This- last" cna.racteristic lends- lan9'll:age the'partLcularly- important 

feature 6£beiilg an element cormilon" to all" national -mei'T\J)ers- as-part of" a 
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national consciousness. Therefore,. it has an appealing mobilization 

potential.for nationalists. 

Just as language is a component of national consciousness, it can 

be used to the same ends with regards to social class. 

A la,nguage variety specific to the working class (such as "j oual" 

in Quebec) could, through active attempts.to use and legitimate it, 

supplant mainstream .manipulation' of lan~age 'via the media and education. 

By opposing language standardization ~ a unic.t'Ue and significant vehicle . 

would be created to enhance class consciousness. 

However, even \vithout such 'legitimization r campaigns, the very 

fact. that class di£ferentiC).tion with regard to language exists is, in 

itself 1 s,ignifica..nt for any arlalysis in that it reinforces and reflects 

the internal national differentiation. The objective relations of 

classes within the nation become more easily recognized when lang~ages 

vary, particularly for the ''lorking class. Language serves as a 

mechanism to achieving recognition of both internal and external forms 

of domination. 

S.H. Milner and H. Milner (1973: p. 25) argue effectively 

that the success of monopoly capitalism is contingent on an ever-

increasing prolifera'cion of goods and services which 111tilnat:ely obscures 

class rela'tions at a subjective level. In a situation where 

•.. the mass of ,the population is of a different ... nationality 
and culture than the£oreign investors ... the class lines so 
closely parallel these other divisions that the creation of 
"new needs" does not' conceal the inequality and class 
diBtinctions. 'l'he lower classes of the society become a"Jare 
of' tl1Bir c011IIilon posi tionvis-a -vis the iroper ial power '. This I 

,we suggest 1 helps them come to i..mdcrstancI their class rela'tion';' 
ship -vis-a~vis- their indigeneous ruling class who serve the 
needs of ' Arne Tic an capital. 
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Where la,ng~age differences' obtain between ,dominant and subordinate" 

nations I then/ particularly, in: the' case of' the' workillg classes',' recognition 

of inter~national and, subsequently, intra-national dominance/Slibordinance 

may be facilitated. 

In using language as a variaBle o£'analysis o£'nationalisro'in 

Quebec, then, the analyst should be sensitive to the £ollowing issues. 

First, language may orTtlay not' be a £actor' Cit nmy j'ust· be a symptom), 

in institutional blockage. Second, if i'tdoes relate to blockage, there 

~ay be a class base to the experience of this bloc~age. Third, l~nguage 

may be a justifying and mobilizing factor'fornationalists. Last, 

language / altho,ugh it relates to national consci.ousness; Ttlight also be 

used as an effective tool to creating and sustaini.,ng class consci.ouSness r 

which t depending on the relation of class to nationalism, Ttlay hinder or' 

help the nationalist cause. 

6) Nationalism; NationalConsciou5ness'and Class Consciousness 

This chapter has outlined ULe problem for analysis and s?ggested 

issues which bear directly on the empirical investigation~ Nationalism 

has been defined as national consciousness mobilized w·ith particular ends 

in vim\[ r the,se ends being contingent on the component's which fuse wi U1. 

national consciousness to create the ideology. The justification for 

thlj:;- de£ini,tion' lLes in 'the contention' ULat na'tional conscLousness and 

class'consciousness co-exist. Hence, thepoillt at which class in relation 

to nationalism beboThes an is~ue is in sib~ating the' sonrceof'the additional 



components which are synthesized with national consciousness. 

The empirical investigation must,.therefore , address itself.to 

two issues:. the co-existence of·class consciousness and·national 

consciousness, and the identification of the source of non~national 

cOIoponents of nationalist ideology in Quebec. 
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The first of these issues (the· co-existence of· class and national 

consciousness) is already partly resolved. The very fact nationalism 

exists indicates national consciousness. Class consciousness , however/ 

is more probleTIlatic. I will attempt to indicate its -existence essentially 

in two ways. First l I will detail particular class actions and class 

relations, and, second, I will examine the policy decisions of particular 

organizations (such as political parties and labour unions) with a view 

to determining the degree to which they promote particular class i..nterests. 

The second issue (ideological sources) will be explored through 

an examination of nationalist ideology and of the nationalists themselves. 

Nature of class support will be one variable considered. Then, the 

components of the ideology which do not come from national consciousness 

(such as economic and social programmes) will be explored, and I will 

attempt to determine what, or \\lhose, interests they serve. This will 

constitute the bulk o£ Chapter Three. Chapter Four will draw conclusions 

£rom the data in Chapter Three with re£erence to the Lheoretical concerns 

raised in this chapter. k~ether~ indeed; class is an important factor· 

in trans£orrili?g national consciollsness into nationalism remains t· for· the 

time beijlg;p an -unanswe-red· question. 
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, : Notes , 

1. It should be pointed out: that these two forms of' consciousnes 
should not'be interpreted as ideology. The distinguishlng criteria 
between consciousness and i.deology is "JIlobilization. See the discussion 
o£nationalism below. ' 

2. Certainly, these two stages enhance consciousness. Mobili
zation does'not erase consciousness. On the contrary, it strengthens 
and 'directs consciousness. 

/ ~i;,t~:'.:· J •. }.() 

~ 3. Quebec's 'cheap la~our force' had particularly unique 
features which Eade i.t attractive to foreign investment. Clerical 
influence over early national unions and repressive attitudes and 
legislation by the state combined, initially, to creat~ for a perio~ a 

,labour situation relatively non-volatile in nature. This, coupled with 
Ouebec's natural resources, provided a unique inducement to foreign 
~apital penetration.' . 

4. While this holds true for English Canadians t they have 
hist.orically reached, proportionally, higher levels of management than 
Quebecois whose advancement is often restricted due to language. 
(See Chapter 3) 

5. Brunelle, it should be pointed out, bases his work t to a 
large e...xtent, on H. Braverman's analysis in Labour and Monopoly Capital, 
1974. 

6. Brunelle's distinction between the working class and 
intellect:uals (who, I argue, form a middle class) on the basis of 
autonomy is rooted in the degree of domination they experience. That is, 
technocratic levels are similar to the working class in that they work 
for wages or salary, but they also perform supervisory and organizational 
tasks which dominate over labour. As I have pointed out, this is a 
distinction which must be employed with care given to socio~historical 
specificities. 

7. See Note 6. 

8. -One o£ the problems is the position of the unenlployed. 
Intui tively, I would suggest their inclusion in the working class on the 
basi.s that (Ior a large mlIober~ their status as 'unemployed is rooted in 
the lOarginal cn.aracter o£' the jobs they perform. 



CilAPTER3 ' 

'Quebec': The Growth o£National Conscicn.isnesg 

, 'and' Class' ConsciouSness-

In Chapter' 2, I have suggested' the' nature o£' the problem wh.i.ch 

this chapter will ~~pirically explore. Nationalism hag beende£ined as 

national consciousness :mobilized wi.th particular ends in vi.m·r'. These 

ends are rooted in perspectives which £use wlth national consciousness 

to create natioll<11ism. Class has been de£ined as- a potEmtial source 

for these additional perspectives. Therefore l this Chapter will 

describe the growth of national and class consciousness over the period 

1960 to 1975. Central to this examination~ ~~th regard to class 

consciousness, are the nature and extent of class action ~ relatj_ons 

betvleen classes, and the pronlotion of class interests by organized 

sectors of society such as labour unions and political parties. With 

regard to na'tional consciousness, the following points \vill be explored: 

the characteristi.cs of nationalist sllpport and the nature and focus of 

the nationalist ideology. Finally, in Chapter 4, through an examinati.on 

o£ the data. presented in the £ollowing di.scllssion l the sources o£non-

national cornponents o£ the. i.deo16gy"rill be delineated so that l eventually I 

the influence o£ class- on' nati.onalism 'JItigh:t De 8XFlored. 

89 
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" "The>vehicle £ar" the examinatianjustautlined is a descriptive 

narratian " af "events in Quebec" during the" 1960 I sand 1970 's." "Cansequently, 

I haVe cancern"ed myself mare With chranolpgy than tracing a particular 

development thraughaut the entire periad. Nevertheless, key trends are 

made clearly visible so. as to. Iacilitate later discussian. 

The reader should alsane" advised" that this is nat an exhaustive 

analysis. It daes" nat pretend to. caver" all the" sacia~econOmic develapments 

in Quebec aver this time periad~ Rather~ it is mast cancerned with 

idealogical change. Cans-equently, reference to. gacia~ecanomic canditians 

is made only when they are significantly related to. idealogical develap

ment. Hence I" there :may be- ammissians, but these should not necessarily 

be vie\ved as ,veakness-es in the presentation: they are merely situated 

beyond the scope af this particular enquiry. (see S.H. Milner and 

H. Milner (1972) 1 M. Riaux (1970), and M. Riaux and Y. Martin (I9 71) 

far descriptians af patterns af change in Quebec saciety since WWII. 

Also see D. Posgate and K. McRaberts (1976) far recent developments.) 

1)pre~1960and"the"Defeat ofCanservativeIdealagical Hegemany 

rroo year 1960 represents a crystallizatian af past events which 

set Quebec an a ne\'l path. 0.£ development. The long reign af Duplessis B.nd 

the Union" Natianale was brought"" to. an end wj.th the electian af Jean 

Lesage and the pro.vinc.ial Liberals," \mo pramised to. institute a Urattrapage" 

(ca:tchii1.g" 11pL -under the s-logan "ma1tres chez, nous-" (masters- in aur awn 

hai.1s-e). "Of eqUal si.gnificance Was the cainc.ident decomesslonalizatiol1 
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of the national Catholic unions; a turn-of_events which, it turned out# 

set the stage for increased strike-activity and radicalization-over the 

next decade. Quebec, it seemed-, was on -the - threshold of -a new ¢lestiny 

which stood in polar opposition_to conditions which prevailed until 

1960. These developments can be fully appreciated only when seen as 

part of a larger history of Quebec-. 

During the 1930's, Quebec soclety was characterized by a pervasive, 

tradition-rooted ideology of conseDTative nationalism. Fostered by the 

Church,- the i.deology stressed, among otherthings-,-the non':"involvement 

of the French in industrial development. Through analysis of the 

exploitive nature of capitalism, clerical authority deplored the 

participation of les Quebecois in industry, and maintained-that the 

survival of Quebec as a nation was dependent on the retention of French 

Canadian culture via Catholicism. Thus-

Because the ideology espoused by this elite saw no role for 
the French Canadian in hig business, it condoned the act.ivities 
of the ruling Liberal party, whose economic program seems to 
have been little more than selling Quebec to foreign 
investors at a cheap price. Foreign capitalists were 
encouraged by the government's minlinum of restrictions and 
control over such matters as public utility rates, corporate 
financing and the sale of securities ••• Groups and individuals 
seeking guaran·tees for adequate wages, and unLon organizi.ng 
were opposed as threats to economic stability. 

(S.H. Milner and H. Milner # 1973( pp. 123-124)-

The Inon':"involvement' the Church asked of its constituents-

actually created an interestjng paradox: it allowed the penetration of 

£or~i.gn ~nglish. Canadian and Americani into the Quebec economy under 

tIie auspi.ces-- of -a "Frendi government. Paradoxically, tIii.s- same govern-

~ent coula not-afford to alienatethe-CnnrcIiny-appearLig to advance the 
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cause of the ~nglish. The situation required a minimal public appearance 

of collusion "between the ~nglish" and the "Quebec" goveriuaent. Taschereau 

and the" Liberals, however, had trouble maintaining the necessary low 

profile in their dealings with E.nglish and American companies. 

In permitting the entry of "English Canadian and :foreign capital 

into Quebec in such great amounts, ?lld through the advantageous habit of 

acquiring directorates in thes-e same English Canadian and foreign 

companies, Liberal involvement in foreign controlled" enterprise reached 

1 
levels which the Church found to be insupportable. 

It seems as if the innumerable directorates held by 
Taschereau and his cabLnet ministers on the boards of 
large banks and companies wi.th operations in Quenec 1 

alienated the Church •.. (t.wy) were now too tightly 
connected with the English corporate world and thus not 
sensitive enough to the demands of th.e Church. 

(S.H. Milner and H. Milner, 1973: p. 126) 

~his conflict of interest soon became a political albatross. The· Church 

began to question whether the Liberals were so tightly tied to the 

English corporate elite that the problems engendered by the Depression 

could no longer be dealt with in the best interests of French Canadians. 

In 1936, a coalition of dissident Liberals and Progressive 

Conservatives, elected as official opposition, forced public scrl1tiny of 

govermnent accounts. The graft and corruption which surfaced provided 

the impetus £or the slIDsequent election" of Duplessis and this ne,,, party f 

the Uni.on· Nationale. A shre"t,z:d poli.ti.cian and strat.egist, Duplessis 

learned qlii.ckly hOl';;:: to \\.~lk. the line between .for~ign investment entice-

nents ana Church s-l1ppo.rt:.. It was- -under hiS- regime that cons-erilati..ve 

nationalism reacrilld Lts apex. 
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By. fostering programmes which benefitted rural'areas,'and 

through repressive legislation:. which effectively mininiized. activity in 

spheres' which threatened the dominance of' conservative ideology, 

Duplessis maintained the firm support of the clerical elite~2. One 

need' only look as far as the' Padlock Law, instituted in 1937"; £or evidence 

of repression. Any building were lconrrnunists' (this de£inition was 

v:ague and, in fact, applied to anyone opposing the regime) were consorting, 

could be locked and closed down with no Warning given. At the same time, 

Duplessis encouraged the growth of foreign invesbnen-t in Quebec. 

In order to attract the steel companies, the Union 
Nationale ••• negotiated a paltry one-cent-a-ton tarif£ 
on ore carried out of Quebec .•. As a result, American 
capital came into Quebec on- its own terms ... 

CR. Chodos and N. auf der Maur j 1972: p.S) 

American and English Canadian capital was appreciative of the low wages 

Quebecois labourers \'lould accept, and Duplessis was TOOre than prepared to 

quash any attempt to change this state of affairs. 

The repressive abnosphere was heightened by firm clerical. control 

of the ideological apparatus of Quebec. All education (generally 

classical in orientation) W-dS directed by the Church, and ideological 

control was extended as far as into union structure (the Confederation 

des Travailleurs Catholiques du Canada (CTCC» through the· requirement 

that each union local have its own priest Ct!aum~nierJl). Thus, 

The' traditional elite1vlewing the World o£ big 
nusiness astlie e:xclusi-ve. domain of tILe :materialistic 
Protestants, built an almostinlpenetranle ideological 
shi.eld between the :masses- of' QuebecoiS and the. £oreign 

. economic elite.' 
(S.R.~ilner and If. ':Milner; 1913-:- p •. 1321. 
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The·. seedS. of: destruction· of· this . conse.rvatiYe nationalism lay 

in an inherent internal contradiction: preachii1g tIle· need· for . docility 

and acceptance of· the given social hierarchy, it simultaneously condemned 

the· exj;>loitive nature of·Protestant capitalism which forged the hierarchy. 

Ideological opposition began to centre in three separate factions: 

laboUr, theniddle classes I and in parts ofa new intelligentsia. 

i) }abour Before 1960 

The CTTC (.confederation des Travailleurs Catholiques du Canada) 

was formed under the auspices ofth~ Catholic ChUrch in 1921 in response 

to and as a buttress against growing international unions, with their 

'socialist' orientations (anything 'socialist' being perceived as 

destructive of Quebec society). (Paradoxically, despite a birth rooted 

in a defensive posture, the CTCC would become a crucial element in the 

eventual destruction of conservative nationalism.) Clerical control 

was assured by an amn~nier who ran each local: 

, .. a priest whose duty it was to educate its 
members on their Catholic duties in their roles as 
trade unionists •.• 

(CNTU, 1972: p. 14) 

Part of· this Catholic duty was a ban on strikes and a corporatist view of 

society, until 1949, relati.ons between the CTCC and int.ernational 

unions were cIJ.iri"acterized by diYi.si..-veness and repression. The si::age 

for ·--more . cordi.al rela.ti.ons was set· in 1946 ny' tn.e· election of ·"E.ili.tant 

GerardPi.card to the· CTCC preslde~cy·and tlie i.deological freeIng frolu the 

Inon':'-gtri..ke.· tenet Y :5y the imBlication of· Pope Pi-us :XIrs· "Quadragesimo 
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Anno": .No.longerwas the.CTCC.:merelY a.cOliserirativealternative to 

international uni.ons-: it was .becomi?g apparent that. the' broader' interests 

of labour were becoming i.ssues· both labour structures could address. 

In 1949, the' strike at Asbestos'~obilizeathe' CTCC in tandemwLt~ 

international uni.ons, particular elements-oi'the clergy and a new 

intelligentsia in the first of' soon':"'to-:be~repeated labour actionS- against 

both business and the Duplessis- regime;' wfLbse anti-laboiri: l.egislation· 

was becoming increasingly violent ~nd repress·i.ve.
3 

In fact, the CTCC was radicalizing so quickly that in 1954 

Michel Chartrand 

... pomted out ... that the CTCC would break off relations 
with French Canadian IINationa·listsll

, who, "defended the' 
French language While starving those wf1.o used i.t 11 • 

(CNTU,' 1972: p. 19) 

The first signs of a coherent econOmic analysis among the national unions 

were beginning to emerge. This radicalization, however$ was probably 

as much opposition to a particular set of repressive laws and 1:egislation 

as an ideological shift. 

Duplessis' and the Church's attempts to~aintain an ordered, 

hl.erarchical, l~orall soci.ety in defense of French. exis.tence were 

proving to be antithetical to the best interests of labour (who were 

underpaid in relation to their English count~parts. as.'well as. working I 

in ~any cases, in conditions that could only be called appallingl. By 

the time of Duples·si.g-t death. in 1959, the' CTCC 1 viewing the contradictions 

13ehreen·.working and pulpi..treali.ty, had detached i.ts-elf froID. clerically~ 

inspired'. nati.onali.sm~· It was- now:. b.eginnfug to ffinploy an' econami.c analysis 

whlch":.muld·reqUrre anotheT ten years bE'..fore cry-stalli.zing into a iirm 

ideological stance. 
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. ii) "--The EmerQi.1lQ Mi ddle...J;;;!.asseA 

.. The ~ight ideological.control exerted by the Church over this 

period resulted in the £ailnre of the educational system to prepare the 

French £or entry into the economic structures of Quebec. This lack of 

preparation was tied to the conservative nationalist belief in Quebecois 

non-participation. Classical colleges were adequate for the production 

of lawyers and priests'Ccallings not at odds with conservative ideology) 

but they could not produce individuals for positions ·in the emerging 

technocracy essential to a rapidly burgeoning, industrialized economy. 

The result was a growing, displaced middle class of liberal professionals 

which became increasingly vocal with regards to the failure of the 

Union Nationale to loca·te them 'within the economy. 4 For example, 

Duplessis' nationalist stance had resulted in a failure to use federal 

funds for the development of post-secondary education, an area of 

jurisdiction jealously guarded by tlle Quebec government. 

Even adequate training did not. guarantee participation, for 

there was yet another block to the full economic participation of the 

middle classes. More often than not, companies operating in Quebec 

brought alo.ng their own management staff, and' if they did not, made 

it clear that they would not hire Frene-h.-speaking personnel: the preference 

was quite oI;')viously £or English-speaking, or ~ at least, bilingua.ls. 

Even' i£ an ina:t.vidual over-came edilca t.ional stumbling blocks 1 then I ·theY 

were stil.l confronted witI1.. the problem of employ:ment. Partly in response 

to-TP.i.ddle class grievances-, the' Cfu.ri::ch responded' wi.th exPanding social 
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welfare programmes (see H. Guindon; 1960: p.248)5~ but,Duplessis, 

the Union Nationale,'and the ChUrch were evidently finding itnore 

difficult to justify the reality of'Quebec society in,terlllS of their 

conservative nationalism. 

iiil ~e I~elligentsia 

Despite the ideological stranglehold exercised by the traditional 

elite, there emerged over' this period active centres ofcri£icism in 

Quebec. As the gap behleen reality and the goals of conservative 

nationalism widened, there emerged ?mall, but vocal" groups of critlcal 

intelligentsia \<7ho began a synthesis of the resentment centred in labour 

and the middle class. 

Worthy of note is'Cit~Libre, a journal which actively espoused 

changes in the status quo during the 1950's. It was an expose' of and 

ehallen~e to the Duplessis regi..'1le. Through the delineation of a non-

nationalist stance which valued the integration of a culturally-·unique 

Quebec in'to broader Canadian society I Cite' Libre writ.ers argued for the 

displacement of traditional authority and the revamping of the educational 

system. (I am not argui.ng a position of pre-eminent importancefor'Cit~ 

Libre. It is hard to judge the' extent of its impactl but it is a 

particularly inst:ruct:iYe example because ce.rtain \rriters, ,notably P .E. 

Trudeau I haVe gone on' to assume. posi.t£ons. of power' which JJ.a:ge helped 

snape tne' natu"Ce of Erencli.-Eng:J,i.sf-i. conflict in recent years.1 

. Towa--rds- the end of' 1956 I tIle new inte11igenb,ia attempted 
to' bring t~ogether all the activists and intellectuals \vi'lo 

opposed Duplessis to begin a campaign of' political educat:Lon 



whLch would result in,the'de£eat o£'the Union'Nationalein the' 
1960 election~ 

(S'.H. Milner and H.', Milner', 1973:" p~ 1631" 

From' the' initial meeting arose' Le RassernblemEmt, a coalLtLon' o£ ' dissidents 

,which,' although it lastedforless'thari two years,contributed heavily 

towards organizing the, growing opposition' to Duplessis.' lJ1emberi:> o£' thls 

intelligentsia ... activist coalition~ because they were i:>ituated'in various 

sectors of society, helped'to crystallize and synthesize the discontent 

centred in what night', -under di.fferent crrcurnstances', be"called opposing 

factions. For example, Jean "Marchand (later a member' of' the' Federal 

Cabinet) was actively instrumental in shaping the ideological shilt 

necessary for'the decon£essionalization of the CTCC. 

It is this social intercourse among intellectuals, dissidents 

and activists that is linportant. Although it can be successfully argued 

that the new intelligentsia, labour and the iniddle classes, were opposing 

a particular regime as qpposed to articulating coherent ,ideologies, 

the linportance of the ideological criticism of 'the 1950's cannot 'be minlinized. 

Without the public articulation o£ alternatives to laboUr andniddle 

class frustrations, it is doubtful whether tr~'provincial Liberals would 

have responded as decLsively with policy changes in the 1960's. In a 

very real sense I the situations of labour and the growing mLddle classes 

o£ the three decades prior' to 1960 were elaborated upon and gbTen a 

mucIL~needed impetus by the. ll1.tellectual sector. .Further~ and o£' equal 

importance, was- the' eruption o£ 'pulili:c denate over Quenec t s ,£Uture directions.: 

tlie stage Twd Eeen.' s-et for' the. grow:tIL o£-varying natfonali:st ',perspectives-

in the' 1960 t so. 
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The defeat of theUnion:Nationale in 1960 by the'provincial 

Liberals was greeted by all frustrated elements of Quebec society as the 

dawn ofa new era. 

There was a sense that suddenly all barriers were 
removed, everYthing was nevI possible, energies would 
be directed positi.velY - tm.ro.rd building QUeDec' --rather' 
than pent up or used to defend its paSt and J1lyths. 

(S.H. 1>'1ilner and H. Milner', 1973: p. 167) 

Quebec, for so long moulded by conservatism, embarked on a plan of' 

rapid modernization under the leadership of ' Lesage. Of cri.tical significance 

was the transfer of educational authority from the ChUrc~ to the State 

through the establi.sInnent of a Department of' Eo.'ucation in 1964. But 

Lesage did not respond at the educational level alone.' The Liberal 

government instituted in 1961 alone 

••• a. hospital insurance scheme, an Economic Planning 
Council, a Department of Cultural Affairs, including an 
office of the French Language, and an Arts Council. 

CA. Larocque, 1973: p.' 78) 

While responding to a new set of economic needs l Lesage responded 

to the intellectual climate and initiated a quasi.-nationalist approach 

to relations with the federal government under the ba.nner of a "special 

status" for Quebec within the con£ederal structure. The battle was waged 

over the di.stribution of fiscal ~oni.es. 

Quebec' found it si:rnply did not'haiTe tJie power' to inst,i.tute 
nor the revenue sources' to pay .£or '..1l1any of' the. In't:egral 

,refo:rrD.s 0.£' tIie Quiet Revolution, and .Lts leaderS- did not' 
Ifr..e. tlie idea of'lia-ving to get Otta,;;~ t S'. approval and 

,perliaps- revisionS-- on ~any 'of' tlies-e programs-. 
. Cg~1f.lYlilner' and H. li[ilner~ 1973:' pp. 168-1691 
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While this was an extension ··of: the fiscal battles Duplessis had v~aged, 

the orientation differed.due to. its .aggressive demands that Quebec have 

the means to modernize firmly·under· Quebecois control as well as shifting 

the internal distribution ofmonies~ Table I indicates· the· successful 

redistriDutionof fiscal powers cul~inating under· Lesage. (Perhaps the 

best indicator o.f I,esage 1 S success is to he seen· in the II opting out II 

pr.ogram the federal govermnent finally:· grnated at Quebec I surging.1 Of 

more importance is the changing redistribution of provincial spending 

in this same period, reflective of new priorities. 

During the Lesage a&ninistration, Quebec's annual 
budget grew· from 600 m.illion t.o. t.wo billion dollarsi 
he·alth,· education and welfare replaced roads. and agriculture 
as top priorities. 

CA. Larocque,· 1973: p. 78) 6 

These changes must also be seen in the light of a shift in responsibility 

and power from the private to the public sector~ The state,· under 

Lesage, became an increasingly active participant in deterillini?g the 

social and economic fabric. Despite this qua.si~nationali.st stance, 

however, the Liberal r.egiro.e had, perhaps unwittingly I sewn the seeds of· 

its own destruction for the policies they introduced· became the focus of 

a nationalist debate unprecedented in Quebec's hlstorY . 

. .3)". The Grm:dh..·o£National Cons.ci.ousnes.s; ·1960 19.68 

Degpi.te the rapid economi:c growtli. and restructured insti.tuti~ong-

the.· J ... ilierals- introd~ced, the· in·tcllecrnal ferment whlcFL Iiad lielped Dring 

them t.o power· in 19'60 aLa not·. terminate! But continuea· to grow~: '1:'11.8. 



Year 

1945 

1950 

TABLE 1 

Fiscal Revenue Obtained by Each Level of Government 
as a Percentage of Total Fiscal Revenue 

Federal Provincial Municipal 
Gov't. Gov't. and School 

80.0% 9.4% 10.6% 

67.7% 19.3% 13 .0% 

1954 68.4% 17 .2% 14.4% 

1962 57.2% 26.5% 16.3% 

1966 48.8% 34.1% 17.1% 

Source: PQ Publication, 1970: p. 69 

(my translation) 
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( 

Total 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 
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wide spectrum of th~ught'represented' in Le' Rassernble.ment i . resulted 2 

. .. (' 
finally, in a renaissance of criticism. Spokesmen from' tIUS- previou~ era 

followed'di£ferent routes: some entered the' Liberal party, same 'U6r' 

example, Rene tevesquel entered' the Liberal cabmeL Others, however, 

whose previously more nationalist or'more left persuasions had been 

temporarily fo.rgotten· in the battle' .against theTInionNationale, revived 

their analyses of Quebec society, much' to' the chagrin of the' Liberals. 

The'most important elements of t.1ll.s· group were nationalists 

from the emerging middle classes and intellectuals from the left. 

Arguing, at least initially, that the Liberal reforms did not' adeqUately 

put control of Quebec under the auspicesof'French Canadians,' solutions 

to this problem were to be sought on' one' hand "via the' secess-ion' of Quebec 

to form a separate state, and, on the other, tlrrough economic rearrange-

ment which put management of the economy firmly inte the hands of the 

growing French technocracy. Socialist analysis went a step further by 

arguing for a total restructuring of an independent economy. Thls group 

was represented by the short-lived Parti Socialiste du Quebec (PsQl formed 

in 1962. The PSQ1s literary arm;PartiPris, became a centre for discmrsion 

of the legitimization of joual (Quebec Frenchc. emerging from the lower 

classesl as a language of literary ~pression .•. a language reflective of 

the poli'ci.cal, . economic and sod_al domination' of the English .• 

. The·major expresslon of nati.onal consciousness ,"-[.as the Rassemblement 

pour llIhd~penaance- Nati.onaleCRtNl, .founded in 1960, yili.£clL attracted an 

entire specL-:i:'1.Im o.f separatistsi-uni.ted·i.nitlally 0'I7er' tIle. issue of' 

independence fer the nation of Quebec. By 1962, right and.left factions 
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split the organization over a resolution that it become a political 

party. When the motion was defeated, the conservatives formed a new 

organization and political party, the Parti Republicain de Quebec (PRQ), 

leaving the RIN to become increasingly left in its orientation. In 

1963, when the RIN finally did decide to organize politically, the PRQ 

was dissolved, only to find that its more conservative approach no longer 

carried influence in the new RIN party. The final confrontation carne 

over the election ~f a new president. The conservative element 

••• labelled the opposition candidate Pierre Bourgault, 
socialist and anti-clerical, failing to understand that 
among at least some sectors of the Quebec population 
these adjectives no longer were s2monyrnous with sin -
and evil. 

(S.H. Milner and H. Milner, 1973: p. 177) 

Bourgault was elected and. as a result, the RIN split once more, with 

the conservatives forming another new party, the Regroupement Nationale 

(RN), who became identified, in some respects, with the earlier conservative 

nationalism of the 30's and 40's. 

Tpe Liberals had opened the floodgates of nationalism. In fact, 
---~----~~~-~~-=.. - -_ .. - --=-

their quasi-nationalist stance resulted in perhaps the most vivid of 

nationalist sy~ols with the nationalization of electric companies under 

the direction of Rene Levesque in 1963
7

. In the 1966 election, the RIN 

received 5.5 per cent of the vote and the RN received aLmost 3 per cent. 

RIN and EN vot.es tended to pull support at the expense of the JJiberals. 

It viaS the Union Nationale under Daniel Johnson which gained political 

control in Quebec as a result of the separatist showing. For the next 

few years, the UN would follow an uneasy path between nationalism (for 

0~ample, the creation in 1967 of the CEGEP school system) ill1d federalism 
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whiCh managed, for awhile, to guarantee a shaky political equilibrium. 

By 1968, the Liberals had consolidated their losses, and, depending on the 

electoral support of the English in Quebec, had become federalist in 

their outlook, as evidenced by the expulsion of 'independentiste' Rene 

"Levesque. 

1968 represents one of the most significant dates in regards to 

the evolution of national consciousness (and, as will be discussed in 

Chapter 4, of class consciousness) in Quebec. Levesque moved quickly, 

uniting all major separatist parties under his leadership of the Parti 

Quehecois (.PQ) 

4.) "The Quiet Revolutiori leirid "its I1npeict ort Quebec's " Econoroy and 
I 

"Social "Structure 

The years 1960 to 1966 (the Quiet Revolution) were characterized 

by government attempts to integrate into the economy French~speaki"ng 

Quebecois ",ho, up to this point, had experienced frustration and blocked 

entry. John Porter's work in The Vertical Mosaic indicates the ethnic 

bias in Quebec's stratification system in 1961. (See Table 2) Porter 

did not include the managerial occupational group in his reporting. 

Table 3 1 using the 1961 Census data, gives us the SalIle information for 

this group that Porter fOl.md for the other occupational groups. 

Even where French Canadians ~GGtlpat;ioI;l.s..:..Qf higher s~tus, 

in 1961, language, too, had become a dominant factor in shaping the 

stratificat"ion profile of Quebec. 



TABLE 2 

occupational Levels of French and British 
Male Labour Force in Quebec, 

1961 
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Percentage of 
Total Quebec 
Labour Force 

Percentage Over- or 
Under~Representation 

British French 

Professional and 
Financial 

Clerical 
Personal Service 
Primary and 

Unskilled 
.Agricul tural 
All Others 

Total 

-Source: 

7.8 

7.8 
4.5 

10.4 

9.1 
60.4 

100.0 

+7.1 

+5.2 
-·1.4 

-6.0 

-4.4 
- .5 

0.0 

John Porter~ The Vertical Mosaic, p. 94 

TABLE 3· 

Percentage OVer~ a~d Under-Representation 
of French and British l1ale Laj'Joui: Force in 
Quebec Engaged in Managerial Occupations, 

1961 

-1.5 

- .7 
- .4 

+1.1 

+1.6 
- .1 

0.0 

Percentage of 
Total Quebec 
Labour Force 

Percentage Over- or 
Under':'-'Representation' 
British French 

.Managerial 9.5 +5.8 -1. 7 

So~rce: 1961 Censlls of Canada, Vol. 3 
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Table 4 indicates that as education increases, there is little 

change in the ratio of bilinguals to monolinguals in the British ethnic 

group, but a steady, consistent increase in this ratio among the French 

ethnic group. T~e table ~gests that pressures to~ecoroe biling~~l 

are stronger for French-speaking persons than either English or Other 
-.--------~.------.--------.----.. -.--- .. --... -----. 

ethnic groups (for every educational level) and that, as edticiit.1.-c5ii-

increases I so, too, does the. leve;L .. Qf :QiJ,ingua.l. aC.ti vi ty among the 
-.-------.. ---~.---~~-. 

French. Since higher educational levels are generally accepted as 

leading to higlle~Q_Q.C.ilpat-iQna1-lev:e.1§_Lthe data in Table 4 can be 

ih-terpreted not o~:L"y_as--eduGa:-Jo.ll. becoming a' means to obtaining higher 
.-. '---~--~'-----------.------------.---~---:-~ 

occupational standing, but as education acting as a vehicle to the 
_ .. --•...•... -..:-.-------. -_ •... _'--

. ~------~---.-~-

sensitization ~():r:._~?-e.-l1.§.illL to ~~~ En~~~sh_~:_~hese -=-~~el~..:. __ ~:~-s 

Lieber son , with referencE?_to this table: . . ._ . ___ --- __ . ____ ~ _"L_._ 

Achievement of higher socioeconomic status among the 
French appears -to require a knowledge of English whereas 
status a.nd ability to speak French are unrelated for the 
British. 

(S. Lieberson, 1970: p. 140) 

in the unequal distribution of income over socio-linguistic groupings 

... _-------._----------_.-
(Table 5) • 

Comparing income distribution by official language permits 

a ranking by lan.guage as follmvs: English only, Bilingual, French only 

and Neither tongue. Thus, there appears to be a linguistic basis for 

discrimination in addition to the ethnic dimension Porter identified. 

This can be interp:r:eted as sllggested in Chapter 2 as a split labour 

market ¥lOrking to t.he advantage of the dominant group (the English) . 



Ethnic Group 

British 
French 
Other 

TABLE 4 

Percentage of Males in the Quebec Labour 
Force'llho are Bilingual by Education, Years 

of Schooling Completed, 
1961 

None Elementary High School" High School 
1+ Years 1-2 Years 3-5 Years 

41% 44% 39% 38% 
43% 58% 79% 89% 
19% 35% 53% 52% 

Source: S. Li.eberson, -Language aJid -Ethni.c 
-Relations in -Canada, p. 140 
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University 
1+ Years 

42% 
94% 
61% 



TABLE 5·· 

Total Income by Official Language 
and Sex, Montreal l-1etropolitan Area, 

1961 
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Average (Mean) Income 

Official Language Men 

English Only 
French Only 
Bilingual 
Nei ther 'l'ongue 
All Workers 

* 

$5536 
$3246'>'* 
$4954 
$2195 
$4720 

The generally narrmqer range of income 
distribution for ¥lomen can be attributed, 
probably, to discrLminationby sex of 
placeil1.ent in the working world. 

** Mean income for all workers is greater 
than for both men and women, French 
Speaking only. 

Source: S.J .. ieberson, . Langltage al'1d· Ethnic 
Relations iIi Canada, p. 169 

Women* 

$2561 
$1867** 
$2515 
$1290 
$2328 



In the case of Quebec, ethnic and linguistic discriminati'on 

8 
tend to reinforce the dominance of the British ethnic group and their 

language, English._ This can be demonstrated through a comparison of 

income for ethno-linguistic groups. (Table 6) From Table 6, it is 

109 

possible to construct a rank ordering of ethno-linguistic groups according 

to income Cl'able 7). 

Table 7 details discrimination with regards to income distribution 

in Quebec based on language and ethnicity. On tl1§ ... basis of ethnic divisions, --
the British receive generally higher incomes than both the French and 

. __ .-' -'-.. -.-'--.-'.--------~------------.- ------,----. __ .- '--_._--- -------
Other ethnic groups. With~rL~hnic groups, language appears to bias 

-.-.~-' ---- -- , ..... 

income distribution so that speaking Eng~ish is related to higher income. 

It shouId not be too surprising that the language of the dominant ethnic 

group should be the language of higher income levels. The evidence that 

bilinguals (iillplying at least a minimally 'acceptable' use of 'the English 

language) fall into medium income ranges for their ethnic group, and that 

those "lith no effective use of English fall into the lowest income levels, 

bears this assumption out. The one case where this ordering eoes not 

hold is for other ethnic group bilinguals who earn more than those who 

speak English alone. This may be due, in part, to so-called entrance 

status (high (ranks 3 and 5 in Table 7) or low (ranks 7 and 8» when they 

immigrate which forces contact with the lower classes of the host society, 

but this question is not of any great importance here. Rather, it is more 

instructive t.o note that for this group, speaking English is an asset 

(compare to Other-French speaJdng only) and that within the ethnic 

hierarchy, the Other ethnic group is consistently advantaged with 



Ethnic·Origin 

British 
French 
Other 

TABLE 6 

Effect of Ethnic Origin and Official Language 
on Male Income After Standardizing for 
Occupation and Education (Montreal) 

1961 

Official Language 
English Only French Only Bilirtgnal 

$5124 $5041* 
$3448 $4385 

$4185 $3260 $4535* 

*Note: Both British and Other-ethnic groups 
\vho are bilin<jl:1al have hi<jher mean 
incomes than French bilinguals. 

Source: S. Lieberson;Language and Ethnic 
Relations in Canada, p. 171 
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Neither 

$2682 



TABLE 7 

Rank Order, by Mean Income, of 
Ethno-Linguistic Groups, Montreal, 

1961 

Ethno-Linguistic Group 

1. British - English Speaking Only 
2. British - Bilingual 
3. Other - Bilingual 
4. French - Bilingual 
5. Other - English Speaking Only 
6. French - French Speru~ing Only 
7. Other - French Speaking Only 
8. Other - Neither F~ench nor English Speaking 

Hean Income 

$5124 
$5041 
$4535 
$4385 
$4185 
$3448 
$3260 
$2682 

·111 .. 
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reference to their French counterparts. (For example, an Other ethnic 

bilingual earns more than a French bilingual.) 

The situation we have described of linguistically reinforced 

ethnic biases within the Quebec stratification system is drawn from 1961 

Census of Canada data. The evidence all points to the dominant economic 

positions circumscribed by English ethnicity and English language: the 

Quiet Revolution set out to change this through the integration of the 

French into the economic life of Quebec. In essence, the Quiet Revolution 

was a politically-guided response to the perception of blocked participation 

and mobility among the middle class. The success of the attempts to 

erase this situation can be guaged only with reference to another factor: 

ideological perceptions of the centres of control. 

---~~~--------~-----~~~--------~------~ 
i. 6'~e economic ramifications of the Quiet Revolution must be seen 

in the light of -the dominant ideological perception of I:Vhere economic 

control lay. Two questions ca.D be asked: f~rst, did the Quiet Revolution 

effectively integrate les Quebecois into the economic life of the province t 

and; second, did this integration, if it occurred, make an effective differ-

ence in the control exercised over economic destiny. 

As discussed previously, the Liberals undertook and. directed a 

mlive modernization of Quebec society in 1960. Through educational 

reform, and increased gove~cnment participation in the economy, "Quebec 

built up an infrastructure of a modern capi-talist society." (S.H. _Hilner 

and H. Hilner, 1973: p. 167) Characteristic of these developments was 

the increased role of the state. The changes whi.ch occurred ins-ti tutionally 

were supposed to resul-t in highly increased French participation in the 
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control of Quebec's economic life via entry to positions in key decision-

making sectors currently controlled by the British and dominated by the 

requirements of speaking English. 

Consequently, it would first of all be instructive to ascertain 

whether success was achieved within the parameters defined by the 

architects of the Quiet Revolution themselves. Did the institutional 

changes they created improve the position of the French vis-a.-vis the 

dominant ethnic group? In other words, when operationalized, was there 

an improved access to higher occupational and income levels, and was the 

French language no longer an impediment to mobility. 

There appears to be a tacit understanding perpetuated by the 

media among English Canadians that the situation of the French has 

• ..:! 9 generally lffiproveu. 

A French-speaking businessman described the pheno.menon 
this way: li}1y eldest son, now 26, is" a conuni tted 
separa'cist. Among other reasons r he claims that not 
one of his gradua-ting class vIaS able to land a head 
office job in Hontreal on graduation. To him, the 
only ans\';'e± to the p);'obJ..em is sep61rGlJ;.ion from the re.st 
of English Canada. His brother who graduate last year 
thinks his brother is a has-been. He argues there are 
more jobs open to the French than the English." 

(Financial Post, Harch 31, 1973) 

This assertion can be severely questioned as to its accurateness. 

l\s ab:"eady demonstrated, at the outset of the Quiet Revolution, bias 

in the stratification system of Quebec fell along ethnic "and linguistic 

lines. The date closes-t to t.he end of the Quiet Revolution (1966) from 

which updated statistics regarding occupational distribution and 

ethnicity can be contained is from the" 1971 CenSl1S. Replicating John 

Porter's work for 1961 yields the results of Table 8. 
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TA.BLE 8 

occupational Levels of French 
and British Male La.bour Force in Quebec, 

1971 

Administrators 
Professionals 
Office Employees 
Salesmen 
Service Occupations 
Transport and Communications 

Employees 
Labourers in Secondary 

Industry 
Labourers in Primary 

Industry 
Not Specified 

Tota1s* 

Percentage of 
Total Quebec 
'Labour Force 

6.1 
9.0 
9.2 

10.2 
10.2 

9.6 

27.3 

6.7 

11.6 

99.9 

*Error due to roundi?g 

Percentage Over- or 
Under-Representation 
Brii:ish French 

+5.8 -1.1 
+3.2 - .8 
+4.1 - .5 
+ .4 - .3 
~1.1 - .4 

- .7 + .8 

-8.4 +1.3 

-2.5 +1.1 

- .8 ~ .1 

---
0.0 0.0 

Source:' 1971 Cetlsus of Canada, Vol. 3 
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Comparing Table 8 to Tables 2 and 3 (vlhich show roughly the same 

data for 1961) several things are irmnediately apparent. First, categories 

on the two tables are not the same. Porter's categories (which, from all 

evidence he collapsed himself) are based on Census categories which 

changed from the 1961 Census to 1971 Census. The occupational classifica

tion manual of the Census is based on changes in occupational stratification 

in the Canadian Classification and Dictionary of Occupations PQblished in 

1971 for the first time. Overhauled coding systems ~nd occupational 

descriptions cause 1971 classifications to differ considerably from those 

employed in the 1961 Census. There is, however, sufficient similarity to 

allow a description of general trends from Tables 2 and 3 to Table 8 

(although insufficient comparability to allow a reclassification of 

Porter's categories). 

Comparing the Tables broadly, there has been an expansion in the 

tertiary sectors from 1961 to 1971. This would suggest that, indeed, 

there has been an expansion of the French ethnic group into this sector. 

It follo'i'ls, -then, that general levels of underrepresenta-tion have also 

declined in these sectors. There is, in the 1971 data, signific~nt 

underrepresentation in the categories Administration and Professionals, 

more equal participation in the categories Salesmen, Office Employees 

and Transportation and Communications, and heavy overrepresentation in 

Labourer categories in both Primary and Secondary industry. Generally, 

then, there has been some improvement in middle to upper occupational 

levels, but not enough too indicate pure mobility. Ra ther, as Dofny and 

Garon--Audy (1969) s.uggest, \vhile there are good iJldications of 
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individual mobility due to structure, the French, as a group, are still 

underrepresented. 

Lorsqu'ils r~f~rent ~ leur ethnie, les Canadiens 
frfu!9.ais font ~artie d'une groupe d'autant plus 
sous~pri vil~g-ie qu' il est tr~s largement majoritaire. 

(p. 298) 

Mobility based on structural requirements is open to shifting 

sets of priorities, the nature of which are open to modification by 

those who control personnel decisions (of particular importance when 

referring to split labour markets). Hence, this type of mobility is 

not necessarily an adequate measure of social equalization. 

Dealing with gross categories such as those of Table 9 tends -to 

obscure the fact that I w"ithin these categories, there are diffe::ential 

levels of influence and status. For example, Administra-tors subsumes 

both accountants and administrators in health, business, finance, et cetera. 

It is questionable whether any of these positions carry the same influential 

input into key economic decision-making apparatus. Office employees, 

too, covers everything from supervisors to stenographers and mail clerks, 

another example of differential status within one occupational grouping. 

Changes in representation for broad categories may reflect changes in 

certain segments of the category only. 

The Census breaks its occupation by ethnicity data into sub-

headings only: it does not report with any great specificity. Table 10 

breaks dovD1 Office Employees for 1971 (this data is not available for 1961), 

and indicates the over- and under- representation by ethnicity. The 

findings suggest that any changes in represe"nt_ation over the grosser 

category may not reflect a real difference in improved integrat-ion over 
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the whole category. Rather, it may be a case of over-representation 

of a sub-group within the category. Table 10 indicates that the French 

are still under-represented in all categories but Reception, Information, 

Mail and t<lessage Distribution Occupations. The improvement in the 

category Office Employees may reflect merely a change in this one sub

group, tending to skew the finding of improved representation. 

There is evidence to support this contention among statistics 

gathered for the Gendron Commission in 1969. I have already produced 

evidence of bias (that is, ethnic and linguistic) in· Quebec's stratification 

system. Since language and ethnicity co-occur and because language 

reinforces an already biased stratification system, where language 

discrimination occurs, one can assume ethnic discrimination. (I should 

point out here the analytic distinction between language discrimination 

and educational qualification. Despite the impr0vements in education 

over the 1960's, it is apparent, from the data, that language is st.ill 

an operant variable in the stratification system of Quebec. The fact 

that speaking French and 'inferior' education historically co-occured in 

the case of Quebec would, under 'normal' conditions, mean that improved 

education would erase apparent language discrimination. Since it hasn't, 

one can safely assuni.e that language differentiation is tied, historically 

t.O capitalist development in Quebec - perhaps with the creation and 

maintenance of a split labour market.) Figure 1 indicates the unequal 

distribution of higher management jobs in 1969. As salary increases, 

the percentage of French speaking persons (see note to Figure I) declines, 

indicating" the differential access t.o and distribution of more influential 

jobs. Further r as in 1961, there still e.."'{ists in 1969 strong pressure to 



TABLE 9 

occupational Distribution of 
Office Employees in Quebec Male Labour 

Force, 1971 

Percentage of 
Tota.l Quebec 
Labour Force 

Percentage Over or 
Under-Representation 
British French 

Total Office Employees* 

1) stenographic and Typing 
Occupations 

2) Bookkeeping, Account
Recording and Related 
Occupations 

3) Office Machine and 
Electronic Data
Processing Equ~pment 
Operators 

4) Material Recording, 
Scheduling and Distributing 
Occupations 

5) Library, File and 
Correspondence Clerks and 
Related Occupations 

6) Reception! Tnformation, 
Hail and ]'·1essage 
Distribution Occupations 

7) Other Clerical and 
Related Occupations 

9.2 +4.1 

0.3 + .1 

2.0 +1.1 

.3 + .4 

2.4 +1.3 

.1 + .1 

1.1 + .2 

3.1 + 1.1 

* These are Census Sub-headings which 
still obscure internal differentiation ----
(such as supervisory duties) 

Source: 1971 Census of Canada, Vol. 3 

- .5 

0.0 

-1.5 

- .1 

- .3 

0.0 

+ .1 

0.0 
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speak English, a circumstance still mitigating against the promotion 

of non-bilingual Quebecois. See Figure 2. 

The data in Tahle 10 indicates that as the sector of work is 

more immediately tied into the productive end of the economy (that is, 

in manufacturing) and finance, the use of French on the job decreases. 

Within sectors, the higher status occupations tend to be related to a 

decreased use of French. Obviously, despite the improvement in UT~er

representation in higher status occupations, there is still a strong 

~ias working both ethnically and linguistically against the French. 
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In fact, it could tentatively be concluded that changes in the percentage 

of under--representation ar~ due only to changes at the lower end of 

each occupational category employed in the Census. 

Derived from 'l'able 10 are some important points to keep in mind 

for the discussion in.Chapter 4. First, professionals in personal 

and social services tend to use French a very large propor·tion of the 

time; so, too, do labourers in primary and secondary sectors. These are 

points essential to the understanding of nationalist and, consequentlYr 

language, movaments in Quebec. 

With'regards to our earlier question of the degree of success 

stemming from the Quiet Revolu'cion measured in terms of the goals of 

its architects, the response must be that while the reforms of the 

Quiet Revolution did make some improvement, it was improvement which, 

at best, operated most effectively at middle occupational levels. The 

da.ta in Chapter 2 regarding class structure indicate the enOJ.:mous 

grO~tlth at levels \al11ere exercise of effective control OV8J= the 8conoluy 



Salaries 
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FIGURE 1 

Personnel Recruited for Head 
Offices 

French Speaking Persons* 

English Speill(ing Persons 

$15,000 $20,000 

--. 
$20,000 

arid 
" Over 

120 

° l::to $10,000 $15,000 

$10. ,0_0_0_-I-____ t_o ___ , _____ "" to 
--------~-----------------~ 

*By French and English speaking, what is meant here is the 
principa"l language of the individual, not ruling out the 
possibility of bilingualism. 
Source: GendronCommissioh Report (Vol. 1), p. 120 



Sector 

Primary Industry 

Hanufcwturing 

Construction 

Public utility 
Services 

Commerce 

Finance 

Personal and 

TABLE 10 

General Percentage of use of 
French by the French-Speaking Group as 
a Whole, by Category of Occupation and 

sector of Activity, 1969 
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are highly unlikely. 

More important, the Quiet Revolution could not ever fully realize 

the goal of becoming "Haltres chez nous" because the so-called revolution 

was more concerned with participation than control - with modernization 

than repatriation. As long as the focus was participation, questions of 

dependency and penetration of foreign control remain unanswered. 

~ Paradoxically, then, the Quiet Revolution created the conditions for 

its own defeat by providing a modern superstruc·ture attractive to and 

essential for foreign investnlent (English Canadian and otherwise) • 

When the success of the Quiet Revolution is measured against exercise 

of real control of the economy it becomes clear t..l-J.at the changes 

engendered from 1960 to 1966 merely facilitated continued external control 

through the creation of the necessary tertiary frameworks. Even entry 

of French~speaking personnel into upper managament would not be evidence 

of·effective control, despite a more equal stratification system or the 

perceptions on the part of those who experience mobility that, indeed, they 

are gaining access to control of the economy. The basic relationship 

of dependency to foreign centres would not be altered. 

The Liberal reforms, even if successful in their own terms 

(which, as I have argued, is questionable), could not radically reshape 

Quebec's stratification' system or the exercise of economic control 

without full comprehension of the modes of economic control and attempts 

to shatter the foreign stranglehold on this control. In essence, internal 

stratifica·tion changes would amount to no more than a managerial rc3~ 

organization! as it were, and I am inclined to believe that, rather than 



shifting the locus of power and control, such re-organization is 

••. an' alteration in the form and expression of ••. power 
in such a ''':lay as to make it more consonant with the 
long term interests of the ruling class in a period of 
technological change and organizational innovation. 
This is perhaps the last stage in the transition from 
laissez-faire to monopoly capitalism. 

(S.H. Milner and H. Milner, 1973: p. 11) 
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Given these ideological oversights of the Liberals, it is not surprising 

to see the growing shift from secondary and primary sectors to tertiary 

sector occur at the smae time as heavy foreign investment. 

Prior to 1960, the Liberals. and the Union Nationale had 

created attractive climates for foreign invest.ment. Riding on the 

crest of a wave of conservative nationalism which forbade the entry of 

French Canadians into industrial enterprises, development capital flowed 

into a province where labour was actively repressed, creating a sufficiently 

large but cheap labour pool. The data in Chapter 2 on foreign investment 

illustrate this fact. 

The patterns of foreign control of Quebec's economy were not 

subs'tantially altered by the Lesage regime. In addition, other aspects 

of Quebec's economy T,vhich bore directly on the quality of life had 

become increasingly problematic. 

Unemployment in Quebec over the 1960 I S \'las II consistently double 

that of Ontario" (PQ, 1970: p. 27 (my translation)) ~ and the 

proportion of investment in Quebec compared to the rest of Canada decreased 

over this same time period. 

What the Quiet Revolution and statism had done ,vas modernize 

Quebec, but into a nation stil.l characterized by foreign~·domination: 
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the attempted (and partially successful) integration of the individual 

paradoxically sustained the conditions for continued lack of control 

over economic destiny. All that was left politically was for an enter

prising individual to take advantage of the growing dissension over this 

foreign control. 

5) Nationalist Ideologies from 1968 On 

The conbination of economic conditions outlined above became 

an increasingly liuportant analytic focus for several elements in Quebec 

society by 1968. Upon his departure from the Liberals, Rene L§vesque and 

supporters (principally from the RIN) responded "lith the creation of the 

Parti Quebecois (PQ) which united, at least temporarily, a fair majority 

of leftists and nationalists in a firm separatist stance. 

The 'heir-apparent' role of the PQ to the RIN is readily visible. 

In 1966, the year the RIN and RN together garnered close to 10% of the 

popular vote l the platform of the RIN included "an increased :cole for 

the state, non-compulsory planning, administrative decentrali.zation, 

and economic growth" (D. I,atouche, 1973: p.181). In 1968, on its 

formation, the PQ included in its platform these same elements, particularly 

a pre-eminent role for t.he state in the development of the economy. 

The PQ advocated the political separation of Quebec from Canada, the 

establismnent of an economic common marke·t with Canada,and the 

establishment of French Canadian control of the economy thr~llgh such 

means as legislative control over Lndus'crial ownership. In addi.tion, 



, the PQ formulated a strong stance with regard to language: they 

proposed that French be the only official language of Quebec . 

... In glvlng the state (a separate state) the principle 
role in the development of society, the technocrats 
wish to assure their o~m power, at the same time as 
ensuring an instrumen't which will permit them to create a 
society they see as beneficial. This society will be 
relatively egalitarian: goods and services will be 
redistributed to the masses in order that they might 
have a relatively humane and worthwhile standard of living. 
The power will accrue to the technocrats - the only people 
capable of interpreting and meeting the needs of the mass. 

(G. Fortin, 1969: p. 533) 
Uny translation) 

Each of these aims was designed to ameliorate the economic conditions 

seen as problematic to Quebec: in particulax, the lack of Quebecois 

control of the economy. 
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Concurrently, there was another el&~ent of Quebec society lmder-

going an ideological transformation: labour. While in the early 1960's 

there had been a fairly cordial relationship between labour ~nd the 

10 
government, labour began to organize more militantly with the increase 

o£ unemployment and the lack of improved worJdng conditions. In 1968, 

average unemployment in Quebec was 6.6% (based on seasonally adjusted 

rated) compared to 3.6% in Ontario, 3.0% on the Prairies, and 5.9% in 

British Columbia. The only area of the country with more unemployment was 

the Atlantic Provinces, with 7.5% (Source: Annuaire du Quebec. 1971: p. 357). 

with some jus,tification 

Labour leaders argued that the Quiet Revolution was a 
bourgeois phenomenon that profitted mainly the middle 
class: they proposed a lnore extreme combination of 
nationalist and social forces to bring about a more genuine 
rei.T01 ut:ion. 

(Thomson! 1973: p. 19) 
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The break Ga.me in 1968 when the CSN (the new name for the CTCC ... Centrale 

-des Syndicats Nationaux) issued its SECOND FRONT Communiqu~, a formal 

declaration of a progrmrune for social reform. 

The Second Front Communique opened with a list of problems the 

CSN saw as critically important. 

Obviously unemployment heads the list of social ills •.. 
the housing situation is criticaL •. One of the most 
effective means of exploiting the popular classes 
is through an inordinate rise in prices .•• One thing is 
certain. It is that no matter vlhat the circumstances have 
been, inflation, unemployment, etc., the great owners of 
goods have won -hands dmm. 

(CNTU, 1972: pp. 55-62) 

The document then went on to delineate the sources of these problems: 

credit companies, exploitation of the consumer 1 de..mocratic elect.ions 

indirectly controlled by business and the media, professional fee structures, 

and pension funds, the use of which workers cannot control (CNTU, 1972: 

pp. 62-73). 

The conclusion drawn was that labour must open a Second Front 

aimed at consumption and consumer action as well as e:ngaging in traditional 

union activity. Strategies include strengthening the CSN's Family 

Budget Service in lithe fight against usury" (CNTU, 1972: p. 80) r the 

creation of political action comnittees (p. 81), the "development of a 

militant popular press" p. 82), the development and radicalization of 

co-operatives (p. 87) and the "organization of groups of citizens and 

participation in their struggles" (for example, tenants' rights groups) 

(p. 89). 

The Second Front was particularly significant because it 

committed the CSN to activity in fields in which, traditionally, unions 
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were not engaged. This involvement was called for on the basis of 

capi-talist exploitation. It was a major ideological departure from the 

past and reflected the beginning of an increasing class consciousness 

situated not just in organized labour, but in the working poor in 

-general. (The best measure of this success in recent years is to be 

found in the proliferation of citizens' groups, notably the 110ntreal 

Citizens 110vement.) The CSN, for the first time, was beginning to 

incorporate into its ideological position a more rigid class analysis 

of Quebec society. 

6. Relations Between the Parti Quebecois and Labour 

By 1968, it had become clear that, despite a quasi--nationalist 

stance, the Liberal party had committed itself to federalimn and foreign 

investment, and tha-t the Union Nationale was vacillating between 

federalism and nationalism, depending on the issue and/or public 

opinion. The real nationalist debate was to centre in the PQ, labour, and 

fringe organizations such as the Front de Liberation du Quebec (FLQ). 

The CSN, created as a conservative nationalist response, had 

retained a strong national consciousness despite its extrication from 

clerical domination. From 1968 to 1971, there was a fairly peaceful 

alliance between labour and the PQ: the threat to this alliance was to 

come from 'che grass roots of the CSN 1 and a coincident radicalization of 

the 
". / . 

Federatlon des Travailleurs du Quebec (FTQ) , the international union 

collective. 
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The Bilingualism and Biculturalism Conunission's findings were 

made public in 1968. The steady assimilation of inunigrants to English 

in Quebec was now fully documented. The Conclusion of the Royal Commission 

was that 

The predominant linguistic fact in Canada is the 
powerful attraction of the English language for 
people of other than British or French cultural 
backgroul1,ds . 

(Royal Commission on Bilingualism and 
Biculturalism, 1970, Book IV: p. 118) 

In 1969, as a response, the st. Leonard School Commission ruled that only 

French language instruction '-lOuld be available in the areC'., sending the 

large proportion of Italian immigrants in the area into a rash of 

accusations against t~he French. 

In response, Bertrand's Union Nationale government introduced 

legislation permitting parents to chose the language of instruction of 

their children. Bill 63, as it was known, in effect appeared to guarantee 

the continued dominance of English (and, perhaps, eventual disappearance 

of French) as th€l fGlvouJ;ed :Language in QBehee, which seeraeEI to eom}?ouna 

the problem of foreign domination and blocked mobility. Furthermore, this 

was the first provincial legislation ever which promoted English to an 

official status. 

The PQ posi,tion was tha'c irllmigrants to Quebec should be 

required to have their children educated in French. Delegates to the 

FTQ Congress of 1969 forced their executive to accept this same stand. 

The same thing occurred in the CSN. In 1966, a joint IDernorandmu from the 

FTQ and CSN had stipulated that 



Quebec should embark on an immense linguistic effort ... 
to make the French language once again the current one ..• 
in the area of work .•. At the provincial level the only 
official language should be the language of the majority. 

(S .H. Milner and H. Milner, 1973: p. 189) 

The decision to fight Bill 63 came from lower union levels: important 

indications that future radicalization might come from the bottom up 
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rather than the top down. opposition to Bill 63 was a united front which 

the Bertrand government ignored in pushing thJ:ough the legislation, 

hence alienating a large proportion of'les Quebecois', a factor leading 

to his defeat in the election called in 1970. Significantly, the fight 

over Bill 63 represented the mobilization of national consciousness through-

out Quebec society, the first solid proof (when taken in tandem with 

labour's radicalization) of both national consciousness and class 

consciousness being operant at the same time. 

With public confidence shaken (with the singular exception of the 

English minority in Quebec), the election returned a refurbished Liberal 

party under a new leader who promised to defeat unemployment, Robert 

Bourassa. The waffling of Bertrand between nationalism and federalism had 

proven to be his weak spot, and the Liberals, assuming a quasi·-federalist 

stance (their campaign sl.ogan was "Ie Federalisme rentable Tl 
- profitable 

federalism) played on public opinion and manipulated the media, creating 

a s·trong "fear" campaign against the PQ, CUlminating in the Brinks 

"COUp·T on the eve of the election. 11 

Not that the PQ had not been pragmatic. Sensing the potential 

I fear' in t.he electorate of a formal separatist party, the PQ responded 

with assurances that not all that much would be changed. David Rockefeller 
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was quoted in PQ literature saying words " .•. to the effect that he did not 

care whether Quebec separated or not~ provided that it welcomed foreign 

investment." (J. Laxer, 1973: p. 245) The PQ itself publicly reasoned 

that 

However: 

••. businesses which have most strongly fought separatism 
will pressure both the federal and Quebec government to 
accomplish separation in an ordered, moderate, rational, 
fashion - "Don't upset the applecart". These attitudes 
\vill be justified for the same reason: _ the maintenance 
of the economic axis necessary for these companies ••. 
In fact, as a result, the principal adversaries of 
independence will become its principal allies. 

(PQ, 1970: p. 139) 
(my translation) 

The scare campaign worked. The PQ kept its twenty-four 
per cent of -the vote, but most of t_he undecideds went 
Liberal. Tn Vlhat: became known in radical and separatist 
mythology as "Ie coup d'etat e'lectoral", the Liberals 
won- 72 of the 108 National Assembly seats, although their 
sha:t'e of the popular vote was reduced to 45 per cent from 
the 47 per cent they had got in the 1966 elections, which 
they los-t. The PQ, with a quarter of the vote 1 only 
managed seven seats .•. The discrepancy between the PQ's 
popularity in the province and its tiny representation in 
the A~sembLy was to grow into a maj or issue f cDnvincing 
people of -the inequity of the electoral system. 

(R. Chodos and N.ci.uf der !>laur 1 1972: p. 18) 

Although the unions had not endorsed the PQ (with a few local council 

exceptions), much of the suppor-t came from working class districts. 

In reference to -this election, the Milner's note that (1973: pp. 200-201) 

In general, union leaders and militants have unofficially 
supported the Parti Quebecois; the more politically 
sophisticated have rationalized this position with the 
comment "sure they're bourgeois I but they're all we've got" 
•.. Nevertheless r the organiza-tion and decision·-making 
apparatus of the party is firmly in the hands of new 
middle class elemen-ts .•• The main point 1 though, is that 
it was the workers that provided the mainstrean1 of support 
for the left~nationalist Parti Quebecois. 
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There have been some studies done which attempt to identify the 

base of PQ support for this election. C. Cuneo and J. Curtis (1974), 

usin~ data gathered in 1968, have identified some of the determinants 

of separatist support. (Although separatist support might not necessarily 

be translated into PQ support, it is nevertheless a useful element for 

identifying trends.) They argue that 

The c'ommon portrayal of separatist oplnlon as largely 
a new middle class phenomenon in the middle and late 
60 l s receives only very qualified support in the data 
discussed here ... Part of the new middle class, professionals 
and semi-professionals, were comparatively high in separatis·t 
support, but this was much less true for managers, officials, 
and proprietors. 

(C. Cuneo and J. Curtis, 1974: p. 21) 

The authors suggest that managers, pfficials and proprietors might be more 

tightly tied to Anglo interests (p. 21) (a comment consistent \'I7ith 

Bourque and Laurin-Frenette's (1973) characterization of a split in the 

bourgeoisie). While their focus was essentially on the middle class, 

whose support generally (with exceptions) for separatism stem from 

non-economic and cul·tural concerns, Cuneo and Curtis indicate separatist 

support from the lower classes is due more to economic factors (possibly 

an indication of class consciousness?) .12 

The 1970 election itself has been analyzed by R. Hamilton and 

M. Pinard (1976) and Jensen and Regenstreif (1970). Hamilton and Pinard's 

work indicates that despite PQ victory in strong working class sec·tions 

of Montreal, these gains are more the result of Liberal and Union 

Nationale weakness than the PQ st.rength (p. 7). PQ support varies by 

age and income level, with better off, younger voters tending to vote 

PQ. Hmvever f the authors dismiss a 53% support of the PQ by those 



under 35 with incomes under $6,000 because they are-relatively less 

supportive than those with higher incomes. Nevertheless, 53% is a 

highly significant proportion.
13 

There was significant support for 

the PQ from the lower classes. 
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Jensen and Regenstrei:f (1970) argue that much of the basis for 

PQ support in the 1970 election emerged from national consciousness 

cutting across class lines. This is consistent with the fact that Lhe 

election resulted, in part, from questions over language rights and 

Bill 63. Moreover, this finding, in conjunction with the Cm1eo/Curtis 

assertion that separatist support in the working class is on the basis 

of economic issues, provides strong empirical-backing for my contention 

that both class consciousness and national consciousness are operant 

in Quebec society. Rather than seeing these analyses as antagonistic, 

they can be interpreted as complementary. 

h~ile the PQ garnered the majority of its support from elements 

of the young and the middle class, significant support came from the 

working class. Reasons for support are more variable. Among the 

middle class, non-economic concerns were more salient, while, in the 

working class, there was likely a blend of national and economic 

concerns. It should be noted, however, that so-called non-economic 

concerns can have a strong economic thrust if promot:Lon of culture and 

language facilitates en-try to or maintains occupational advantage. 

Bourassa's government was but six months old t,vhen the FLQ crisis 

occurred. Labour representatives I Rene r..e'vesque and certain j Ol_lrnalists 

and professionals uni t.ed in a "negotiation 11 tealll, expressing sYllLpathy 
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for the ends of the FLQ, but deploring the means - this a solidarity 

which was to prove shortlived. More important, it signalled a positive 

response to a socialist analysis on the part of labo~: both the Laurentian 

and Montreal Central Councils of the CSN endorsed the FLQ manifesto. 
1 

Despite combined resentment to the repressive institution of 

the War }'leasures Act, it was in quite another area that the alienation 

of labour from the Parti Quebecois was to begin. 

October 1971 brought a strike to'LaPresse (owned by Power 

Corporation) whose' 

staff had developed an independence of inquiry 
and an interest in political developments in Quebec, 
which 7 as the development turned nationalist and 
socialist, Powe:t' Corporation and its allies found 
more and more impossible to tolerate. 

(S.H. Milner and H. Milner, 1973: p. 207) 

Edit.orial censorship had been mounting, and, when production staff 

contracts ended, La Presse refused to negotiate in good faith. They 

stalled long enough to force a s·trike by other La Presse unions (both 

CSN and F~Q affiliated) whose contractsweren 't due to expire until 

1972. (R. Chodos and N. auf der Maur, 1972: p. 92}LaPresse locked 

out all employees, began to use 'scab' labour, and, in a move of 

solidarity, the CSN, FTQ and Centrale des Ense.ignants du Quebec (CEQ -

the large teachers' union) called for a mass demonstration. Montreal 

mayor, Jean Drapeau, re-introduced an anti-demonstration bylaw declaring 

fifty blocks around 'La Presse a I forbidden' zone. However, the der.1on-

stration, 15,000 strong I filled with socialist sloga.ns (for example 

"Capitalism equals unemployment, socialism equals wurk"), ,..rent on as 

planned. Police, perhaps provoked, charged on the crowd: one person later died 
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and labour leaders "declared their illusions shattered". (R. Chodos 

and N. auf der Maur, 1972: p. 98) 

In response, the three unions formed a Common Front four days 

later in the Montreal Forum before a crowd of 20,000. Each labour 

leader " ... vowed solidarity in the battle against 'the wealthy propertied 

capitalists·." (R. Chodos and N. auf der MaLIT, 1972: pp. 99-100). 

This stance had been foreshadowed by the CSN - only a month earlier they 

had issued NeComptorts'quesur rtospropres·Moyens. 

Included in this document is a scathing analysis of the capitalist 

system and the exploitation of labour. The pbsition of the working 

classesvis-~-vis Anglo and &merica~ bourgeoisies, the imperialist system, 

and the Quebec national bourgeoisie is' clearly delineated. The solution 

proposed is socialist restructuring within the national framework: 

workers' control through the nationalization of the Quebec economy. In 

essence I the document is a plea for socialist ~ctivism within the nation 

of Quebec and, as such, it represents an interesting articulation of 

both class consciousness and national consciousness: it is a nationalism 

with a clear class intent. 

For the FTQ, however, this was a new orientation. Their 

affiliation to the AFL-CIO had long inhibited the adoption of a 

socialist perspective. But in an address two months, later by their 

president, Louis Laberge, the FTQ indicated this past image was 

shattered. 

Laberge said Quebec "las an oppressed, colonized, and 
violent society based upon profit for the few .. ", (he) 
made it clear that sociali~l is the only road to .•. 
liberation. 

(R. Chodos and N. auf der J"laur I 1972: p. 102) 
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The LaPresse demonstration strengthened union solidarity and 

weakened the alliance with the PQ. The PQ had absolutely refused to 

endorse the demonstration, and L~vesque only complicated the situation 

when he made 

••• comments to the effect that he would rather live in a 
South American banana republic than in a Quebec controlled 
by 'ranting and raving labom: leaders' ..• 

(S.H. Milner and H. Milner, 1973: p. Ill) 

Levesque!s attitude enraged segments of the PQ, leftists and 

pragmatists both. Those of a left persuasion argued the P~ should be 

more responsive to labour, and those with a practical orientation 

realized alienation of labour minimized chances for electoral victory. 

The PQ found itself in an odd position: it had to court labour without 

alienating the suppori: it already had, and had to develop a campaign 

platform persuasive to those poten-tial supporters who -were frightened 

by the idea of secession. As a result, the 1972 convention was a 

dynamic, problematic situation with policy decisions which tried to 

f · 'bl 14 appease as many actlons as POSSl e. 

On the question of separation, the PQ modified its position to 
'---------

the point of having separation decided by a n§.tional referendum. At 

the same time l it radicalized its economic proposals to include, among 

other things, nationalization of finance companies r and pr?I:ii>ition.c>t 

15 
foreign investment~ll ~k~y .economic sectors. Thus, there is evidence 

of PQ attempts to extend elec-toral appeal into 'non-independentiste' 

sectors as wel_l as labour. However, the labour/PQ relationship vlaS to 

remain shaky over the Common Front negotiations of 1972. 
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Prior to 1972, strike activity had (with the exception of 1971) 

increased at a consistent rate (see Table 11)~6 This can be cautiously 

interpreted as increasing class conflict, despite the institutionalized 

nature of strike activity. In view of the labour activity in 1972, 

this interpretation is likely. 

In 1972, the Common Front representing 210,000 unionized public 

and para-public employees in the three union centrals) asked for a weekly 

minimum wage of $100.00, job security and yearly 8% wage increases. The 

government refused, and the employees went on strike. After two weeks 

filled w·ith newspaper reports of unhealthy hospital conditions and the 

like, Bourassa's government initiated Bill 19, forcing people to return 

to work. Finance Minister Garneau admitted that th~ government had to 
;'~~"l;'o.~'~"-< 

do something to "pro·tect the economic struc·ture of private enterprise" 

(S.H. Milner and H. Milner, 1973: p. 216); Laberge¥ Pepin (CSN) and 

Charbonneau (CEQ) were sentenced to one year prison terms for their 

involvement, along with 34 other union members. While advising people 

to return to \'lork, the labour leaders \vere imprisoned along with the 

thirty-four other union members f sparking a series of spon'caneous 

walkouts across Queb.ec 1 as well as i:he establislrrnent of community 

control .in several to,;1nS - the province was li:terally paralyzed as the 

grass roots dictated union policy. 

Bourassa responded with a Taedia play-up of union violence and 

'goon squads' 1 and newspapers \vent so far as to s:nggest a "coup d ·~·tat". 

The labour leaders were persuaded by the government to appeal th.eir 

sentences. on the understanding that Bill 19 might be open to nego·tiation 



Industry 

Agriculture 

Forestry 

Fishing and Trapping 

Mines 

Mc~nufacturing 

Construction 

Transportation and Utilities 

Trade 

Finance 

Services 

Public Administration 

'rotal 

TABLE ·1'1 .... · ...................... .. 

Workdays Los·t in 
Strikes and L0Ckouts in Quebec 

·by Industry, ·1968-1971 ...... 

1968 ·1969 ... ". .. ............. '1970'" 

500 

.:. 

46,740 206,460 8,540 

531.,330 322,760 517.,170 

23,150 517,150 698,330 

41,800 10,350 26,190 

330,,230 94,030 3,150 

16~950 103,210 143,530 

13,240 4,570 20,650 

1,003,.440 1',259,030 1,417,560 

Source: .Am1.uaire dUQue'bec:: 1971, p. 375 
1972, p. 415 

Annuaire. du Quenec: 
Annuaire du Quebec: Annuaire du Quepec: 

1971 

5,970 

20,090 

327,820 

35,650 

31,160 

19,860 

1,140 

107,390 

54,130 

603,120 

1973, p. 441 
1974, p. 602 
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and ammend~ent - with this, the general strike ended. 

Throughout 

The Parti Quebecois was careful to stay £irmly on the 
fence in the dispute. For every attack on the, govermnent' s 
insensitivity ",as another, at least as strong, on the union 
o£ficials' adventurism. 

(S.H. Milner and H. Milner, 1973: p.219) 

The 1973 election returned the Liberals to power once more. It 

is generally felt that the PQ drew a fair amount of labour support . 

... Bourassa ••• clabued during the campaign that the vast 
majority of rank-and-file Union members would support him 
on election day. It is interesting to note that out o£ 
the 1,000 delegates polled at the December 1973 convention 
o£ the Quebec Federation of Labour (FTQ), 76 per cent said 
they had voted for the PQ, while only 10 per cent admitted 
to having voted for the Liberals. These delegates were 
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not top-level union bureauc~atsT but presidents and secretaries 
of, grass roo'ts union locals. As for the working class as a 
whole, it is sig-ni£icant to note that the- PQ share of the 
popular vote increased considerably during the election, 
particularly L~ working-class districts. So much for Bourassa's 
'vast maj or i ty' • 

(A. Bennett, 1973: p. 53) 

The PQ garnered 31% of the popular vote, which translated into six 

seats in the National Assembly - the Liberals won 1Q2 seats~ 

Pinard's and Hamilton's (1976) analysis of the 1973 election is 

interesting. Some of the trends they identify in the 1970 election are 

reinforced! particularly that of middle class support for the PQ. But 

there are provocative additions. 

For example, the highest income Francoplwnes in the Montreal 

area provide the least support £or the PQ, while those D1 the $7,000 to 

$10,000 category give the highest support (p. 131. O£ greater significance 

are the occupational bases o£ support. In Montreal, 47% of Pro£essionals 

and Semi-Professionals, 63% o£ Clerical and Sales 1 ana. 59% o£ Blue Collar 



categories support the PQ .against 15% of OWners and Managers. In the 

rest of the province, the corresponding percentages are 63%, 23%, 32%, 

and 25% (p. IS). (The authors innovatively employ this distinction 

between Montreal and the rest of the province.) They. go on to detail 

a collapsing of categories (which I find unclear) which results in 
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39% support among the middle class and 38% among the working class (p. IS). 

There has been, it ',wuld seem, an increase in working class support for 

the PQ despite formal tensions between the party and labour. This is 

reinforced by the tendency (p. 20) of union reembers to vote for the PQ. 

wit.h regards to the middle class, Pinard and Ha..milton cite a 

split over PQ support between "professionals on 'b'1.e one hand and the 

managerial and clerical and sales group on the other" (po 16). They 

are correct in pointing out lack of support among o\vners and managers 

(\\7hich reflect Cuneo I s and Curtis' findings), but their inclusion of 

clerical and sales in the non~support group is not adequately demonstrated 

by their data: 63% of this group supported the PQ in Montreal! 

EmplGying my Gilln Elefini-Eions G;[ Glass, elerieal ane. blue collar 

workers (the working class) give significant support to the PQ, as does 

the middle class (which seems' to correspond to Pinard and Hamilton's 

Professional and Semi-Professional category). There is an effective 

split between the middle class and my category of the bourgeoisie 

(management and owners). This is, in part, reflective of the trend 

towards Liberal support among high incane French Canadians. 

I think the key to understanding the working class support for 

the PQ rests ultimately on Pinard's (1970) argument regarding protest 

voting. He argues that traditional one party dominance results in the 
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negative voti.ng for alternative parties, and (using a highly suspect 

one variable indicator) suggests that working class politics in Quebec 

is not characterized by ethnic consciousness. He interprets third 

party voting (in this case, the PQ) as class conscious, and sounds a 

·death knell for nationalist-oriented political parties in Quebec. 

(Jensen and Regenstreif's (1970) study indicated the opposite ... D. Latouche 

(1973) supports aspects of their argument.) 

Rather than arguing the predominance of class consciousness over 

national consciousness, it is more fruitful to view the situation as a 

choice, for the working class, between particular economic approaches to 

the nation. 

vlliile Bourassa has waved the nationalist flag, his economic 

policy is at odds with the interest.s labour has recently articulated, :; 

particularly with regard to foreign invest.ment. 

The Bourassa style of government has been pervaded 
" by'~a' C"oncernwith creating asocial,economic ancl" 
political climatetliat ,<Tould attract U~S:Inves-Ement. 

(D. 'J?osgate· 'and lCl'.foRo.be;rj;B 11976'~~""pp;'"17:7=1:78+ 

By the 1973 election, labour had publicly declared its 'war' on the 

capitalist system, and the revamped PQ economic platform, while 

certainly not identical, was, among the alternatives, the closest t:o 

labour's pc)slb.on. But this economic ju.sti:Hca·tion does not erase the 

co-incidence of national consciousness between the PQ and the working 

class. ttfuile the PQ variety of nationalism might not coincide with ·the 

best interests of the working class~ there are striking similarities 

between b'1.e PQ and labour on certain national issues, such as the 

French language. Economic motivation to vote for the' PQ does not 
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necessarily mean that national issues are forgotten. In fact, the 

existence of tacit, implicit but non-articulated accord over national 

questions would facilitate economic motivations by providing; de facto, 

commo~ ground. In this sense, the adoption by the PQ of a more radical 
~~~~~,~-<,,,,~,",,c_~,,>"'-'_.~j .·."'->-'_ .• ~".-_'."r, .• 2_,.H_".",~.'n.;"'~""" __ "-"~,,,,,,_~.,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,,,,,,,~ .,. .. ,,,~.~ "'-',,--0"_' __ "_<-' __ "',,-, _ _ j,,_,__ . 

economic programme may finally have moved working class nationalists ~" 

from support of traditional parties to support for the PQ. Moreover, 

as in the middle class case, where so-called non-economic motivations 

can have an economic thrust, so too can economic mo-tivations have a 

national thrust: economic change wi thin a commonly Understood framevlork 

- the nation. 

The relationship between the two bodies - labour and the PQ - is, 

still at best, tenuous. The PQ does not fully represent labour, and it 

is s-till de:pendent on middle class electoral and membership support. 

What is important to note is the coincidence of class consciousness 

and national consciousness in Quebec labol.:tr. Since 1973, there have been 

sustained strikes and further condemnations of Lhe capitalist system in 

tandem with strong cultural stands. - (This should not be interpreted to 

mean that relations bebleen the two labour centres are always peaceful -

wi-tness the confrontation at James Bay and the findings of the Cliche 

Commission). This coincidence of class and na-tional consciousness is 

nOYtlhere clearer than in labour 1 s response to Bill 2i. 

In 1969, as a result of the crisis over Bill 63, the Union 

Nationale commissioned an Inquiry on the position of the French Language 

CL'1.d on the basis of its recOTomendations and findings (some which have 

been presented ahove) 1 Bill 22. Cdllle into existence.· 
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The purpose of Bill ,22 is to guarantee that: "French is the 

,'official language of the province of Quebec'." (Title I, Article 1) . 

The Parti Quebecois, the CSN, FTQ and CEQ have long endorsed precisely 

this position, but, when Bill 22 was presented, both the PQ and labour 

objected violently, with the bulk of their argument centring on the 

fact that Bill 22 actually protects the rights of English and makes 

French, at best, only a language of priority. The text o£ Bill 22 

consistently makes allowance for English as an accompaniememt to French. 

For Example, Title III, Chapter I, Article 8 states "Official texts 

and documents may be accompanied with an English version. 0 0 no This 

provision, over the course of the Bill, applies to virtually every communi-

cation and docL~ent in which French is'requird, varying from collective 

ba~rgain:ll'lg agreements to advertising. The essence of the nationalist 

argument is tha·t Bill 22 officially. guarantees for the English in Quebec 

the favoured status they have enjoyed for so long. 

In regards to labour, class consciousness and national consciousness 

are both at work shaping the nature of the response to Bill 22. 

Fernand Daoust of the FTQ says in reference to government plans to provide 

preferential contracts to industries which undergo a programme of 

francization: 

Nos gouvernements ont beaucoup d'imagination ,lorsqu'il 
s ',agit de trouver des pretextes pour gaver ceux-l~ 
qui e:xploitent, x,mtilent at assassinen-t les travail leurs 
quebecois. Voil~ encore un nouveau filon - la SUbvention 
linguisU.que. 

(Parliamentary Debates of Quebec, 2nd Session,3rd Legislature: 
B388l - . .3899} 



M. Charbonneau of the CEQ adds 

La CEQ demande Ie retrait du projet de loi 22. Ce projet 
de 10i, nous Ie ressentons comme une triple aggression ~ 
notre ~gard: ~ titre de Qu~b~cois: Ie fran9ais est 
une condition de vie; ~ titre de travailleurs francophones: 
Ie fran9ais est veritablement une condition de travail des 
plus essentielles et; il titre de travailleurs de l'enseigne
ment: Ie fran9ais est notre outil de travailet est l'objet 
de notre travail, pour une bonne part d'entre nous. 

(Parlimnentary Debates of Quebec, 2nd Session, 
3rd Legislature: B3608-3632) 
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Cle~rly these statements reflect both a national and class consciousness. 

The CSN has adopted a similar position. 

!-1arcel Pepin (1974: pp .. 630-644), wri'cing in 'l\C·tibri ·NCitibriale, 

documents the problans inherent in legitimizing the use of English. 

French is seen as an absolutely nec.essary condition for work and English 

becomes a "moyen de domination et de su.bordination aux mains du patronat" 

(p. 635). English further becomes a means to psychologically debasing 

the French worker, whereas French, when used by all workers, is not only 

the language of ",ork but "un instrument de lutte sociale" (p •. 639) . 

F'inally, he calls on workers to unite. 

II faut donc resister, et en tant que patriotes 
et en tant que travailleurs. 

(p. 641) 

Nowhere is the coincidence of national consciousness and class consciousness 

more striking than here. 

Bill 22 has been passed and is currently enjoying its first year 

of official exis·tence. As was the year 1960, Bill 22 is a watershed of 

sorts. F. JJalonde, Quebec Minister o£ State is quite pragmatic about it. 



••• Bill 22's cultural goal must be secondary to its 
political_significance •. 

Mr. Lalonde admits that it was designed to deprive 
extremist elements and the Parti Quebecois of one of 
their principal justifications for separatism. 

'(Hamilton spectator, July 5,1975) 

Bill 22 is the most far-reaching attempt ever to respond to and 

contain nationalist elements within Quebec society. In this way, it 

marks a turning point in Quebec politics. What Bill 22 does not do is 

respond to the growing class consciousness of the lower classes. Its 

success will be, not so much in how much discontent it concretely does 

away with, but with how l~ng it can contalll the discontent it currently 

obscures. 

The breadth and depth of class polarization can be seen in the 
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state's response to the recommendations contained in the Cliche Commission 

Report. The Cormnission was created to study and make recommendations 

r,egarding corruption in the construction industry union structure., The 

Commission also uncovered corruption in industry and government but, 

so far, ~egislation has (predictably) dealt only with unions. Amo,ng the 

legislation are provisions for updated union membership lists for -the 

government along with statements regarding all union spending and income 

sources. Persons with criminal records are forbidden fran holding union 

positions (and in the volatile Quebec labour climate, this is a strong, 

coercive measure) • 

Labour has responded angrily to this legislation. The CSN has 

titled theix published response ':LegCYliVernement cap:Ltciliste COl'i.tre'le 

'orqaniSc>ns' 'la:t~sistance (CNTU, 1975). - ------.~~~~~~ 
In it the state 
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is characterized as "un gouvernement d'ennemis" (p. 26). Polarization of 

classes rather than subsiding in Quebec', is still a dominant feature, 

indicative of enhanced class consciousness onbbth sides. 

As suggested in the introduction to this Chapter, the outline of 

the growth of national consciousness, class consciousness, and nationalism 

has been, in the main, descriptive. Chapter 4 analyzes. this data with 

respect t.o the discussion and theoretical issues raised in Chapter 2. 
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NOTES 

1. The opposition of the Church to the government can be seen 
_as stenuning both from fear of foreign-and capitalist intervention. If 
foreign~·capitEtijlad~@1:.l3Ted~hec-.vitliout~the-as-slst~n.c:~_ P1: the govern
ment ;tne--Church would proJ:)a13TY-no-c~l1ave~~react~d-so--;'egatively: Since 
government was one of the few institutions French Canadians could 
'aCce:J?-&abl¥~!'-'-beTrivotved~iri, state collusIon was perceived both as seiling 
out to foreigners and as over-involvement in capitalist development. 
The Church much preferred to exert control through their own agencies 
(see H. Guindon, 1960). Participation in private sectors was far less 
acceptable than traditional involvement through Church and state 
institutions. Taschereau and his colleagues violated this tenet. 

2. It should be noted here that the rigid hierarchical structure 
of the Church dictated a 'corrunand from the top' of sorts. The collusion 
and/or tacit concord between state and clerical authorities was not 
necessarily pervasive. Rather, the ideological and dogmatic positions 
of highly placed officials was merely passed down through the Church 
s-truc:ture • 

3. '\'lhile Asbestos is perhaps the most Hell-known strike of this 
era, other conflicts occurred with equally important results. For 
example, in 1947, the workers at the Ay~rs woolen mills in Lachine went 
on s-trike, and Duplessis, true to form, ordered violent reprisals by 
prmrincial police. It was following this confrontation tha-t Madeleine 
Parent was sentenced to jail for two years on the charge of seditious 
conspiracy - a sentence Duplessis never enforced \~1en the court clerk 
died. For a more complete description, see Charles Lipton; The Trade 
Union Movement of Canada 1827 - 1959, pp. 321-323. 

4. See H. Guindon (1967) for an interesting analysis of the 
emergence of this new middle class. ~~ile his accoUIlt does not differen~ 
tiate the levels at which this new middle class operates, it is a good 
analysis of the structural responses in a socie-ty undergoing rapid 
industrial growth. 

5. The expansion of Church progranunes actually resulted from 
two factors. First, there \'las middle class agitation, but, second, as 
Church bureaucracy expanded, there was an actual need to incorporate 
lay people (particularly in educa-tion and hospitals) due to the increase 
in institutional scope. The dynmnics of Church expansion can thus be 
situa-ted both internally and externally. 
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6. D. Posgate and K. McRoberts (1976) have responded to 
D. Latouche's (1974) contention that, by percentages, Lesage's regime was 
only a continuation of Duplessis' fiscal distribution policies. 

In terms of the concentration of power and authority 
in the state, the Lesage administration did represent a 
radical departure from previous administrations. 

(D. Posgate and K. McRoberts, 1976: p. 117) 

7. The election of 1962 was called by Lesage on the issue of the 
nationalization of electricity. M. Pinard (1969) argues that nationali
zation was, in fact, not a significant factor in the re-election of the 
Liberals. Earlier in his essay, he suggests voters might be influenced 
by socio-economic conditions directly affecting them. If this is true, 
nati.onalization might have been a hidden factor. That is, if the Liberal 
policy had been viewed as successful by the electorate up lmtil 1962, 
nationalization (among those undecided over the issue) might have been 
seen as part and parcel of a larger economic policy - not as something 
specific, but as part of a quasi-nationalis·t stance acceptable to a 
proportion of the populat.ion. This would invalida·te Pinard I s suggestion 
that nationalization was I at bes·t a tenuous political platform. 

8. ~~at is meant by dominant in ·this particular instance is the 
group \\Thich occupies positions which are the most prestigious, most
financially revlarding, and, as a corollary, are the most integrated into 
the decision-making arenas. 

9. C.M. Lanphier and R.N. Morris (1974) argue that income 
differences beb-men French and English in Quebec have diminished over the 
period 1961 to 1968, particularly in the higher paid professions. At 
lower income levels, the reverse holds true. There are problams with 
their approach, though. First, they use a $10,000 or more income 
ca:f;egG:t;y whieh inaEt€~ua-tely expleres income differentials between French 
and English (a point they themselves point out). Second, they employ 
occupational categories of great breadth which fail to discriminate, 
particularly at the managerial level, middle from upper levels of manage
ment. When occupation and income, then, are taken together, their 
results with regards to higher occupations are, at least, questionable. 
It might be more appropriate to see their dat.a minimally supporting a 
view of equalization at middle levels of the occupational structure 
alone, a view not inconsistent with my own argument. 

J..V. In 1964 Lesage had allovmd public and para-'public employees 
to affilia.te with unions which did not support political parties - the 
CSN was nono-politically affiliated and its membership ranks swelled from 
80,000 in 1960 to 230,000 in 1970. 



11. "The Royal Trust Company packed some securities into a 
Brinks truck and pointed it in the direction of Toronto - making sure a 
Montreal Gazette photographer was there to get pictures." 

(R. Chodos and N. quf der Maur, 1972: p. 17) 
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12. This is consistent with Pinard's (1970) contention that 
working class politics in Quebec can be interpreted as class conscious 
.voting. If separatism is viewed as a means to achieving economic change, 
it would seem that both national and class consciousness is at work. 

13. Arguments that these include students 'on their way up' or 
young people with a chance for getting ahead do not erase the fact that 
a good proportion of the working class supported the PQ. 

14. The revamped programme of the PQ can be fOID1d in Prochaine 
~ etape.,..quand nous serons vraiment chez nous, 1972. 

15. As argued in Chap-ter 4, the PQ, in many ways, typifies the 
managerial revolution ethic. Thus, the critique of the managerial 
revolution theory can be extended to the PQ - managerial reorganization 
does not, necessarily entail changes in the effective exercise of power. 

16. Increased strike activity was not peculiar to Quebec, 
but the dimensions surrounding this growth were unique and stenuued 
from particular new ideological developments. 



CHAPTER 4 

/ 

1)' Nationalism and'Class in Quebec: the Relation of Class to 

'Nationalism 

In Chapter 2, the question to be explored in Chapters 3 and 4 

'i-vas outlined: essentially, is class a source of the components which 

combi.ne with national cons'ciousness to create the ideology nationalism? 

Nationalism, defined as national consciousness mobilized with 

particular ends in view, includes assumptions regarding the o.rganization 

o£ society. I have argued that national consciousness does not contain 

these as sumpt.ions : they must come from other sources. Consequently I 

it is now necessary to identify these sources using the data presented 

in Chapter 3. This can be best accomplished through a care£ul analysis 

of nationalist ideology and nationalist support. 

i1 Nationalist Ideology in Quebec~ 

The data presented LYl Chapter 3 ind:Lcate, over ·the period of 

1960 to 1975; three dominant strains of nati.onalist i.deology: the quasi-
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nationalism of the Lesage regime, the separatist-statist ideology of 

the Parti Qu~b~cois (PQ) I and the socialist-nationalist ideology of the 

Parti Socialiste du Qu~bec (PSQ), Front de Lib~ration du Quebec (FLQ) 
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and labour. What is extremely interesting to note is the time sequence 

"of the emergence of these various ideologies in relation to particular 

events or conditions prevalent in Quebec. In other words, the growth 

and extension of each ideology seems to correspond to particular socio

economic conditions. This will become clearer in the follO\'ving analysis. 

a) The Lesage Regime 

The quasi-nationalist
l 

position of the Lesage regime was a 

r:esponse to a growing contradiction between the dominant ideology holding 

sway in Quebec over the 1940's and early 1950's and the realities of 

Quebec's social and economic fabric. Economic non-participation and 

repression were inadequate responses to displacement of the middle class 

and intolerable working conditions and wages among the working class. 

Significantly I the battle against conservative hegemony was vtaged by 

several forces in common, although admittedly, each fought: for different 

rea.sons. 

Much of the critique of the Duplessis era focussed on the need 

for luodernization. Quebec, it was argued, was a nation requiring 

massive cha.nge. HO\r,7ever, to effect this shif"t meant \v.cesting control of 

key social sectors from traditional authority. The Lesage government: 

responded to these critiques by implementing the tool of st:a"te power and 
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authority, the aim of which was the integration of 'les Qu~b~cois' into 

their own modernizing economy. The result was state takeover of health, 

education and welfare and intervention into sectors of the economy. This, 

in turn, created bureaucratic superstructures which could begin to 

accomodate the previously displaced middle class. However, I would 

argue that the ideological bases of support for these events was not 

nationalism per se, but a profound belief in modernization. It was the 

mean~ of implementing modernization which laid the groundwork for more 

specifically nationalist feelings. 

Where, then, did Lesage's quasi-nationalist support come from? 

Electorally, over 1960 and 1962, the Liberal party received its greatest 

support from the middle classes (M. Pinard, 1969: p. 148). This suggests 

(particularly due to 'the significant working class support for the Union 

Nationale) that the election of the Liberals in 1960 was the resuit of 

perceptions among the middle class that the Liberal party, alone, could 

p~oviEl.e a polit~Gal solut;ion to theiE p~o1:>lems. 

This view is reinforced by an analysis of the interests served 

by the policy decisions of the Lesage government. The creation of 

state agencies and bureaucracies incorporated only those with the skills 

and training to take advantage of the new positions: the middle class, 

not the "wrking class. (This should not be interpreted to mean Lesage 

neglected the working class. On the contrary, benefits from new 

provincial schemes also aided them. However t when speaking relatively, 

it was the middle class which most openly and directly benefitted.) 
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This interpretation is supported by A. Breton (1964). He suggests 

In 

•.. resources v.hich could have been invested to increase 
the social income of the community have been used in the 
case of nationalization [of electricity) to buy new 
high income jobs for members of the French Canadian middle 
class and, in the case of the General InvesLuent Corporation, 
to keep already existing high-income jobs for the same 
middle class. 

(A. Breton, 1964: p. 385) 

I'n t~i!( (\\t(.tltiPi\ 
other words, the quas;s-nationalist policies of the Lesage regime 

<_ .~____ --....c~ __ -=--~ "_~ ___ ~="'=-=-- ._~ 

corresponded most strongly to middle class interests. 

~~~The shift ", from quasi-nationalist stance to true nationalism occurs, 

~ over tinle (and at various junctures), as policy becomes legitimized or 

proposed on the basis of national consciousness and national integri·ty. 

The use of the state increasingly becomes identified as protecting and. 

promoting 'elle national interest so that, at some point for particular 

supporters, the ideology 2..:t=_ .. modernization is transformed into nationalism. 

'}'he distinction bebleen quasi-nationalism and nationalism rest.s on the 

transformation from an ideological committment to modernization to a 

corm:aittrnent to control. At least: two reasons can be cited for this. 

First, there is a growing a'wareness that, although French Canadian 

participation in the public sector is irnproving f private sectors are 

still, comparatively, restrictive
j 
in the opportunities they hold for 

French Canadians. Consequently, analysis of ethnic discrimi.YJ.ati.on 

begins to e...'Uerge. TIllS perception leads to a heightened national 

consciousness. 



Second, on the basis of national consciousness, legitimization 

of policies is pest served by nationalism in an appeal to'all.nation<3.l 

members. 'l'hat is, the best means to modernization is through national 

Sf3lf 0~tennination. 
"",.~",c"r_.· ~".,.~ 

Through the new model of the nation as a secular, 
technological society, the new middle class could 
use nationalism to legitimize its own class aspirations. 
The middle class seizure of control of French Canadian 
social institutions was no longer simply a projection 
of class aspirations; it was necessary to the ~panouisse
~t of the national collectivity. 

(D. Posgate and K. McRoberts, 1976: p. 103) 

However, when national consciousness is mobilized, it is transformed, 
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through the class position of its proponents, into a nationalism serving 

particular class interests •.. hence the benefits derived by the middle 

class from the I.esage regime. 

".;1 

It is important to understand that the seizure of control of 

the state apparatus and growing national consciousness operate in a 

dialectical manner. Nascent. committment to modernization leads to 

using the state as an instrument which leads to an increased and 

quali t;c,tively heightened national consciousness which is t-hen mobilized 

into nationalism. This mobilization appea.rs to be largely on the basis 

o_f class interest. In this sense, the new nationalism (as t:11e previous 

quasi-nat,ionalism) is a middle class phenomenon (see H. Guindon (1967) 

for his argument on the new' middle class and nationalism) . 

J:nitially, ~ Quiet ~~~!'J.-,i:.igl} ___ !1~~,m.:QbjJ-~(l-.i:L~::t~~v~ 

belief in li1odernization behind the spearhead of the middle classes. 

While this group received the majority of benefits r there \Vere ot.her 
----------------,---- - ----=----~~-

elements of Q~,..e---..g ciety who _ co 19 t,acitly supp.2rt-!dte changes broU~fht -------------- - - - ----- ---------------, -
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~ge. ~.~ o~~ th:_!~ench_.~~~~~_~_~_~ __ ~our~_~?~~~=_,,_~_~or 

example, small producers in business for themselves) benefitted from new 

government schemes inasmuch as they promised to make Quebec more self 
"'. '". ..!_. . ,_. I., , , •. , "'_.' .• l: ""'.,'., .".'-", ,,> _" "~""~;';_'4':,.-",;('.:r.;.;.'>-"~S;;:;~-'''''-':';< ~ ...... ,~~Y'~;"'''''''';.'~'''' ~ 

~lUfficient and less dependent on foreign capital. Opportunities for 

advancement and extension of economic power, blocked by the dominance 
-J. •• " •• , 

of foreign controlled companies, appeared to be potential outcomes of 

the new policy orientatiolls which could prove. <:I,qv,<:I,ni:ageous to this 
••••• c .' ,;." .'" ',' ~\. _._ 

element of the bourgeoisie. 

The working class, too, could take advantage of improved health, 

education and 'I'lelfare programmes. The unionization of public employees 

in the early 1960's swelled the ranks of organized labour. Thus, as 

long as the state and the working class did not come into conflict ,1ith 

one anoLher, there could exist nominal support from the working class 

for the new nationalism. .Aggravated social tension, however 1 soon 

called this relationship between the middle class and labour into 

ser ious q'v.8stion. 

From the data in Chapter 3 and the analysis above/ it appears 

that the quasi-nationalism and nev\T nationalism under the Lesage reign 

~,yere significantly middle class in orientation. That is 1 nat_ional 

consciousnsss ~tlas mobilized largely through a synthesis with elements 

of class ideology. In other words, the principal source of the additional 

elemelyts in -the ideology nationalism was class. 

There are o"ther interpretations. Charles Taylor 0.965) has 

argued, for e:l{ample 1 that the middle class, caught bet·ween new values of 
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modernization and negative feelings regarding French Canadian 'backward-

ness' sought to resolve the problem by making Quebec over into the new, 

positive image of a modern society. The middle class sought to improve 

their own identity. This, however, strikes me as an inadequate analysis. 

Although Taylor sees the prime motivation of the middle class as the 

attempt to improve their mvn economic standing I resolving identity issues 

can be interpreted, in contrast to Taylor's argument, as the erection of 

an ideological mask for the promotion of this same class interest. Making 

consumption of policy more palatable for the rest of society does not 

erase this class thrust. 'Identity crisis' is just one way of attempting 

to mobilize the collectivity behind middle class nationalism (see the 

discussion on co-optation below) . 

In conclusion 1 then, one can say with regard ,to nationalism 

under Lesage that class was a principal source of the components combining 

with national consciousness to create nationalism • 

. . r 
;;f.;._, 

b) ""~~eparatist"':'Statist Ideology 

The roots of separatist-statist ideology, particularly as 

manifested by the Parti Quebecois are to be found in the new nationalism 

arnerging under the Lesage, government. A combination of factors led, 

over t.ime, to an increasing alienation of segments of the new nationalist 

:t'anks. 

'rhe initial use of the state as an instrument to self·-determinatioe 

reinforced a commitbl1ent to increasing control by 'les QuebBcois' of 

their own economy, transforming l~odernization (quasi-nationaliSt") to 
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true nationalism. Paradoxically, however! (as I have argued in Chapter 

3), this assertion of control did not address the real locus of economic 

power: the centres of foreign control. Despite government policy, 

foreign investrnent still poured into Quebec, unemployment soared and 

restricted access to positions in the private sector continued. The 

Lesage regime, and the Union Nationale following, although willing to 

employ the state apparatus, still operated with a commitbnent to the 

federal system. Hence there were still limits on the extent to which 

'they would use their interventionist tool, even though the ignited 

nationalism of t.he middle class demanded increasing interference. The 

Quiet Revolution, it appears, had gone. about as far as it was going to go. 

The RIN and RN arose in response to this inade~~acy. I have 

demonstrated in Chapter 3 the key role the RIN planned (as outlined in 

their political platform) for the state. Increased intervention 'was 

seen as the key to continued nationalist aspirations. The expUlsion of 

Ren~ Levesque from the Liberals and the creation qf the Parti Quebecois 

\-Jere th.e e:,rentual political responses to this nevI nationalist agitation. 

To ,,,hat extent 1 then 1 is the PQ an extension of the middle class 

nat.ionalism of the earlier 1960 I s? An important. shift in the basis of 

middle class support seams to have ·taken place. Cuneo and Curtis (1974) 

and Hamilton a..nd Pina.rd (1976), as discussed above, cite evidence of a 

split in middle class support of both separatism and the PQ which seems, 

generally, to run on the lines of professionals and semi-professionals 

(my t:erm: bourgeoisie). This split parallels non~depelldency a.nd 

de.pendenc:y on foreign (l.,nglo a..nd American) capital. 
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Of primary importance to increased state intervention envisioned 

by the PQ is the creation of a politically independent Quebec. The 

spectre of separatism, I would argue, has caused those dependent on 

foreign investment (the bourgeoisie) to shift away from mild nationalist 

support earlier on in the 1960's to a firm support of federalism. 

(Bourque and Laurin-Frenette's (1972) analysis of this phenomenon is 

interesting. They characterize it as a split in the earlier bourgeois 

hegemony. My own tendency (as argued above) is to see this apparent 

hegemony as far less strong--more as temporary alliance.) The result has 

been a middle class/bou~g~ois parting of the ways, with political support 

going to the PQ and J.,iberals respectively. 

This middle class support of the PQ is paralleled by PQ policy 

which, it appears, most benefits the middle class. Although the PQ 

platform contains elements favourable to,. the working class (such as 

guaranteed minimum income), these changes would be brought about lmder 

the auspices of bureaucracies staffed and directed by the middle class. 

In addition, from the data presented in Chapter 3, it appears that the 

PQ does no't plan a radical shift in terms of the penetration of foreign 

capital. ltilhat is proposed is state capitalism: the basic 81's'l:em of 

class relations would remain unaltered. This is seen in the PQ's 

vacillation regarding the role and activity of organized labour. 

The election tactics o£ the Parti Qu~b~cois in both the 1970 

and 1973 elec,tions serve to reinforce the view of the PQ as middle 

class in orientation. In both cases, the PQ spent a large proportion 

of its t:i1ue guarantee;.ng that political separation would not e.ngender 
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radical changes in the status quo. The only significant changes were 

that 'l~,sQueb~cois' would have the only say in the disposition of 

fiscal revenue and th~ ~J.i+:ection of the economy (on the basis of internal 

financing) and that there would be a guaranteed minimQm income. Again, 

the clear middle class orientation of policy comes through. 

In contrast, I have shown a significant level of support for the 

PQ coming from the working class (as well as similarities between the 

PQ and labour vii th regard to issues such as language). This support, as 

Cuneo and Curtis (1974) and Pinard (1969) suggest, is likely to stem 

primarily from economic motivations. However, I have also argued that 

tacit accord on national questions (such as language) leads to the 

apparent 'disappearance' of nation--based issues. This absence should 

Eot be interpreted as meaning national consciousness does no·t exist. 

Rather, because it does exist! it is the economic positions which the 

, d 'd 2 PQ formulates wInch eCl e eventual support or non-support . Support 

is on the basis of economic policy closer to the needs of the working 

class than that of other parties. 

Nevertheless, working class support does not mean, in the end, 

that the PQ ideology represents this segment of the population. It is 

apparent that the PQ is primarily middle class in its orientation. Once 

again, class emerges as a significant source of the components blending 

\l7i th. national consciousness to create nationalism. 
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c) Socialist-Nationalist Ideology 

The first evidence of an articulate socialist-nationalist ideology 

-was the formation of the Parti Socialiste dUQuebec (PSQ). Parti Pris, 

its literary arm, consistently argued the socialist restructuring of 

national society and called for left nationalist activism. The PSQ 

developed early in the 1960's, at a time when labour still tenuously 

supported the Quiet Revolution and, it is difficult to gauge whether 

Parti Pris had a significant impact on the later radicalization of Quebec 

labour. 

M. Reid (1972), in his account of the 'partipristes', indicates 

that there l .. las contact between them and the working class (most of them 

corning from, or living in, working class surroundings). However, it can 

be said with a fair degree of certainty that, because labour itself had 

not developed a strong sense of class consciousness in the early 1960's, 

the PSQ and i-ts socialist-nationalist ideology was premature if the goal 

was class-wide education into a socialist-nationalist view of reality. 

The relatively harmonious relations between labour and the state 

started to disintegrate after the unionization of public employees. 

',\ /" By the mid-1960's f relations between the Quebec government 
-"~/ and the pu.blic sector unions had changed from the initial 
t \. "honeymoon period" to a growing conflict. As bargaining 

b~oke do\vn, unions e~ercised their newly-granted rights 
in a rash of strikes. Frequently the Quebec goveruwEnt 
dre"l upon its legislative powers to end the strikes and 
impose its own settlement. In the process, union leaders 
began to see the Quebec government as no different from 
priva-te employers. In fact, in the eyes of many, the 
Quebec govennnent vIas very much at. the service of private 
employers, reslstlng demands for hlgher wages largely 
in deference -to -the fear of private employers that if 



such increase '!t!ere granted there would be new pressure 
on them to grill!t similar increases. 

(D. Posgate and K. McRoberts, 1976: pp. 145-146) 

This increasing co-identification of public and private interest resulted, 

in tandem with unimproved economic conditions, in the growth of an 

increasing class consciousness, manifested in the Second Front, the 

Common Front and recent policy orientations of Quebec labour. Significantly, 

this class consciousness has resulted in the adoption of a socialist-

nationalist stance. 

Labour's critiques are generalized as to the "nature of capitalist 

exploitation, but are specific as to the application of this model to 

Quebec society {for example, the unique position of the Quebec bourgeoisie) • 

The solutions proposed suggest the nation as the unit in "which change 

should occur. Consequently, questions reg"arding nation are raised and 

bear witness to the existence of national consciousness: this explains 

labour's concern over the issue of language. But, again, this national 

consciousness receives components stemming from the class consciousness 

of the working class, leading, as in the case of the middle class, to 

a unique variety of class nationalism. 

dl Natiorial Consciousness I Class Consciousness and ClassNa tionalism 

Each of the tllree nationalist ideologies above has received a 

direction which is derived largely from class concerns. Thi.S implies 

the co-existence of both national consciousness and class consciousness. 

The validity of this assertion can be demonstrated through the exmaple 
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of language conflict in Quebec. 

Each nationalist movement has indicated the need for French to 

be preserved. For example, in the case of the Lesage regliae, the nation-

alization of electricity was to be carried out with the intention of 

hiring French-speaking personnel. In the case of the PQ and labour, both 

have made public their desire to see French as the only official language 

of Quebec. This commonality running through each ideology is primarily 

due to common national consciousness. Being Que.b~cois, there is a shared 
-:r.-'~-------

desire to maintain specific language and culture. 

However, conflict over language is also perceived differentially 

according to the class components in the nationalist ideology. The 

argument that middle class support for separatism is motivated by 

cultural (or non-economic) concerns is evidence that language is perceived 

as part of national integrity. However, the Pq support for French as the 

only official language of Quebec has interesting class dimensions: it is 

the middle class which is most directly affected by the occupational 

need to speak English. 

Data in Chapter 3 has effectively demonstrated the dual system 

of occupational discrimination - ethnic aJ.1.d linguistic - operative in 

Quebec. For the PQ, making French the only official language is a means 

to forcing an occupational redistribu.tion - as non~French speaking 

personnel are pushed out of particular occupational areas, French-

speaking people (no longer by necessity bilingual) can enter. It is the 

middle class ",hleh most directly benefit. 
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The history of the Parti Qu~b~cois' response to language legislation 

can be similarly documented. The party's stand in opposition to Bill 63 

was based on the argument that permitting immigrants to choose their 

children's language of instruction worked both as an assimilative threat 

to French culture as well as a guarantee of the continued dominance of 

English in the economic realm. Too, their negative response to Bill 22 

has been based on a similar rationale - it is perceived as making French 

a language of priority and, through the continual guarantees to English 

(such as in documents and occupational communication)', is perceived as 

actually reinforcing the dominance of English in the realm of economics. 

Effectively, then, Bill 22 is viewed as a block to fluid mobility of the 

middle class. 

The position of the Parti Qu~b€cois as a middle class expression 

of nationalism is particularly interesting in that l~nguage and ethnic 

(national) issues are the essential subjects to understanding party 

propaganda: the PQ is a proponent of an homogeneous analysis of Quebec 

society. Its critique is centred around a "we/themll or "French-English" 

de.finition of reality. And for. good reason: it is this perception of 

reality which most accurately depicts middle class experience. The bulk 

of their class frustration is centred on English domination of areas 

where It is perceived that ]'rench should dominate. 

In contrast, labour's analysis has dimensions which reflect 

additional concerns specific to working class reality. 

The problffia of language received particular attention irtParti 

Pris. The working class in Quebec speaks a variety of French which is 
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highly anglicized and specific to working class experience (joual). 

Theoretical attempts at understanding the process of colonization of 

language and practical attempts at using joual in literature emerged, 

over the 1960's, in Parti Prise These attempts led to an increasing 

identification of the nationalist struggle with the socialist struggle 

(although recently, partipristes such as Piotte have I recanted I , calling 

for a purer Harxist line
3
). Malcolm Reid (1972: p. 187), quoting Gaston 

Miron, a contributor to ~arti Pris, notes Miron's explanation as follows. 

It was the disappointment in this attempt, the lack of 
comprehension in the English-Canadian socialist milieu, 
that made me see that Quebec must break out of this 
national repression to move toward socialism on its 
own path. 

From pCirti"Pris writers came novels written in joual in attempts to 

legitimize the language - a process \'lhich was seen as parallelling 

national liberation . 

..• joual ... is what happened to a language under 
oppression, but not oppression from people who speak 
the Srune language as the oppressed. 

(M. Reid, 1972: p. 238) 

The legitimization of joual was intrinsically tied to an analysis of 

Quebec as a colonized nation speaking a colonized (1. e. Anglj_cized) 

language. Hence, legitimation of joual cmne to symbolically represent 

the legitimation of the nation. 

The creation of the objective conditions for the 
continuation of French in Quebec cmnes, then, to 
this! the overthrow of capitalism, its objective 
dest.royer. 

(M. Reid~ 1972: p. 102) 



To res·tore the la.nguage, one had to restore 
the nation. 

(M. Reid, 1972: p. 50) 

Joual, as a fona of French, parallels external sources of 
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domination and reinforces national identity. Joual, as a l~nguage uniquely 

tied to the working class, reinforces class and facilitates the recognition 

of internal domination. That national consciousness is found in the 

working class, then, can be explained both historically and through the 

role language plays in delineating class and national boundaries. 

C~nsequentlYI one would assume that language would be approached from 

a more general cultural/national perspective as well as from a framework 

which situates language within an analysis stemming from class consciousness. 

All three labour centrals had, as early as 1969, endorsed a. "French 

as the only language of work" pOlicy. Early on, this position was 

justified principally on the basis of national existence - the battle 

against Bill 63 alongside the PQ was indicative of this. 

Chapter 3 suggested that significant radicalization of labour starts 

to occur by 1970. The degree to which class consciousness has grown is 

clearly evident by the advent of Bill 22. Labour, like the PQ, attacks 

Bill 22 for its apparent legitimation of the dominance of English in 

Quebec, but situates this problem of economic domjnance into a ~uch 

larger framevlork of capitalist exploitation. The FTQ· presentation to the 

Quebec govermnent is indicative of this stance. 

The FTQ maintains that forcing people to speak French at work is 

the only effective way of ensuring the continued existence of·French 

be CaLISe. of ·the central position work occupies i...'1 the daily existence 
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of people. Furthermore, and this is the most significant indication that 

class interest is working in tandem with national consciousness, the 

union maintains that Bill 22, which in effect legitimizes English and 

makes the work situation bilingual, is hardly an adequate response to 

decades of capitalist exploitation of French workers by foreign firms 

in a foreign language. (Debates of the Quebec Legislature, 2nd, 3rd) 

So while there is resistance to Bill 22 which, on the surface parallels 

that which the PQ tenders, there is also the introduction of a unique, 

class specific perception - language as a factor in the process of 

capitalist exp]oitation. English is seen as one of several modes of 

colonial-capitalist domination (see M. Pepin (1974». 

The essential differences in approach to language questions, then, 

are rooted as much III class perspectives as in national consciousness: 

the PQ restricts its observations to English domination over the Frenchi 

labour includes this form of external domination in its analysis, but 

adds dil.-uensions of internal class conflict as well. 

e) The Relati61i. -of Cla.ss -to Na-tionalism 

Havi_ng revie-Vled and interpreted the data, an answer to the question 

raised in Chapter 2 can now be offered. It appears, at least with regard 

to this period in Quebec's history, that class has been a consistently 

significant factor in the mobilization of national consciousness to 

d . I' 4 pro uce natlona.lsm. Both national consciousness and class consciousness 

are operimt in the ideology nationalism. Consequently 1 I willhereaf-ter 

refer to class nationalism_ in order to Tnake -this duality clear. The 

discussion below will attempt to clarify this point , .. 7ith regard to 



the dominant approaches on Quebec summarized earlier in Chapter 1. 

2) Class Nationalism and Dominant Approaches to Class and "Nationalism 

The theoretical perspective I am employing developed from critiques 

of both traditional and left approaches to nationalism. The differences 

bebTeen these approaches and the one I am suggesting should be clarified 

so as to facilitate further discussion. 

Traditional analyses, it will be remembered, identify subordinate 

ethno-linguistic groups as being homogeneous (without internal different-

iation). For example, in their article of 1967 (which breaks from 

tradition by situating language conflict in a broader frame,<vork of 

ethno-linguistic discrimination), Inglehart and Woodward provide a 

highly suggestive description of 'ambitious' ethnic group members who 

mobilize entire populations. Their view of the nation as an homogeneous 

construct leads to the following observation. 

A special case of the linkage between social mobility and 
linguistic pluralism among transitional populations may 
exist when ambitious members of a minority group see the 
opportunity to mill~e careers for themselves by fanning a 
large potential group into consciousness of its identity. 

" (R. Inglehart and Ivl. Woodward, 1967: p. 360) 

It is interesting that 'making a career' for oneself is viewed as merely 

being 'ambitious'. Furthermore, the authors' insistence on homogeneity 

requires that there be a 'fanning' into 'group consciousness' so that 

there is no dis"tinction made, in the end, between group consciousness and 

individual ambition. Once consciousness is achieved, there appears to 

be no qualitative difference among national group members. 



The problem here is the failure to see differentiation in the 

nation. Despite an interesting, but unwitting, description of class 

nationalism, the authors see nationalism as a mass phenomenon. In view 

of the data and analysis of nationalism in Quebec which I have offered, 

this is an untenable position. 

Analyses such as the Rioux/Dofny and Marxist schools are better 

equipped to handle internal differentiation. However, as pointed out 

in Chapter 1, there are weaknesses in both approaches. The Rioux/Dofny 

position cannot adequately explain the distinctive 10\'7er class variants 

of· na'tionalism because they cannot appreclate the coexistence of class 

consciousness and national consciousness, nor the mix of the two 

consciousnesses in the ideology nationalism. They see nationalism as 

the result of national consciousness alone. (Although there are 

suggestions of middle class interest at stake, they never carry through 

on this line of reasoning.) 

I have argued that the Marxist approaches are weakened by their 

politically-derived definitions of the nation. While lamen'ting false 

consciousness, they are blind to the growing expression of lm'7er class 

discontent and consciousness expressed through the vehicle of working 

class nationalism. The conclusions (G. Bourque and N. Laurin-Frenei.-:te, 

1973: p. 203} that there is no nationalist sentiment emanating from 

Quebec's lower classes and that support from these classes for the 

PQ is Ioerely an expression o£ discontent with other alternatives do 

not'mesh with the £acts. .Marxists t qui.ck to ascribe a bou,rgeois character 

to nationalism, admit to proletarj.an nationalism only whei1 this 



nationalism centres on a proletarianization of ·the nation-state 5 • 

Proletarian nationalism must be class conscious and they do not see 

class consciousness developing in the Quebec working class6 • Hence, 
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working class support of PQ goals is analyzed as a particular instance 

of false consciousness rather than as convergent aspects of fundamentally 

different class nationalisms. By failing to see class interests in 

vlorking class nationalism, Marxists miss both emerging class consciousness 

and national consciousness. Surely this is an oversight of startling 

I2roportions. 

When vie'wing the development of nationalist ideologies, then" 

the analyst must be prepared to clearly identify both common elements 

sterrrrning from a shared national consciousness and l.mique elements 

derived from and reflective of the class interest vThich charac·terizes 

nationalist ideologies in Quebec. e The history of Quebec prior to 1960 is typified by the ideol.ogical 

hegemony exercised by the Catholic Church and other elements of the 

d " 1 l' 7 tra J_tlona e lte • Central to this dominant ideology was a defensive 

post.ure with regards to French culture, language and religion and an 

attemp·t to maint.ain rigid, centralized control over community life. 

Thus I industrialization and urbanization, the primary vehicles to 

modernization, occurred against a backdrop of an historically pre-defined 

and popularized view of French Canadians as constituents of a nation 

in and of its own right. 

Not only; then, do the Quebecois objectively (.on the basis of 

history ; culture and language) constitute a nElt~ion; but there also exist.s 

a stong historical tendency and precedent for subj ective awareness of t],1.e 
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concept of Quebec as a nation. National consciousness is potentially 

resident in each citizen of Quebec by virtue of national membership 

alone. Furthermore, as I have already argued in Chapters I and 2, 

common language works to reinforce this potential. It should not be 

too surprising, then, to sometimes find support for nationalist goals 

9 
across social classes. It is due to this that nationalism in Quebec 

often a;epears to be ho~ogeneous. In reality, however, homogeneity is 

merely the existence of similar, cross-class goals. 

Common threads of national consciousness, however, do not 

necessarily imply that nationalism based on these threads is in the 

'national' interest. On the contrary, national consciousness has been 

mobilized $ in the cases cited above, with class consciousness to create 

nationalism. Thus, t~e nature or characteristics of any particular 

nationalism can be seen as the result of the class interest with which 

national consciousness is united. Consequently, similar goals, such as 

the institution of French as the only official language, may create a 

tactical union between classes, although the reasons for the goal and 

its place in the overall ideology will probably vary by class interest. 

Finally, despite common goals, a single va:r.iant of nationalism, "lhich, 

by definition expresses one class interest, can never, over the long 

term satisfy all class nationalisms. Even in instances where similar 

goals lUay exist, elements of the ideology which- are present due to class 

interest will eventually bring into conflict (unless a long term co-optation 

occurs) the various classes involved. 
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The common threads of Quebec nationalism since the 1960's have 

ste-mrned _brom-a-nat.i.o]lg:!, consciousneS1L~~se<:lQ]l. a .. 99!1c::::ept of Quebec as 

a nation which has existed since and even before l°i;-lleoBritish Conquel:lt_ 

of 1759. It is the marriage of this concept to the class interests of 

classes emerging in a highly industrialized society ''lhich creates the 

new nationalisms of the middle class and working class and which con-

solidates anc1_eve:utu~lly minimizes the nationalism of the bourgeoisie. 

For each of these classes r the period since 1960 has been instrumental 

in the construc'cion and/or destruction of nationalist ideology. 

On the basis of the theoretical considerations of Chapters 1 

and 2, and the data and analysis offered to this point, class has proven 

to be highly significant as a source for the perspectives which combine 

with national consciousness to create nationalism. Earlier, I suggested 

that if this was the case, certain characteristics of relations be·tween 

classes would also be evident in the relations between nationalists and 

non-nationalists.. The next section will explore these relationships. 

3) Nationalist "Homogeneity ":Legitimation and CO-Optation 

Na-tionalism in Quebec, I am arguing, is modified by class I and 

class relations are characteristicallyconflictual. Hence, any instance 

of class nationalism espoused by those other than the domin,ant class 

(in the case of Quebec r the bourgeoisie and those .Iaonopoly capitalists 

operating in Quebec) I whether middle class or working class in orientation, 

will h~~e goals which conflict with those of the dominant class. BotQ 

middle class nationalism and working class nationalism are potentially 



disruptive of the status quo. However, the degree to which they are 

disruptive depends, for the most part, on two factors: first, whether 

societal change is seen as change in form or content, and; second, 

whether change can be accomodated or contained by the dominant class. 

These factors are interrelated. By form"vs content change, I 

mean change which does not alter the existing exercise of power (form) 
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as opposed to change which modifies existing power relations (content). 

When speaJdng of accomodating change, I refer to the dominant class' 

ability to incorporate change so as to have it affect form only, leaving 

content unaltered (and, incidentallYr allowing them to remain the dominant 

class). The most effective mechanism for incorporating change is 

co-optation (see the discussion belmv). The nature of these factors 

should become clearer in the discussion which follows. 

Not only should these factors be examined for" th.e "'Jay they 

operate between class nationalisms and the dominant class, but they 

should also be regarded as operant in the relations between class 

nationalisms (for example, the PQ trying to obtain working class support). 

Before elaborating with regard to class nationalisms in Quebec 1 I will 

outline ITDre carefully the nechanism of co-optation. 

il "Legitimation andCd~Optation: A Questionable Homogeneity 

One oJ' the features of nationalism which has proven misleading 

for analysts of all persuasions has been the apparent existence of ~ass 

support for nationalist i.deology. One of the virtues of the approach 



I am outlining is that, in treating national consciousness and class 

consciousness as separate but co-existing phenomena, it is possible to 

isolate similar ideological threads running through various types of 

nationalism. In so doing, apparent homogeneity is exposed as convergent 

components in varying ideologies. There is not homogeneity - there is 

similarity amidst differences. 

The t.hread of national consciousness common to all class 

nationalisms penni ts t.he identi.fication of similar goals (as evidenced 

iPthe discussion on language conflict). These goals may allow the 

temporary alignment of divergent nationalist movements. Furthermore, 

they become tools for manipUlation of nationalist sentiment through 

co-optation and legitimation. 

L.egitimation (in this discussion) refers to attempts to justify 

policy and conditions on the basis of appeals to common national 

consciousness. Co-optation is the incorporation of ideology and leader

ship of one group by another group in attempts to gain support and/or 

minimize conflict on the wider basis of both national consd_ousness and 

class consciousness. The two mechanisms can be contrasted in the 

following way: whereas legitimation does no!:. require the modification 

of one I s mID ideological stance (assuming one I s position to be based I 

in part, on na·tional consciousness in the first place) 1 co-optation 

actively alters one's own perspective. Hence J co~optation can only be 

used insofar as one I s mvn interest is not violated. At this point, one 

other alternati:ve becomes available.: confrontation~ 
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The manner in which legitimation, co-optation and confrontation 

are used varies from specific circumstance to circumstance. For example, 

the further apart the class interests involved, the more difficult it 

will be to create a sustained co-optation: eventually class interest will 

emerge in spite of common national consciousness. 

These considerations are particularly important when viewing 

monopoly capitalist response to class nationalisms. If, for instance, 

co-optation of particular nationalist demands can occur without a 

significant alteration in the exercise of power, nationalism becomes 

a pmverful tool for the co-optive maintenance of a 'peaceful kingdom'. 

It can be used to sustain power relations over time. This will become 

clearer in the discussion belOitl. 

Having established some of i:he mechanisms at work in the relations 

bebveen class nationalisms and the dominant class, these can be employed 

to scrutinize recent events in Quebec. The following is not intended as 

an exhaustive treatment. It is included to indicate the important 

differences which emerge when using the theoretical model I have developed 

in contrast to other approaches. 

4) Co~Optation of Class Nationalism in Quebec 

i) " Legitimation and Co-Optation Among Class Nationalisms in QUebec 

Co-optation has been defined as the integration"o£"ideology 

a.nd/or leadership o£ one class nati.onalism by another. \Alhereas legitiTO.o.-tion 

among class nationalisms can be in"terpreted to mean appeals to nati.on-based 



realities such as national or language integrity, co-optation actively 

modifies one's mm position. Among nationalists of different persuasions, 

both legitimation and co-optation are tactics which can be employed to 

create a large base of support. 

We have already seen that nationalists under the Lesage regime 

sought to justify their position through claims that modernization was 

the key to the advancement of the French Canadian nation in "toto. In 

much the s&~e way, the PQ claims to represent Quebec as a whole through 

the argrnnent of domination of other ethnic groups. These are good 

examples of legitimat.ion: there is no internal modification of the 

nationalist ideology as it appeals to the common national consciousness 

resident in all 'Quebecois'. 

When common linguistic goals, such as the defeat of Bill 22, "are 

added to such appeals, the PQ creates a highly seductive electoral 

platform on the basis of ~egitimate, shared concerns. Nevertheless, 

the class interest being served should not be ignored, despite the fact 

that these claims tend to obscure the class orientation of the nationalist 

ideology in question. 

However, despite conmon national concerns, the PQ has had to 

modify its ideological stance by incorporating elements of working class 

nationalism which go beyond national consciousness. In 1972( in order 

to "maintain and improve working class electoral support, modifications 

in economic policy were undertaken, and co~optation has occured . 

.Marxist claims that working class support for" the PQ is evidence 

of £alse consciousness do not ade~Jately descrfhe this shift. Because 
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national concerns are, de facto, shared, it is the class thrust of 

working class nationalism which the PQ has tried to co-opt. I would 

argue that effective co-optation is a more realistic appraisal of the 

situation than false consciousness because co-optation, by definition, 

cannot adequately incorporate demands stemming from class consciousness. 

Interestingly, such an analysis augurs more fruitfully for the 

eventual success of working class goals. Imputing false consciousness 

implies tactics totally at odds with the situation. since both national 

consciousness and class consciousness already exist, raising consciousness 

is a waste of time. Sustaining consciousness appears a more pragmatic 

approach. Intuitively I would sugg~st that contradictions in the class 

interests operating in the PQ and labour ideologies would eventually 

reach a conflictual level. This conflict is inherent through the 

mediating effect class consciousness has on national consciousness. 

The state capitalism the PQ espouses ineffect"ively addresses the grievances 

of labour - Quebec will still be tied into a larger system. of exploitive 

monopoly capitalism. PQ co-optation of working class na-tionalism is 

not necessarily a deflection of the development of class consciousness. 

Rather$ it is part and parcel of the evolution of socialist-nationalist 

ideology. Co-optation can be viewed as merely one of a number of future 

relationships between the PQ and labour. As long as class consciousness 

is maintained, co-optation, over the long runl is unlikely to bE: a long

lasting turn of events. 



ii) Co-optation and Monopoly Capitalism in Quebec 

Chapter 2 has demonstrated that Quebec is a society whose class 

structure is intimately tied into an international system of monopoly 

capitalism. Because class nationalisms ultimately seek restructured 

power arrangements, legitimation and co-optation by the state and other 

institutions can be seen as attempts to deflect or satisfy the class 

consciousness in nationalist ideology. Recent events bear this out. 

In Chapter 3, I argued that the Bourassa government has developed 

policy under the influence of bm guiding assumptions: first, a belief 

in fed.eralism, and; second, an obsessive desire to maintain and even 

increase foreign investment in Quebec. The public legitimations used 

by Bourassa have smacked heavily of national consciousness. For 

example I the develo~uent of ti~e Jfu~es Bay hydro project has permitted 

the penetration of vast amounts of foreign capital into Quebec. 

However, in making public the scheme, Bourassa unashamedly appealed to 

the national pride of the people of Quebec. 

The development of James Bay is a project without 
precedent L~ the econQmic history of Quebec. It is 
a turning point in our ill.story. James Bay is the 
key to ·the economic and social progress of Quehec, the 
key to the political stability of Quebec, the key to 
the future of Quebec. 

(R. Bourassa, quoted in B. Richardson, 1972: p. 9)_ 

In the same vein was his declaration that Bill 22 had saved French 

attffiupts to legitimize state activity on the" basis of national consciousness 

\vhich cuts across class lines. 



The issue of co-optation, hov/ever, seems to rest on the 

relationship of national classes to the economic status quo - that is, 

to monopoly capitalists, the bourgeoisie, and the primary regulatory 
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·agent of the economy, the state. As these relationships vary, the degree, 

intent, and aim of co-optation will vary too. Co-optation of middle 

class nationalism may qualitatively differ from that of working class 

nationalism. 

The existence of a strong middle class in Quebec actually works 

to the advantage of monopoly capitalism. It provides the necessary 

expertise for increased development, acts as a buffer to labour demands 

and provides a market for proliferatin~ goods and services. 

Certainly·no power readjustment is the best that the system of 

monopoly cap.italism can aspire to. On the other hand, when the middle 

class .agitates for an increased share in the direction of the economy, 

this does not have to prove disastrous for monopbly capital. On the 

contrary $ state capitalism still -requires foreign investroe_nt, so that 

effective control still lies in the hands of monopoly and finance 

capitalists. 

One of the best examples of this is the history surrounding 

the control over the James Bay Project. vfuen James Bay was first 

announced, it was assumed by .most observers that management of the 

project would be given to Hydro Quebec, the public corporation crea·ted 

in the early 1960's which had been a focus for nationalist pride sD.ce 

its inception. Bourassa, ho\-lever, argued that: 



It would be unrealistic to think that the human 
and technical resources of Quebec Hydro could alone 
suffice to implement the James Bay hydro-electric 
project. 

(R. Bourassa, 1973: p. 104) 
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In order to co-ordinate the 'tangential' development, such as mines and 

forests, Bourassa proposed a co-ordinating body, the James Bay Develop-

ment Corporation (JBDC) responsible for all development in the area. 

By establishing subsidiaries, such as the Jmnes Bay Energy Corporation 

(JBEC) (responsible for developing hydroelectricity), Bourassa attempted 

to keep control firmly under the auspices of the JBDC, and thus, the 

state. 

Hydro-Quebec ... must hold 51 per cent of the shares 
in this subsidiary and the corporation 40 per cent .•. 

(B. Richardson, 1972: p. 43) 

After the Parti Quebecois exerted pressure, the subsidiary was 

to be headed by a directorate which was to include three members nominated 

by Hydro Quebec. This, the PQ hoped, would ensure that control of the 

JBEC would remain with Hydro Quebec. Upon receipt of Hydro Quebec's 

nominees, Bourassa rejected them all. Hydro's choice for president of 

the JBEC, Robert Boyd, was replaced by James Nadeau (president of JBDC) 

by Bourassa, and Charles Boulva, an employee of JBDC, was named by 

Bourassa to join Nadeau on the board of directors. 

This choice indicated that Bourassa did not intend 
to entrust to Hydro Quebec a leading role in the 
development of James Bay, and renewed charges that 
behaind the whole project was a desire to let 
private industry into the area •.. 

CE. Richardson, 1972: p. 44) 



Three ma~bers of Hydro Quebec were finally accepted as board_members 

by Bourassa. The question as to whether Hydro Quebec was to exert an 

effective voice on the project came to a head over the choice of 

management firms. 
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In May, 1972, more concrete plans regarding choice of developuent 

sites were made public, and in August, 1972, Nadeau resigned as president 

of JBEC to be replaced by Hydro Quebec's choice, Robert Boyd. 

The implications of this resignation must be dravm from the 

scenario surrounding the choice of dam sites. Hydro Quebec had always 

favoured the "southern complex of the Nottaway, Broadback and Rupert (NBR) 

rivers on the grounds that_it is more economical" (R. Surette; etal., 

1973: p. 28). Bourassa, in his Hay announcemen-t, cited envirol1I[l.ental 

reasons for the choice of a more northerly site: the LaGrande and 

Eastmain (LG) rivers. (Since the James Bay Project had been announced 

in 1971 " ... the fact was that in the year after his political decision 

was made,$30,OOO,OOO had to be spent on engineering studies designed 

to justify his decision.~.None of them dealt with environmental. •. effects" 

(B. Richardson, 1972: p. 47». Before his resignation, Nadeau "himself .•• 

admitted that the real reason was mineral deposits" (R. Surette, 

-et-al., 1973; p. 28) The mineral wealth of the area was attractive, 

and Nadeau had professed a desire to let management be granted to Quebec 

firms. The facts are sketchy, but with Nadeau I s resigna-tion and Boyd's 

ascencion to the JBEC presidency, the JBEC handed management over to 

Bechtel-Ql.lebecCorporation Cthe Canadian branch- of Bechtel Corporation, 

a £~~ of L~ternational stature} alo?g with Lalonde, Valois, Lamarre y 
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Valois and Associates (a Quebec fina of questionable expertise). The 

complexity of interlocking directorates and past performances surrounding 

Bechtel makes it clear, that Hydro Quebec, finally granted control, 

,opened the door for massive amounts of foreign capital and control vlith 

the choice of Bechtel. There seems to be good justification for the 

observation tha't: 

In the folkloric atmosphere of Quebec city, it appears 
that the PQ and others had assumed that Hydro-Quebec's 
nationalism extended into its boardroom~ whereas, in 
fact, it did not rise above the engineers and technocrats. 

(R. Sureete, ~t al., 1973: pp. 24-25) 

Hence, middle class control of a national institution, at least in the 

case of James Bay, has not resulted in an effective s~ift in power. 

Bechtel Corporation's ties with international finance are immense (there 

are ties with the Hanl1.a, "Horgan and Rockefeller groups): it can be 

assLTIned that the need for capital was a sufficient lever to the final 

determination of management control, a good argument ,against the 

effectiveness of middle class control of economic destiny. This, labour 

contends, is the ultimate problem with PQ ideology. Substitution of 

state capitalism for private capitalism will not alter' these larger 

systems o£ power. 

The Quebec state, already demonstrated as, using legitimation, 

also employs co-optation in order to minimize conflict arising from 

class nationalist demands. The b~st example of this is the institution 

o£ Bill 22. The furor over Bill 63, and the continued awareness on 

the part of ' middle class nationalists that occupational distribution 

VIas not hClproving as quickly as it .Inight has led to a perception on the 
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part of the Quebec state that political separation as a means to 

improving these conditions is becoming an increasingly popular alternative. 

Bill 22 has been introduced as a response to a central nationalist 

demand - that French be the official language of Quebec. 

The contents of the Gendron Cormnission Report bear mute witness 

to the fact that there is a clear understanding that economic frustrations 

underly middle class lang"ll:age demands. Bill 22, by making French minimally 

the language of priority, attempts to occupationally integrate the middle 

class and to remove one of the prime justifications for separatism. (The 

recent policy of "cultural independence" under Bourassa can be interpreted 

in the same way: it is a tactic designed to 'pull the rug out from under' 

the PQ.) 

In this same vein, it is interesting to note that the·Financial 

post sponsored a conference in the spripg of 1975 for businesses 

interested in learning how to cope with Bill 22. Over-subscribed, the 

conference featured ministers from Quebec explaining how Bill 22 would 

improve corporate images in Quebec. So, it is also possible to identify 

this same att.empt at co-optation as emerging from the world of business 

as well as the state. 

The success of this co-optive attempt will be measured by the 

success it has in quelling middle class consciousness. If it Dltegrates 

the middle class into positions of effective power, it may be successful. 

However, as suggested earlier, this is "1ll1.likely. For Bourassa J the last 

tliing in mD1d is state capitalism. Therefore, assuming continued middle 

class grievance and ~2staLned class consciousness, middle class nationalj~t 
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ideo~ogy cannot be adequately responded to by fulfilling only those 

demands which centre on national consciousness. A more active integration 

of demands stemming from class consciousness in the ideology is necessary, 

Unlike the middle class, whose furthest dreams of reorganization 

are not likely to be destructive of monopoly capitalism, working class 

nationalism receives from class consciousness an increasingly radical, 

socialist critique of capitalism. Consequently, co-optive attempts such 

as Bill 22 are even further removed from addressing the econo..mics of 

class nationalism. 

In the case of working class nationalism, the more critical 

perspective on capitalism is responded to by official sources, not with 

co-opta.tion, but with confrontation. For example, the recommendations 

of the Cliche Commission Report provide for a broad system of controls 

on labour. Because co-optation is less likely to be successful over the 

l~ng run with proponents of working class na.tionalism, the class consciousness 

in the ideology must be responded to directly so as to protect the status 

quo. 

Co-optation and legitimation are 'double-edged' swords. The 

temporary deflection of class nationalism may appear to minimize conflict, 

but, over time, unless class consciousness dissipates, cannot adequately 

respond to the elements of class consciousness in nationalism, whether 

it be middle class or working class. From an analystic pointo£ view, 

co-optation i-s an essential tool·to the understanding o£ apparent 

nationalist 'homogeneity' and provides a base for a more realistic set 

o£· pr.agmatic political strategies than Marxist conceptions o£ false consciousness. 



5)A Brief Recorisideration of Nationalism in Quebec 

'I'h~Chapi::erJ"ha's"'argued"E1'fa'E""'W"·§!uep~~!:::, nationalism is,,,,~§l:t;kGti8T 
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primarily, from class and class consciousness. It has explored relation-
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ships between the' d~n;i£a'11tj~1~~s, the state, class nationalists and 

among 
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suggested that the development of,q;I.p"RS,I}Cit:ionalisms is rooted in 
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.,,,~ .. ,,.>', ~~ -'.':' 'r . _. 

It \vould seem that as perceptions of alienation from the centres 

of power increases t so, to(); does class nationalism. Thus, as the Quiet 

Revolution fails, the middle class becomes more nationalistic, and as 

sys'tems of foreign and internal domination remain unaltered, working 

class nationalism increases in in,tensity. In particular, class 

consciousness, as it mediates national consciousness, becomes increasingly 

proble.i'l1atic in the relations among ideological pl'.:oponents. 

Consequently, over the last few years, class issues appear 

with more frequency in labour history, and the Parti Qu~b~cois becomes 

less and less supportive of labour as their own class interest is threa'tened 

(for example, Levesque's refusal to endorse the general strike o£ 1972). 

This is not to say that national questions disappear. They 

,merely become differentiated by the class thrust of the nationalist 

ideology. 

On the one hand, ,Narxist approaches to Ina tion 1 , ,because of' their 

political derivation, have consistently found l'1arx's nation":"based' 



internationalism to be theoretically problematic. On the other hand, 

the Rioux/Dofny school, with their need to define priority of one form 

of consciousness over the other, have consistently failed to see the 

co-incidence of class consciousness and national consciousness. The 

work presented here suggests that a closer look at the definition of 

nation may help -to resolve the dilermna of the Quebec left, as JvlacLeod 

so succinctly calls it. 
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NOTES 

1. I refer to quasi-nationalism under the Lesage regime as a 
response to the tendency on the part of most analysts to see modernization 
under Lesage as nationalist ideology. I suggest that it is only with 
the policies of the Liberals - prlinarily the manipulation of state power 
and authority - that con®ittment to modernization is transformed into a 
committment to control. This is the critical distinction between quasi
nationalism and nationalism. 

2. Labour support for the Union Nationale can also be interpreted 
in this manner. Particular 'populist' orientations in the past may have 
meant tacit, unspoken support due to national consciousness. 

3. See J. Piotte, T1A Question of Strategy" in Canadian Dimension, 
March, 1975. 

4. Having defined the problem of the thesis as the relation· of 
class to nationalism, I cannot define nationalisrn as influenced solely 
by class. Hmv8ver 1 I do think I have effectively demonstrated a very 
significant role played by class. In addition, I would intuitively 
suggest class is the major source of components combining with national 
consciousness to creat nationalism. The point~ however, is not necessarily 
to ident.ify what these other components might be. Rather 1 it is to 
effectively demonstrate the inadequacy of current approaches. 

5. The proletarianization of the bourgeois nation, by definition 
erases nation in Marxist terms. Politically-derived perspectives .again 
fail to account for the cultural view of the nation. 

6. Fot: example, Bourque and Laurin-Frenette (1972) argue I in 
footnotes to t..h.eir article, that apparent "radicalization" of labour 
should not be interpreted as class consciousness. They essentially see 
unions as co-op-ted bodies. My ovm arg-ument suggests precisely the 
opposi te . \. o. 

1\< , } I . 

7. See S.H. ·Milner and H.l-iilner ;CTheDecolonizationo£ . Quebec , 
1973, or 1\L Rioux, ·Qliebec in Question, 1971, for excellent descriptions 
of· the degree and bread·til of this control. 

8. The fact that this tendency was actually created and sustained 
by the elite does not invalidate it. On the contrary , the CIegree to 
which ideological channels were controlled by this elite is the best 
argument for ·understanding the popularization of an ideology of national 
awareness and defence o£ national existence. 
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9. The question of co-optation could be brought to bear at this 
point. There is an important distinction to be made here between 
co-optation which seeks both the reduction of conflict and broadening of 
popular support, and convergent goals arrived at for quite different 
reasons by different class nationalisms. 

10. See M. Rioux (197l) Chapter 2 for a discussion of these 
roots. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The last fifteen years of Quebec's history are rich sources 

for social analysts. Rapid changes in all sectors of society have 

contributed to a dynamic and sometimes volatile social climate. It 

comes as no surprise, then, to discover the emergence of equally dynamic 

debates over the nature and sources of change and conflict in Quebec. 

My thesis has focussed on a particularly important exchange 

of viewpoints: the nature of nationalism and, by implication l language 

conflict. The debate has·centred on the relationship of class to 

nationalism, and has been daminatedby two schools of thought: the 

"ethnic class" position, which I have called t.h.e Rioux/Dofny approach, 

and the Mar.xist position, represented by N. Laurin-Frenette and 

G. Bourque. Each of these perspectives derives its analysis of the 

relat~onship of class to nationalism from different views on the 

'nation'. These definitions of nation, I have argued, are rooted in 

particular academic traditions: the Rioux/Dofny position employs a 

modified Weberian concept of the nation, while Marxist analysis , 

plagued by Narx's lack of a theory on nation, tends to use a ·definition 

of the nation which is co-terminous with nation-state (.therefore l it 

becomes for Marxists, a consequence o£ capitalist development rooted 

in bourgeois class interest.).. 

These variant approaches to nation· carry impli.ci.t assumptions 

regarding class. The "et..'Iu1i.c class" proponent sees nations and 

1m. 



classes as co-existing, but posits that they are conflictual. Hence, 

cl~ss consciousness and national consciousness exist in an antagonistic 

relationship: one dominates at the expense of the other. In contrast, 

Marxists, whose very conception of nation imputes class interest 

-(bourgeois), see national consciousness 'as class consciousness: national 

consciousness is not disinterested. When applied to the case of Quebec, 

this approach denies the existence of consciousness (whether national 

or class in character) in the working class. Apparent national 

consciousness in the working class is styled "false 'consciousness ll as 

the working class is manipulatively brought into the vanguard of 

middle class nationalism. 

I have argued that both these positions inadequately take into 

account and describe the recent shift in ideological stances among 

nationalists in Quebec. Wnile the weaknesses in both approaches are, 

themselves, different, the reasons for these weaknesses appearing in 

the first place stem from an identical shortcoming in both perspectives. 

Marxists and "ethnic class" proponents alike are theoretically constrained 

by assuming a relationship betvmen class and nationalism. This 

assumption is then carried into the analysis, although the problematic 

has been definitiona,lly done away with. In ot-h.er words, by delineating 

the relationship between class and nationalism before doing the analysis, 

the reli:rtionship between class- and nati.onali.sm i.s not really investigated. 

Whc .. t is investigated is the selective interpretation' of data whi.ch wi.ll 

prove the assumption. Class in relation to nationalimu is no longer 
a . 

a problem: analytically proving an assumption becomes the issue. 
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Wha·t I have suggested as an alterI).ative is leaving the relationship 

of class to nationalism an open-ended question. This has been accomplished 

in two ways. First, the definition of nation which I have used allovlS a 

potentially free interplay of factors associated with class: nations 

and classes are said to co-exist. Second, nationalism has been defined 

in such a way as to leave any number of potential relations with class 

open to investigation. Hence, the admissability of evidence is not 

constrained. 

The outcome of this investigation (for details, see Chapters 3 

and 41 has been to suggest an en·t.irely ne\·l relationship between class 

and nationalism. Nationalism is nC?w defined Cat least for the case of 

Quebec) as national consciousness mobilized via the inclusion of ideological 

elements stemming from class to form a new ideology: nationalism. On 

the basis of data presented , there has been in Quebec in the last 

fifteen years I the evolution of blO class nationalisms: that of the 

middle class and that of the working class. Each shares with the other 

particular ideological similarities stamming from conrrnon national 

consciousness, but each also differs from the other on the basis of 

ideological peculiarities stemming from the class interest in the 

particular nationalism. 

The advantage of this approach lies in the fact that the 

relationship of class to nationalism remains a problematLc thro.ughout 

the data presentation: the lack of theoretical constraints permits a 

resolution' to tlte problem based on the evidence. Moreover l the . 

. advantages thus obtained in att81l1pting to describe national.ism in 



relation to class also carryover into a discussion of the exercise 

of pmver in modern society. 
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Rather than resorting to prefabricated resolutions such as 'false 

consciousness', this newly-formed definition of nationalism permits a 

fresh look at relations between classes. National consciousness shared 

by all members of national society leads to consensus on par'ticular 

national issues (for exfu~plel language). By virtue of this similarity, 

howeve~c I means to minimizing and (possibly) containing conflict also 

exist - both between class nationalisms and among the state, the 

dominan-t class, and class nationalists. This process is best effected 

through attempts to legitimate and co-opt, and is particularly interesting 

in that nationalism may become an effective tool for the maintenance I 

and even e4tension, of monopoly capitalist relationships. Responding 

to class nationalist demands (particularly in the case of the middle 

class) may effectively alter the form, but not the content, of existing 

relations of power. 

Conunon national consciousness is, however, altered by differing 

class interest. Whereas legitimation does not necessarily imply the 

modification of ideology, co-optation requires the active incorporation 

of someone else's ideology. Therefore, co-optation may occur only to 

the point where one's own class interest is not violated: the state 

can act:ively co-opt only where eY..isting relations of power are not 

effectively altered. What t.his .means in practical terms is that class 

interest in nationalis·t ideology ,is likely to resUrface in cases v-lhere 

co-optation cannot adequately respond to class-based demands in the 



ideology. Particularly in the case of working class nationalism, 

confrontation is then employed to minimize and contaj~ conflict. 

Analytically, co-optation is an attractive alternative to false 

consciousness. Common concerns mobilize nationalists across class 

(although support for goals may be for varying reasons) ,soit is nore 

appropriate to see apparent 'consensus' as temporary alignment among 

class nationalists. In any case l even though class conflict may be 

temporarily obscured, until class interests in the ideology are satisfied, 

conflict will re-emerge. By this schemel resolution of national issues 

may even accelerate class conflict as class interests come lllcreasingly 

into opposition. 

The approach to class and nationalism I have outlined, then I 

makes two important departures from perspectives whidQ currently 

dominate the literature. First, the answer to the problem of the 

relationship of class to nationalism is provided through an analysis of 

data,rtot through the selective interpretation of data which demonstrates 

a theoretically constraining set of assumptions. Second I it permits 

an identification of at least three mechanisms of control - legitLmation, 

co-optation and confrontation - which can be descriptively detailed 

at various levels. The result is a more finely discriminated under

standing of nationalism from which tactical plans might be derived. 

Dominant perspectives, based on theoretical assumptions, 

,ignore the development of' class nationalism for' various reasons (see 

Cha.pter 4). The result has been Alex MacLeod's (1973) , "unresolved 

dilemma of the Quebec left". In asking for 1l10re adequate analysis of 



the Quebec situation, f.1acLeod vlaS responding to academic paralysis 

which has resulted in a debate which (albeit, interesting) seems to go 

nowhere but in circles. Both sides have invested time in advancing 

rhetoric and dogma, and no-one has, yet, divested themself of theoretical 

·patriotism in an attaapt to arrive at a better, and more pragmatic, 

understanding. 

While I do not pretend to have found the ultimate solution, by 

responding to MacLeod's challenge my thesis has made a first attempt to 

re-interpret nationalism in Quebec so as to better reflect reality. In 

so doing, I would hope others would be sufficiently persuaded that 

further attempts should be undertaken. But I wo~ld caution that others 

be prepared to respond to history being made and would, therefore, as 

much as possible, be also prepared to modify their theoretical 

allegiances. The ability to fit theory to reality is the essence of 

a much-needed and long called-for sociological imagination. 
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